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Kurzzusammenfassung
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit werden verschiedene Methoden vorgestellt, in Vorar-
beiten experimentell charakterisierte, kohlenhydratbasierte Flüssigkristalle mit
Hilfe von Computersimulationen zu untersuchen.
Flüssigkristalle spielen in vielen Anwendungsfällen wie der Displaytechnolo-
gie, den Mikro- und Nanowissenschaften, der Pharmakologie und der Kos-
metik eine wichtige Rolle. Zuckerbasierte Mesogene zeigen neben ihrer
Umweltverträglichkeit und strukturellen Vielfalt interessante Mesophasen. Die
Zusammenhänge zwischen molekularen Eigenschaften und der Phasenstruktur
sind bei Zuckermesogenen noch nicht vollständig erschlossen und eine detail-
lierte Vorhersage von Struktur-Eigenschafts-Beziehungen ist oftmals noch nicht
möglich. Insbesondere der Einﬂuss von Wasserstoﬀbrückennetzwerken ist in
diesen Verbindungen von Bedeutung und bis heute noch nicht, insbesondere
in thermotropen Flüssigkristallen, mit Hilfe von Simulationsmethoden unter-
sucht worden. In dieser Arbeit werden zwei Modellsysteme vorgestellt und Stu-
dien präsentiert, experimentelle Daten zu diesen Modellsystemen durch Simu-
lationsrechnungen zu reproduzieren, den Einﬂuss von polaren Strukturmotiven
zu verstehen und die Wirkung von enantiomerenreinen und racemischen Flüs-
sigkristallsystemen auf die Phasenbildung aufzuklären.
Abstract
This work summarises diﬀerent approaches to investigate carbohydrate-based
liquid crystals by means of computer simulations. Liquid crystals play an im-
portant role in various use cases like display technology, nanosciences, pharmaco-
logy and cosmetics. Sugar-based mesogens exhibit, beside their biodegradability
and structural diversity, interesting mesophases. The relations between mole-
cular properties and supramolecular phase structures in sugar mesogens are not
yet suﬃciently understood and predictions of structure-property-relationships
are often not yet possible. Especially, the inﬂuence of hydrogen bond networks
is of major importance and has not been investigated for thermotropic liquid
crystals with computational chemistry methods. Two model systems will be
introduced and experiments and results presented to reproduce experimentally
derived data. The inﬂuence of polar moieties will be explained and the eﬀect of
enantiopure as well as racemic mixtures of liquid crytal systems on the phase
formation elucidated.
“The problem is reality, as usual.”
(Mattia Felice Palermo, 2012)
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The idea and motivation of this work will be described and discussed. A short
overview is given of the deﬁnition, properties, and application ﬁelds of liquid
crystals (LCs). Furthermore, the computational methods are described, which
have been applied up to now to gain an understanding of the driving forces of
LC arrangements. Additionally, the classes of carbohydrate- and cyclitol-based




The liquid crystalline state of matter plays an important role in current ma-
terials science, where it is used in diﬀerent areas of application like display
technology,[1, 2] cosmetics,[3] nanoscience,[4, 5] pharmacy or pharmacology.[6–8]
Moreover, it is also an important factor in nature where it can be observed
in cell membranes[9] or in the DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) in certain stages of
the cell life cycle.[10] Even an essential inﬂuence of lyotropic liquid crystals on
the development of early and primitive life forms by enabling the formation of
compartments is postulated.[11]
Liquid crystals combine characteristics of liquids and crystalline solids. While
liquid crystalline phases are in general ﬂuids, they show anisotropic properties
due to long-range orientational order and varying degrees of positional order –
from none at all up to translational, repetitive patterns in three dimensions.[12, 13]
The speciﬁc positional order and symmetry of the molecular ensemble deﬁne the
type of the respective liquid crystalline phase. Consequentially, several types
of mesophases are known which diﬀer in their molecular order and symmetry.
Furthermore, they are characterised by their thermodynamic stability which
deﬁnes the transition points between the diﬀerent phases. The appearance of
several liquid crystalline phases (polymorphism) in diﬀerent temperature and/or
concentration ranges is an often observed fact.
Computer simulations of these remarkable phenomena are an important tool for
the understanding of the underlying molecular processes and the development of
new liquid crystalline compounds. But since these phenomena arise from a bulk
material of condensed matter, respective calculations are quite complex and
approximative computational methods have to be applied.
The prediction and description of supramolecular phenomena in liquid crystals
by means of molecular dynamics or other simulation techniques have been in
the focus of current research eﬀorts.[14–16] In the last years, several diﬀerent
approaches have been proven to be applicable in order to estimate, predict, or
understand the supramolecular behaviour of liquid crystals.[15] Many of these
methods use – especially in the beginnings of LC simulation – quite rough
approximations for the description of the LC entities like lattice models,[17] one-
site coarse grained models with hard shapes (hard convex bodies, hard cut
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spheres)[18, 19] or with soft shapes (Gay-Berne potentials),[20–22] multi-site coarse
grained models,[23] or united atom models.[24, 25] Monte Carlo (MC)[17, 26–33] as
well as Molecular Dynamic (MD)[24, 34–40] techniques were used to calculate the
dynamics and interactions in the bulk systems.
The most applicable approach for such computations today is MD, which gives
a good compromise between resource and time requirements and precision of the
results. In MD, the so called force ﬁeld deﬁnes, with the help of empirical param-
eters, how the atoms, molecules and their assembly interact. Recent studies have
shown that the force ﬁeld has to be suitably adapted to the problem under inves-
tigation in order to achieve good results in reproducing liquid crystal phases. A
quite promising approach is described by the working group of Zannoni.[24] In
this publication, the authors showed that it is possible to reproduce experimen-
tal results from literature known liquid crystals by applying a united atom force
ﬁeld approach using the AMBER force ﬁeld. The Lennard-Jones parameters of
the force ﬁeld were tuned in an iterative series to reproduce the correct phase
behaviour and transition temperatures of the 4-n-alkyl-4′-cyanobiphenyl (nCB)
molecule series.
One class of liquid crystalline compounds with special physical properties are
sugar-, cyclitol-based and/or oligo-oxyethylene-based liquid crystals.[41] They
tend to exhibit surface active properties and show, in solution with water,
the formation of lyotropic phases and as pure substances thermotropic phase
behaviour.[42–46] The chemical constitution of such compounds highly facilitates
biodegradability, which assigns them an important role as surfactants. One of
the aims of this work is to understand, how subtle changes in the substitution
pattern at the sugar moiety aﬀects the mesophase formation and sequence. An-
other aspect is the arrangement of single structural elements (sugar, alkyl, and
oligo-oxyethylene parts) in the molecule and their inﬂuence on the existence of
LC phases. This could lead to knowledge-driven design of tuned liquid crys-
tals with desired properties. For instance, single substituted sugar moieties in
thermotropic liquid crystals mainly lead to a direct transition from the isotropic
liquid to smectic (Sm) mesophase.[47]
MD can be a promising tool to gain insight into the intra-, inter-, and supra-
molecular behaviour. Several studies with carbohydrate- and cyclitol-based,
thermotropic liquid crystals will be introduced in this work, documenting ap-
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proaches to solve the problem of liquid crystal simulations with substructures




This chapter deals with the theoretical background of liquid crystallinity. It
explains the terminology of thermotropic and lyotropic LCs. Additionally,
carbohydrate- and cyclitol-based LCs and the two model systems dealt with
in this thesis are introduced. Eventually, the theoretical basics of liquid crystal
simulation in general and Molecular Dynamics in particular are summarised. It
will be especially focussed on the methods used in this work to simulate the
atomistic systems. The last section of this chapter will deal with observables
that were investigated in this work, e. g. orientational and positional order pa-




The ﬁrst published identiﬁcation of the liquid crystalline state of matter was
in 1888 by Friedrich Reinitzer in cholesteryl benzoate (1) and cholesteryl
acetate (2). He described a cloudy liquid phase between the solid state and
the clearing point, while the substance was melted. Furthermore, by visual in-
spection vivid colours appeared. Under a polarisation microscope with crossed
polarisers visible textures could be observed in the same phase (cf. Figure 1), in-
dicating birefringence and hence, anisotropic properties.[48–50] Otto Lehmann
introduced the terms of ’ﬂüssige Krystalle’ (ﬂuid crystals), ’ﬂiessende Krys-
talle’ (ﬂowing crystals), and ’krystallinische Flüssigkeiten’ (crystal ﬂuids), de-














Figure 1: Texture of cholesteryl acetate in a polarisation microscope (left).[52]
Structure of cholesteryl benzoate (1) and cholesteryl ac-
etate (2) (right).
This terminology was updated by Georges Friedel, who termed the phases,
appearing between the perfectly ordered periodic state and the completely disor-
dered, amorphous or liquid structures, "mesomorphic".[53] Nowadays, this term
also comprehends plastic crystals, which will not be further discussed in this
work. Hence, this term will here only denote the liquid crystalline phase. The
entities that form LC phases are called mesogens. Mesogens can either be single
molecules or oligomeric aggregates, e. g. dimers.
Eventually, he also introduced the terminology for the two liquid crystal types
dealt with in this work, nematics (cf. Section 2.1.1, page 7) and smectics (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1.2, page 8).
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Liquid crystalline or mesomorphic phases can be formed by a broad ﬁeld of
compounds. The characteristic property of such phases is that between the
crystalline state and the common isotropic liquid one, new types of molecular
order are formed, where the molecules possess a long-range orientational order
but no or only a short range positional order.[12, 13] On the molecular level, the
self assembly of the molecules is an entropy-driven process that is enhanced by
intermolecular interactions.[54, 55]
Three broader classes of liquid crystalline states are deﬁned according to the fact
if they appear either in a certain temperature range (thermotropic liquid crys-
tals) or in certain concentration/temperature ranges of dissolved compounds (ly-
otropic liquid crystals), or if additionally the pressure has an inﬂuence an the
phase formation (barotropic liquid crystals). The latter will not be discussed in
this work.
The abbreviations introduced in the following sections are in accordance to
the publications of Barón[56] and its translation by Tschierske et al.,[57] in
which the fundamental terminology and deﬁnition of liquid crystals is sum-
marised.
2.1. Thermotropic Liquid Crystals
Thermotropic liquid crystals show mesomorphic structures in a suitable tem-
perature range. The two most prominent and for this work most important
mesophases are the nematic and the smectic phases, which are described in the
following.
2.1.1. Nematics
The nematic phase is the simplest form of liquid crystals. Nematic phases (N)
can be formed by calamitic, i. e. rod-shaped molecules,[58] or discotic, i. e. disk-
shaped, molecules. The inherent property is the orientation of all molecules in a
preferential direction. This preferential direction is denoted by a unit vector n
called director (cf. Figure 2, page 8). While there is a preferential orientation of
the molecules, the centers of mass of the molecules are distributed randomly, i. e.
no translational order forms. The name nematic is derived from the greek word
7
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for thread (nema, νηµα), since their phases exhibit characteristic, thread-like
disclinations, i. e. disturbances in the orientational order,[59] in the polarisation








Figure 2: Schematic representation of rod-like molecules in the nematic phase.
N: Nematic phase; n: Director, i. e. a unit vector indicating the main
preferential direction.
Figure 3: Schlieren texture of a nematic liquid crystal in a polarisation micro-
scope, crossed polarisers.[60] Visible are the disclination lines, i. e. dis-
turbances in the orientation.
2.1.2. Smectics
Like nematic phases also the smectic phases are formed by rod-shaped molecules.
The characteristic property of smectic liquid crystals is that the molecular cen-
ters of mass are arranged in layers. This leads to the macroscopic property of a
greasy or soapy consistency. Hence, the name was derived from the greek word
for soap (smegma, σµηγµα).
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Three diﬀerent smectic phases – denoted by A, B, and C – were ﬁrst described
by Sackmann and Demus in 1966.[61] In the following years, their supra-
molecular characteristica were revealed and clariﬁed. The smectic A (SmA)
phase consists of layers in which the molecules are parallel aligned and ori-
ented in average parallel to the layer normal.[62] It can be understood as a
two-dimensional ﬂuid, since the molecules are randomly distributed and mobile
within the layer (cf. Figure 4, page 10).
In this respect, smectic C (SmC) phases are quite comparable to SmA. The
main diﬀerence is that in the SmC phase the molecules inside a layer are tilted
by a tilt angle φ with respect to the layer normal.[63, 64] Insofar SmA phases can
even be understood as a special case of SmC (tilt angle φ = 0). In this case the
versor, i. e. the layer normal, coincides with the main direction of the molecules
or director (cf. Section 2.1.1, page 7). But the diﬀerences in the symmetry lead
to signiﬁcant diﬀerences on the macroscopic level.
de Vries proposed an established diffuse cone model that describes a rotation
of the molecules around the layer normal with an in average ﬁxed tilt angle.[65, 66]
This rotation holds for the SmA phases as well as SmC phases. While in SmA
phases there is a rotational symmetry, this symmetry vanishes in SmC phases.
Two extreme examples of arrangement of molecules in a layer are the tilt in the
opposite directions in neighbouring layers leading to a herringbone structure, or
a tilt in the same direction. The diffuse cone model establishes the possibility
of arrangements between this two extreme arrangements.
The Smectic B (SmB) phase has a higher degree of order than SmA or SmC
phases. The additional degree of order lies in a hexagonal organisation within
a layer.[67] If a phase sequence contains a SmC or a SmB phase as well as a
SmA phase, SmC and SmB phases appear always at temperatures lower than
the SmA phase.[68] In Figure 4 on page 10 these smectic molecular organisations
are schematically demonstrated.
Even higher ordered smectics are possible like SmI and SmF, which are struc-
turally comparable to SmB phases but the molecules are tilted towards the edge
of the hexagon or the corner, respectively.[13] But such highly ordered smectic
phases will not be discussed further at this point.
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Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the three most frequent smectic phases, SmA,
SmB, and SmC. The optical axis Z is parallel to the layer normal or
versor. In the SmA phase the versor Z and director n coincide.
For molecules with an intrinsic structural polarity, three diﬀerent variants of the
molecular arrangement within the layers can be distinguished. Figure 5 illus-
trates these possibilities and their notation. Depending on how the repetitive
unit, i. e. the layer, is composed SmA1, SmA2, and SmAd are discriminated. If
the molecules are arranged in a monolayer with undeﬁned "upwards" or "down-
wards" orientation of the molecules, the phase is of type SmA1. A phase is
denoted with SmA2, if the repetitive unit is a bilayer. If the bilayers are in-
terdigitised, the phase is denoted as SmAd. These categories exist with SmC1,








Figure 5: SmA subphases of polar molecules. From left to right: SmA1: Mono-
layer built up from randomly "upwards" or "downwards" oriented
molecules; SmA2: bilayer consisting of two antiparallel layers; SmAd:
bilayer consisting of two interdigitised, antiparallel layers. 1, 2, and
d denote the layer width based on multiples of the molecular length
with 1 < d < 2.
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2.1.3. Further Phase Types
Beside the previously discussed thermotropic LC phases there are also chiral
variations of the aforementioned, like the chiral nematic – formerly known as
cholesteric – phase (N*).[69] Another type are the blue phases (BP), which have
a three dimensional lattice structure and a helical orientational order.[13, 62, 70, 71]
While the latter LC phases are all mainly based on calamitic molecules, there
are other LC phases that are built up from discotic molecules.[72–76] Mostly, these
molecules form columns by stacking on top of each other, hence these phases are
denoted as columnar liquid crystals (Col).[77] Those will not be further discussed
here.
2.2. Lyotropic Liquid Crystals
Lyotropic liquid crystalline phases are formed by compounds in solution. They




Figure 6: Schematic representation of a rod-like molecule with amphiphilic prop-
erties.
2.2.1. Amphiphilicity
Amphiphilic molecules consist of regions that interact diﬀerently with a sol-
vent (cf. Figure 6). The lyophilic part, i. e. the part, which strongly interacts
with the solvent, orients towards the solvent, while the other part orients away.
Thus, amphiphilicity leads to a segregation into microdomains (microphase
seperation), a property, which can also have a strong inﬂuence in thermotropic
liquid crystals.[46, 78]
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2.2.2. Micelles
Based on their amphiphilicity respective molecules can organise to form micellar
structures. These micelles can have various shapes from spheres over cylinders to
discs.[57, 78] In case of a nonpolar solvent, the micelles are organised inverse as op-
posed to conventional micelles formed in polar solvents like water (cf. Figure 7).
In conventional micelles, interactions appear between the solvent and the po-
lar head groups by hydrogen bonds or due to ionic interactions, while van der
Waals interactions take place between the lipophilic alkyl chains.[41] The actual
driving force to form micelles is the hydrophobic eﬀect. This eﬀect is driven by a
gain in entropy. The hydrophobic parts of a molecule force the water molecules
to reorient and rebuild a hydrogen bond network around the molecule with-
out an actual interaction between solvent and solute. The entropy rises by
avoiding this water reorganisation, hence less water molecules need to be locally
ordered.[79]
micelle inverse micelle
Figure 7: Schematic representation of rod-like molecules forming micelles. In
a polar solvent (blue) the polar parts (dark) orient outwards; in an
apolar solvent (grey) the apolar parts (light) orient outwards.
Micellar structures have an inherent orientational order and act as build-
ing blocks leading to positional organisation of the molecules in the
phase.
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2.2.3. Phase Types
Environmental and intrinsic factors, which inﬂuence lyotropic LCs are the tem-
perature and the degree of dilution, i. e. the concentration of the amphiphile.
Depending on the molecular composition and the aforementioned factors, dif-
ferent phase types are possible. In the case of barotropic LCs the pressure is
also a modifying factor.
Well known lyotropic liquid crystal phases are the lamellar (Lα), the bicontin-
uous cubic (VI/II), the columnar or hexagonic (HI/II), and the discontinuous
cubic phase (II/II). The latter three exist in a normal (subscript I) or an in-
verted version (subscript II), depending on the ratio of the volume fraction of
the polar parts of the molecules to the volume fraction of the apolar parts of
the molecules.[78]
While Lα forms layered structures, VI/II shows a three-dimensional, web-like
structure, in which the solvent on the one side and the solute on the other side
form seperated, but for each species continuously connected domains. The HI/II
phases consist of columns arranged in hexagons and the II/II is built up from
micelles surrounded by the solvent.[12] In Figure 8 on page 14 these four phases
are schematically illustrated.
Additionally to the Lα, VI/II, HI/II, and II/II intermediate phases are possible,
which generate a broad suprastructural variety. They are subsumed under the
terminology ribbon and mesh intermediate phases, depending on if the micelles
form bands and ribbons or sieve and mesh like structures. Especially the Lα,
the bicontinuous cubic phases and these intermediate phases have a strong re-
lationship to biological membrane systems.[80]
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Figure 8: Schematical illustration of the four conventional lyotropic phase types.
Lα: lamellar; VI : bicontinuous cubic; HI : hexagonal; II : discontinu-
ous cubic.[12, 78]
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3. Carbohydrate- and Cyclitol-Based Liquid
Crystals
Carbohydrate- and cyclitol-based liquid crystals share a common property for
the formation of mesophases. They bear hydroxyl functions, which give rise to
hydrogen bond network formations. This results in strong directed intermole-
cular interactions which can lead to highly ordered supramolecular structural
arrangements.
3.1. Carbohydrate-Derived Liquid Crystals
An interesting class of liquid crystalline compounds are carbohydrate-based LCs.
Glycolipids can be amphotropic molecules, i. e. they can form thermotropic as
well as lyotropic mesophases. A broad variety of features makes them a target
for scientiﬁc analysis and applications in materials science, pharmacology, and
cosmetics. They are easily accessible, non-toxic, and biodegradable. A high di-
versity of molecular structures is possible due to various substitution patterns at
the sugar unit and due to diﬀerent conﬁgurations at the chirality centers. Glycol-
ipids mainly exhibit rather low melting temperatures and show often a good sol-
ubility in water and organic solvents which renders them applicable under physi-
ological conditions and in standard human environments.[46]
In those amphiphiles the hydroxyl functions of the sugar moiety serve as hy-
drogen bond donors and acceptors and form hydrogen bond networks either
with polar solvents and sugar molecules (lyotropic LCs) or in thermotropic
LCs exclusively with other polar parts of the molecules. Linear sugar-based
amphiphiles tend to exhibit SmAd phases
[45, 47, 81] or their chiral versions
SmAd*.
[82]
A structurally quite simple alkyl-glycoside that exhibits liquid crystalline be-
haviour and forms a smectic A phase is n-dodecyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (3)
(cf. Figure 9, page 16).
Goodby thouroughly studied and described its phase sequence.[83] He
could determine by Diﬀerential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) that the alkyl-
carbohydrate 3 has three crystal modiﬁcations, which appear at diﬀerent
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Figure 9: Structure of n-dodecyl-β-D-glucopyranoside.
temperatures and a SmA mesophase before melting into the isotropic liq-
uid (cf. Table 1).
Table 1: Phase transition temperatures of n-dodecyl-β-D-glucopyrano-
side (3).[83]
Cr1 Cr2 Cr3 M Iso
3 • 54.8 • 63.2 • 80.4 SmA 143.4 •
(328.0) (336.3) (353.6) (416.5)
Cr1−3: Crystal phases, M: Mesophase, Iso: Isotropic.
Units are given in ◦C (K).
Due to its structural simplicity and its comparably broad mesophase of 63K
compound 3 appeared as a suitable model system to approach the simulation
of hydrogen bond-based liquid crystal.
3.2. Inositol-Derived Liquid Crystals
Besides traditional aldoses or ketoses like glucose or fructose also cyclic poly-
ols like inositol (cf. Figure 10, page 17) oﬀer the general advantages described
before. Many diﬀerent properties render inositol an interesting family of
compounds for the synthesis of liquid crystals, among them biodegradability,
bioavailability, and pharmaceutical importance.
Inositol is a ubiquitous compound, i. e. it can be found in all life forms from
Archaea bacteria to plants and animals, and in them in all tissues.[84] It of-
ten appears as phytic acid 5 (IP6), which serves as a storage and transport
compound of organically bound inorganic phosphate (cf. Figure 11, page 17).[85]
Phosphorylated derivatives of myo-inositol (4), have an important contribution
as messengers that regulate the Ca2+ homeostasis in cells.[86–88] Additionally,
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Figure 10: The structure of the most frequently occuring stereoisomer of inositol,
myo-inositol (4).
they play a role in cell proliferation and gene regulation, either indirectly by re-
leasing second messenger molecules[89] or directly by regulating the DNA replica-
tion or the chromatin degradation and organisation.[90] Myo-inositol derivatives
are even involved in cytoskeletal organisation.[91] Due to their important inﬂu-
ence as messenger and regulator of cellular structure and function they also
appear in the context of several deseases like bipolar disorders or Alzheimer’s
desease, which are both based on Ca2+ dysregulation,[86, 92] or in cancer.[93] Thus
they can become an important drug or druggable target.[86, 90, 94] Compound 5








Figure 11: The structure of phytic acid or myo-inositol hexakisphosphate.
Structurally, inositol or hexahydroxycyclohexane is a cyclic molecule with
six carbon atoms, each bearing a hydroxy function.[84] The free hydroxyl
groups at this so called cyclitol give rise to the formation of hydrogen
bonds. myo-inositol (4) is the most frequent occuring stereoisomer of inosi-
tol (cf. Figure 10).
In combination with alkyl chains and oligo-ethoxy groups Catanoiu built up
a broad variety of inositol-based compounds with diﬀerent organisation and
substitution patterns at the cyclitol ring system 4. In diﬀerent synthesis se-
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quences these molecules were built up from myo-inositol 4, triethylene gly-
col 6, and dodecylbromide 7 (cf. Figure 12).[42–44] The insertion of oligooxyethy-
lene groups into a molecule introduces hydrogen bond acceptors. Hence,
molecules containing ethoxy groups can show in protic solvents lytropic LC
phases.[12]
Though consisting of the same molecular subunits the synthesised compounds
show very diﬀerent properties. An example are the racemic mixtures of com-
pound rac-8 and rac-9 synthesised by Catanoiu.[44] Only rac-8 shows a SmA
phase as mesophase. The racemic compound rac-9 melts directly from the crys-





























Figure 12: Conceptual generation of 1-O-[2′-[2′′-[2′′′-(dodecyloxy)ethoxy]-
ethoxy]ethyl]-myo-inositol (rac-8) and 1-O-dodecyl-4-O-[2′-
[2′′-[2′′′-(hydroxy)ethoxy]ethoxy]ethyl]-myo-inositol (rac-9) from
myo-inositol (4), triethylene glycol (6), and dodecylbromide (7).[44]
The slightly increased complexity of rac-8 and rac-9 in comparison to the alkyl
glucoside 3 and the ﬁnding of the diﬀerent mesophase behaviour makes this two
compounds interesting targets for further studies in a computational approach.
To explain and to ﬁnd reasons for this diﬀerence is one of the aims of this work
and will be evaluated in the course of this thesis.
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Cr: Crystal, M: Mesophase, Iso: Isotropic.
Units are given in ◦C (K).
4. Simulation of Liquid Crystals
A lot of diﬀerent methods have been used to understand liquid crys-
tal phase formation with computational methods, ranging from abstract
lattice models over coarse grained molecular models to atomistic ap-
proaches (cf. Figure 13).
Eﬃciency
Accuracy
Figure 13: Diﬀerent methods to approach LC simulation. From left to right:
Lattice models, hard and soft one-site models, multi-site coarse
grained approaches, atomistic representations. While the degree of
accuracy rises, the computational eﬃciency falls and more computa-
tional power is needed.
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4.1. Lattice Models
Lattice models are based on the mean ﬁeld theory by Maier and Saupe, who
described interactions in nematics and the formation of a nematic phase only
by dipole-dipole dispersion interactions. That means that only the longitudi-
nal axis is considered, while omitting the molecular shape and the positional
movement of molecule.[95–97] Lebwohl and Lasher were the ﬁrst who applied
this theory in computational simulations.[17, 31] They organised the molecules,
represented only by their longitudinal axes, on the vertices of a lattice, allow-
ing only interactions between direct neighbours (cf. Figure 14). Especially this
aspect models the local character of the mean ﬁeld theory, since this theory
also states that in a (nematic) LC phase a preferential orientation is present
in every point of a phase.[97] Monte Carlo simulations with restricted[31] and
unrestricted directional orientation[17] could properly reproduce the formation
of the nematic phase. In this kind of simulations a positional organisation is
neglected and only the orientation of molecules is in the focus. Lattice models
are computationally the most eﬃcient ones to address the problem of nematic
phase formation.[98]
I N
Figure 14: Two-dimensional representation of the lattice model showing the
transition/reorientation from an isotropic orientational distribution
into a nematic order.
4.2. Coarse Grained Models
Coarse grained (CG) models describe the molecular entities by rough approxi-
mations. They either represent the molecule as one object (one-site) or split it
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into reasonable units, which are treated diﬀerently (multi-site). Many degrees
of coarse graining or accuracy, respectively, are possible, especially considering
the multi-site approach.
4.2.1. Hard Objects
Hard objects are one-site coarse grained models. They are based on the theory
of Onsager, who introduced a mathematical model to describe the inﬂuence of
shape and excluded volume eﬀects on the formation of LC phases.[54] He formu-
lated that a high density solution of rod-shaped particles favours the formation of
a nematic order over the isotropic distribution.[54] In this approach, the relation
of the particle length L to the particle diameter D plays an important role. Fur-
thermore, only the shape of these molecules is taken into account for the mathe-
matical model as well as for the simulations (cf. Figure 15).
L
D
Figure 15: Examples for hard objects. From left to right: needle-like, pro-
late ellipsoid; platelet-like, oblate ellipsoid; spherocylinder; hard cut
sphere. An important aspect is the relation of the length L to the
diameter D.
Extensive work by Frenkel, Allen, Stroobants, and co-workers revealed
that the shape of the molecule representing object inﬂuences the formation
of diﬀerent LC phases.[28–30, 99] This formation is strictly density dependent
and can be simulated by MD and MC calculations, respectively.[99] Frenkel
introduced the usage of ellipsoids with diﬀerent length to diameter ratio.[30]
Needle-[100] or platelet-like ellipsoids,[28, 29, 101] even with inﬁnitely small thick-
ness, are only able to show an isotropic to nematic transition. Two other ge-
ometric objects, spherocylinders and hard cut spheres, exhibit a richer variety
of phases. While spherocylinders are able to reproduce smectic A phases, since
the cylindrical part ﬁlls space more eﬃciently than the spherical caps,[102–104]
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even the formation of a columnar phase can be shown with hard cut sphere
objects.[103, 105]
4.2.2. Soft Objects
Another approach, which aims in mimicking a more realistic behaviour of the in-
teraction sites in a simulation system, is to model the aforementioned geometries
with an interaction potential. In this case the interactions take place through
a Lennard-Jones like potential ((10) on page 29) instead of elastic collisions.
The most prominent variant is the Gay-Berne potential, which simpliﬁes the
mesogens to several or one interaction site, models an orientation dependence
with a Gaussian function, and introduces strength and range parameters via
the Lennard-Jones potential.[20, 106] Gay-Berne potentials were already success-
ful in simulating nematic,[107] smectic A and B phases,[108, 109] and even columnar
phases in LC mixtures.[110] Approaches to chiral molecules have also been per-
formed with Gay-Berne ellipsoids. Memmer and co-workers were able to simu-
late the formation of N*, SmA*, and blue phases.[26, 111, 112]
4.2.3. Multi-Site Representations
Multi-site representations, i. e. coarse grained representations with more than
one unit representing a mesogenic object with speciﬁc properties, were success-
fully used by Wilson and others.[23, 113, 114] They are interesting, because they
simplify the chemical structure while retaining essential features of the molecule,
e. g. ﬂexible parts or polar areas. Up to now, the approaches taken in the litera-
ture are based on the elements described in section 4.2.2. While Lennard-Jones
potentials are used to model spherical parts, Gay-Berne potentials are used to
model anisotropic, ellipsoidal structures. Additional potentials can be used to
tune the interaction in a certain chemical aspect, like e. g. polarity. Figure 16 on
page 23 shows some examples of successfully applied multi-site models. With a
rigid V-shaped molecule formed from seven Lennard-Jones spheres, a simulation
of the formation of smectic A and B phases was possible.[115] The formation of
smectic phases could also be simulated in system of multi-site objects of two
ellipsoids connected ﬂexibly via eight Lennard-Jones spheres.[23] With a two-
site Gay-Berne model a dependence of the phase formation to the bend angle
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between the two units was observed. A nematic phase (straight molecules), a
smectic A phase (slightly bent), and even a chiral SmA (SmA*) phase (strongly
bent) could be simulated.[116]
This approach is also used in polymer science in combination with LCs.[117]
Hence, multi-site CGs are also beneﬁcial in addressing larger molecular struc-
tures, e. g. like dendrimers, which consist of core elements and ﬂexible attach-
ments, like alkyl chains or siloxanes.[113, 114] A broad variety of lyotropic phases
was also simulated with coarse grained approachs, in which water was repre-
sented by one particle and the LC mesogen by several interaction centers which
interact via short-range Lennard-Jones potentials.[118]
In the last years, some methods aim at approximating multi-site potentials
which reproduce results of atomistic simulations. These methods are called
multiscale approaches, since with them a switching between atomistic simula-
tions and coarse graining becomes possible. Thus, a better and faster sam-
pling of the phase space is possible, the transitions into other phases can be
accelerated (CG), and the reached phase states can then again be sampled
with an atomistic approach.[119, 120] Computational models which work in a
similar fashion aim in adopting the surface of a molecule and map appropri-
ate potentials to resemble the molecular surface properties (surface interaction
models).[121–124]
Figure 16: Examples of coarse grained, multi-site mesogen objects formed
from Gay-Berne (ellipsoids) and Lennard-Jones potentials
(spheres).[23, 115, 116]
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4.3. Atomistic Simulations
Especially in the last decade, atomistic simulations are in the focus of re-
search eﬀorts. On the one hand computational resources become more acces-
sible and more eﬃcient, on the other hand atomistic descriptions of molecules
could represent the experimental behaviour of molecules to a higher degree.
Atomistic simulations consider the molecule as built-up from atoms or atom-
types (cf. Figure 17). Every atomtype represents an element in a certain chem-
ical environment, e. g. oxygens in hydroxyl groups are treated diﬀerently from
oxygens in an ether group.
Figure 17: Example of an atomistic description of alkyl-glucose 3. Every colour
denotes a diﬀerent atomtype. While the sugar moiety is described in
an all atom fashion, the alkyl moiety is composed of united atoms,
each representing a CH2 or CH3 group, respectively.
An approximation in atomistic treatments of molecules is realised in the han-
dling of aliphatic carbon atoms. Two ways of treating the atoms are possi-
ble. Either every atom is considered, including the hydrogens, this is called all
atom (AA) approach. Or the hydrogen atoms attached to an aliphatic carbon
atom are treated as a combined unit together with the carbon atom, i. e. each
CH, CH2, or CH3 group and CH4 (methan) is represented as one unit, a united
atom (UA).
One of the bigger problems of an atomistic description is the signiﬁcant increase
in internal degrees of freedom. Hence, especially in the beginning of atomistic
simulations, rather rigid molecules which by deﬁnition have less internal de-
gree of freedom were investigated. A group of compounds that has emerged as
an intensively studied model system is the 4-n-alkyl-4′-cyanobiphenyl (nCB)
series (10), where n denotes the length of the alkyl chain (cf. Figure 18,
page 25).[24, 34, 125–134]
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N CnH2n+1
10
Figure 18: Structure of the 4-n-alkyl-4′-cyanobiphenyl homologuous series.
The nCB series consists of a quite rigid, rod-like core motif with a cyano-group
and a ﬂexible alkyl chain of varying length. The polar cyano-group has an im-
portant inﬂuence on the supramolecular arrangement of the molecules. Mainly
based on Coulomb interactions it enables the formation of dimers, which is es-
pecially important for the stability of the SmAd phase in 8CB. Computational
experiments, in which the partial charges are removed, show a destabilisation
of the smectic LC phase.[127]
Other systems that are described by simulations of an atomistic fashion are
steroids with their rigid steran scaﬀold. Due to its conformational rigidity the
molecules are reduced to a rod-like structure.[135] Various linear molecules with
phenyl or other aromatic ring systems,[136–140] or disk-shaped molecules built
up from extended aromatic ring systems were also studied.[141, 142] All those
systems have in common that the internal degrees of freedom are reduced either
by their conﬁguration and their resulting rigid conformation (steran scaﬀold) or
the aromaticity which keeps the rings planar.
Due to the high degree of translational, rotational, and vibrational motion in
atomistic approaches, a lot of diﬀerent conﬁgurations become accessible. Hence,
the phase space, i. e. the sum of possible conﬁgurations, which the simulated
system can adopt, becomes quite big. In this context the term conﬁguration is
used as the sum of all conformations at a certain time. This is why, especially
in the early stages, only the melting of preordered phases was studied.[136, 141]
It has been only in recent years that the simulation of the onset of order from
disordered, i. e. isotropic, conﬁgurations is subject in atomistic computational
studies.[125, 127, 137–139, 142]
A more thorough description how atomistic simulations are performed with
Molecular Dynamics is given in Section 5 on page 27.
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Summarizing, it can be stated that atomistic simulations of thermotropic LCs
have focussed on rigid molecules with reduced internal degrees of freedom and
moderately long alkyl chains. Furthermore, strong polarised or partially charged
molecules as building block for thermotropic LCs has not yet been studied by
simulation techniques, although it is known that polar aspects of a molecule
are important. The simulation of carbohydrate or cyclitol derivatives especially
with oligoethoxy- and alkyl moieties, which add ﬂexibility, constitutes a new




Molecular Dynamics aims at the prediction of molecular movement by solv-
ing Newton’s equations of classical motion. This technique works with reason-
able approximations and simpliﬁcations, i. e. reducing the atoms and bonds to
spheres connected via springs. A carefully designed function is used to derive
the resulting forces in the system and thus the energy. This function is called
the "Force Field" (FF).
5.1. Integrating Newton’s Equations of Motion









where F is the resulting force, m the mass of the observed object, and v its
velocity.Using this law, new positions and velocities can be calculated. For MD
it is essential to derive the forces acting on each atom. This can be accomplished
by the so called force ﬁeld, i. e. a functional description that deﬁnes how atoms
interact. This potential function is derived for every atom with respect to its




where Fi is the force acting on the ith molecule with the position xi and Etotal
as the additive force ﬁeld or potential energy function. Using these forces and
applying a proper, meaning small enough integration time step ∆t the new







Several diﬀerent algorithms exist to calculate the new positions. Since the
computational implementation of molecular mechanics is not in the focus of
this work, they will not be discussed here further, but can be read from
literature.[143–145]
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5.2. Force Fields
A force ﬁeld is the functional description which deﬁnes the energy in the sys-
tem. It consists of several mathematical terms dealing with diﬀerent aspects of
molecular interactions. These interactions can be roughly divided into bonded
and non-bonded contributions:
Etotal = Ebonded + Enon−bonded (4)
Depending on the actual implementation of the various contributing terms, nu-
merous force ﬁelds have been developed. Many of them like the AMBER[146, 147]
or OPLS [148, 149] force ﬁeld share common functional features and just diﬀer in
details, like the parameters of some atomtypes or the way how the point charges
are assigned.
5.2.1. Bonded Interactions
Bonded interactions describe the behaviour of atoms that are connected with
other atoms in the molecule. Thus, molecular bonds, bond angles, dihedral
angles, and out-of-plane angles are covered by that:
Ebonded = Ebonds + Eangles + Edihedrals (5)
By deﬁnition, these contributions are only intramolecular.
5.2.2. Non-Bonded Interactions
Non-bonded contributions account for several inter- and intramolecular rela-
tions. They describe the intermolecular interplay between atoms in terms of
van der Waals and Coulomb interactions:
Enon−bonded = Evan der Waals + ECoulomb (6)
Additionally, intramolecular interactions between atoms that are separated by
three bonds, i. e. 1-4 interactions, are taken into account within this type of
interactions.
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5.2.3. Optimised Potentials for Liquid Simulations
Depending on the force ﬁeld, diﬀerent functional representations are used to
describe bonds, angles, proper and improper dihedrals. The force ﬁeld, which
is used throughout this work is the "Optimised Potentials for Liquid Simu-
lations" (OPLS). It was established by Jorgensen et al. to ﬁt the special
requirements of liquids in MD systems.[32, 148–151] The bonded and non-bonded
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Bonds and angles are represented by harmonic potentials (compare (7) and (8))
with kr and kθ as the spring constants, r0 and θ0 as the equilibrium bond length
and angle, respectively, while r or θ is the actual bond length or angle. This
means that every displacement from the equilibrium length or angle leads to an
increase in energy (cf. Figure 19, page 30).
The dihedral angles, i. e. the rotation around a bond, are described as a fourier
series (9). In this equation φ is the actual angle between the two bond sub-
stituents, φ1–4 is the phase shift of the periodic contribution, and V1–4 are con-
stants to tune the shape of the potential. Figure 20 on page 30 shows an example
of such a potential function.
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2 (1 + cosn(φ− φn))
Figure 20: Fourier series describing the rotation around a bond. The poten-
tial curve was created with the parameters for the OH-C2-C2-OH
bond (C2: sp3 carbon with two hydrogens (united atom); OH: alco-
hol oxygen).[146]
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Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions are combined in a non-bonded
term (10). While van der Waals interactions are calculated by a Lennard-Jones
potential (11), the Coulomb ones are represented by a Coulomb potential (12).
The so called fudge factor fij is set to 0.5 for 1-4 interactions and to 1 for every
other.
Figure 21 exempliﬁes how the parameters ǫij and σij deﬁne the shape of the
potential. While σ modiﬁes at which distance the potential becomes zero,
ǫ determines the depth of the potential well. Those constants are depen-
dent on the atoms that are engaged in this interplay. The geometric average








While the ﬁrst term 4ǫij(σij/rij)
12 describes the short range repulsive forces,















Figure 21: Lennard-Jones potential describing van der Waals interactions be-
tween atoms i and j. The inﬂuence of the characteristic constants
ǫij and σij is depicted by dashed lines.
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The Coulomb potential ((12) on page 29) describes an attractive or repelling
force (depending on the sign of the charges) of the participating atoms. The
closer the atoms get the stronger the eﬀect becomes (cf. Figure 22, page 32). In
this function e is the electronic charge, ǫ0 is the dielectric constant or vacuum
permittivity, qi and qj are the atomic charges of the participating atoms, and









Figure 22: The Coulomb potential acting on charged atoms in the system.
Atomic charges There are diﬀerent ways to acquire the atomic charges for a
force ﬁeld. The appropriate method depends strongly on how the other parame-
ters in the force ﬁeld are derived. For example one way is a quantum chemical
optimisation of the molecule and a subsequent population analysis with a suit-
able population algorithm, e. g. CHelpG.[152] Another way is to derive the atomic
charges from experimental values. In the OPLS force ﬁeld the atomic charges
are ﬁt in such a way that the force ﬁeld reproduces liquid properties like viscosity
and density correctly.[148, 149]
Besides, speciﬁc molecular subgroups like the amino group (NH2) or carboxyl
group (COOH) are deﬁned, in which the charges of the atoms, building this
functional entity, add up to zero. This is necessary for the sake of energy
conservation, since those charge groups are used to increase performance in
MD algorithms. In parallel computations with domain decomposition[153] charge
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groups can be separated. This would lead to charge separation if the charge
groups are not neutral.
Due to these reasons, every atomtype has always the same charge in OPLS
force ﬁeld. Thus, possibly neccessary deviations from this rule have to result in
a deﬁnition of new atomtypes, if needed.
5.2.4. Atomtypes
To take into account that atoms behave in dependence of their chemical envi-
ronment, force ﬁelds deal with atomtypes instead of just elements. Hence, more
than one atomtype exists to describe for example the element carbon. A carbon
atom behaves diﬀerently if it is part of e. g. a saturated C-C bond or instead of
an unsaturated one.
5.2.5. United Atom vs. All Atom
Several approximations that describe a molecule quite roughly, e. g. the afore-
mentioned Gay-Berne potentials[21] or the Martini force ﬁeld[154] description,
have been used in MD techniques. There are in the ﬁeld of atomistic mod-
eling two ways of representing a molecule. The straight forward approach is
to describe every atom as it is (all atom; AA). A computational less demand-
ing but still accurate way is to deal with hydrogens attached to carbon atoms
as one entity (united atom; UA). Figure 23 on page 34 shows an example of
a sugar in these two descriptions. Note that hydrogens participating in polar
bonds must not be substituted, since they can participate in hydrogen bond
networks.
Especially, when dealing with macromolecules, like proteins, or with large su-
pramolecular assemblies, this approach can save reasonable amounts of compu-
tational time.
5.3. Simulation Parameters
Besides the force ﬁeld, which deﬁnes the behaviour of a molecule, a variety of
options exist to specify the simulation conditions. With these parameters the
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Figure 23: A sugar (Galactose) described in all atom (left) and united
atom (right) fashion. Mind that the polar hydrogens remain un-
changed and that the united carbon-hydrogen entities are slightly
enlarged.
temperature or pressure can be kept constant, the type of simulation ensemble
can be deﬁned, or it can be determined how the electrostatic interactions are
evaluated.
5.3.1. Periodic Boundary Conditions
Simulating a material as a bulk with MD techniques has the obstacle that, al-
though thousands of molecules can be simulated at once, the borders of the
simulation ensemble inﬂuence the conditions in the simulation to a great ex-
tend. For example borders can superimpose an order on the system because the
molecules tend to align at the surfaces. A "real world bulk material" has a huge
number of molecules between two borders or surfaces, far beyond today’s simu-
lation possibilities. This makes it necessary to introduce the concept of "Periodic
Boundary Conditions" (PBC). This concept is illustrated in a two-dimensional
example in Figure 24 on page 35. Every molecule leaving one face of the simula-
tion box enters on the opposite side into the same box. Hence, every face of the
simulation sees the image of its opposite face. This means that the size of the
simulation box has to be chosen carefully according to the size of the molecules
simulated and the cutoﬀ distances of the van der Waals and electrostatics po-
tentials to avoid that molecules interact with themselves.
Boxtype For obvious reasons periodic boundary conditions can only be used
with simulation boxes that allow a gap free stacking. Three examples of such
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Figure 24: Periodic boundary conditions: objects that leave the simulation box
at one side enter the same box again from the opposite face.
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suitable cells, a cube or rectangular, a truncated octahedron, and a dodecahe-
dron, are shown in Figure 25.
Figure 25: Simulation boxes that can be stacked spaceﬁllingly, i. e. without gaps.
From left to right: cube, truncated octahedron, dodecahedron.
Minimum Image Convention When applying periodic boundary conditions,
the closest neighbour in a simulation system is not necessarily the one in the
same box. Here holds the Minimum Image Convention which states that in-
teractions happening in a simulation are always calculated between the closest,
i. e. nearest, image of the molecule.[143, 155] Figure 26 illustrates this in a two di-
mensional case with periodic boundary conditions. Only the interaction across
the boundary with the nearest dark blue circle is evaluated. Thus, it is as-
sured that just one, the closest, image is evaluated to avoid multiple counting
of interactions.
Figure 26: Minimum Image Convention: Only the interaction with the dark con-
tinuous arrow, indicating the closest image of the dark blue sphere,
is counted.
5.3.2. Temperature Coupling
To accomplish simulating a canonical ensemble (nVT), i. e. the number of
molecules, the volume, and the temperature is kept constant, the necessity arises
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to ﬁx the temperature. Thus, a thermostat has to be applied to the system with
a reasonable algorithm. Several diﬀerent algorithms have been evolved and pro-
posed over the years. In the following, two important examples are explained,
which are used throughout this work.
Berendsen thermostat The Berendsen weak coupling algorithm was proposed
by Berendsen et al. in 1984.[156] The general idea of this thermostat is to
couple either parts of or the whole simulation system to a surrounding tempe-














Wheremi and vi are the mass and velocity of atom i, τTB a damping factor that
determines the strength of coupling, and T0 and T as the heat bath temperature
and the actual temperature, respectively. Mind that the same damping factor
τTB is used for every atom in (15), but it is also possible to deﬁne diﬀerent
coupling groups in which the coupling can occur with other damping factors
τiTB .
This essentially means that the velocities are rescaled as:
v = λTv (16)
with









Hence, the temperature is adapted by damping the molecular veloci-
ties.
Nosé-Hoover thermostat Another variant to keep the temperature in a mole-
cular dynamics simulation constant is the Nosé-Hoover algorithm.[157] While the
Berendsen algorithm works in terms of rescaling the velocities after they were
calculated with the standard Newton equations of motion the Nosé-Hoover al-
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gorithm adds a virtual heat bath component as an additional degree of freedom




= Fi − mipξ
Q
vi (18)
In this formula pξ is a time dependent function to adjust the temperature
dpξ
dt
= (T − T0) (19)






The temperature is adjusted in an oscillational fashion, where the oscilla-
tional time τTNH represents the period which is used to perform one tempe-
rature adaption. Thus, this thermostat samples a canonical ensemble and
adapts the temperature slower than the strongly damping Berendsen algo-
rithm.
5.3.3. Pressure Coupling
Many experimentally acquired data are measured under constant temperature
and pressure. To reproduce such results, an isothermal and isobaric ensemble is
necessary which means that a barostat is needed additionally to the thermostat.
Throughout this work two diﬀerent barostats have been used, the Berendsen and
the Parrinello-Rahman algorithm.
Berendsen barostat In a similar fashion as the Berendsen thermostat (cf. Sec-
tion 5.3.2, page 37) the Berendsen barostat adapts the pressure in the simulated
system by an exponential damping.[156] While the thermostat rescales velocities,
the barostat adjusts the atomic positions with:
dxi
dt
= vi − β(P0 − P )
3τPB
xi (21)
with xi describing the positions, vi velocity of the ith particle, P0 and P being
the reference pressure and the actual pressure, respectively.
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Parrinello-Rahman barostat Comparably to the fashion in which the Nosé-
Hoover thermostat adapts the temperature, the Parrinello-Rahman thermo-
stat adds the rescaling of the unit cell vectors as an additonal degree of free-
dom to the equations of motion. Thus, the volume becomes variable in the
simulation.[158, 159] Furthermore, the box vectors become independent and an
anisotropic scaling is also possible.
In the GROMACS tool suite, which was used for this work, this can lead to some
problems with deformations of the box. When the system changes from rigid
to ﬂuid or isotropic the box tends to abnormally elongate. In such a case the
simulation ﬁnally stops because other box vectors become shorter than twice





A lot of information can be drawn out of the so called trajectories, i. e. the
coordinates stored with respect to time. These observables can be used to
determine whether the system has reached the equilibrium or extract physical
informations that can be compared to experimental ﬁndings.
6.1. Hydrogen Bonds
According to the IUPAC, the "International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry",[160] a hydrogen bond is the association between an electronegative
atom and a hydrogen atom that is attached to another, rather electronegative
atom (cf. Figure 27).
R       1       
Q       1       
H       
Q       2       
R       2       
Q       1       , Q       2        = N, O, F, S       
Figure 27: Structural deﬁnition of a hydrogen bond.
The electronegativity of the atoms leads to a constant localised distribution of
electronic charge. While the hydrogen atom attached to the electronegative
atom is partially positively charged (hydrogen bond donor), the hydrogen bond
acceptor is a partially negatively charged atom due to its electronegativity. This
association is not a bond in the sense of a shared electron pair between the
hydrogen atom and the acceptor, but a form of electrostatic attraction. With
an energetic contribution of 20–25 kJmol−1 hydrogen bonds can stabilise intra-
as well as intermolecular structures and play an important role in supramolecular
chemistry and biology.
Beside the general structural deﬁnition, two additional aspects are crucial for
the formation of hydrogen bonds, the distance between donor and acceptor (hy-
drogen bond length) and the entrance angle of the hydrogen to the acceptor.
In the physical world the length of a hydrogen bond varies according to the
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temperature, the electronegativity of the participating atoms, and the sys-
tem pressure. The optimal entrance angle depends strongly on the acceptor
atom.
Analysis tools like g_hbond of the GROMACS suite[153, 161] or the visualisation tool
VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics)[162] use the distance between the participat-
ing atoms and the angle between the acceptor atom, the donor atom, and the
hydrogen atom (cf. Figure 28) to deﬁne a hydrogen bond.
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θ
Figure 28: Geometrical description of a hydrogen bond by the distance d be-
tween the electronegative centers and the angle θ between the accep-
tor (Q2), the donor (Q1) and the hydrogen.
6.2. Diffusion Coefficient
The macroscopic deﬁnition of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, is described by Fick’s
laws. The ﬁrst law describes the diﬀusive ﬂux as
J = −D δc
δx
(22)
where J is the diﬀusive ﬂux (molm−2 s−1), i. e. the amount of molecules that
move through a certain area in a certain time, c is the concentration (molm−3),
x is a spatial component (m), and D is the diﬀusive coeﬃcient (m2 s−1). D is
a constant depending on the temperature, and the combination of materials.
Figure 29 on page 42 illustrates the relation between a concentration proﬁle c,
its spatial derivative, and the resulting diﬀusive ﬂux. While the sign of the ﬂux
curve describes the direction of the ﬂux at a certain concentration, the absolute
value shows its strength.

















Figure 29: Fick’s ﬁrst law of diﬀusion. Showing a concentration proﬁle, its gra-
dient, and the resulting diﬀusive ﬂux with a diﬀusion coeﬃcient of
D = 1.5.
states the relation between the change of concentration φ over time and the
spatial change of diﬀusive ﬂux J . It shows that under conservation of mass
and no chemical reaction the concentration changes according to the ﬂux of the
molecules.
If the concentration φ is rephrased as a density function dependent on time





















assuming that at time t = 0 all particles or concentrated in one point. Since
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σ and µ can be directly derived as
µ = 0
σ2 = 2Dt
Considering the moments of a normal distribution, which are the expected values
E [(x− µ)p] of the normally distributed variable x with the order p = 1, 2, . . .,













x2 = 2Dt (27)
That means that there is no preference of the molecule to move back or forth, left
or right, up or down, depending on which dimension is considered (ﬁrst moment)
and that there is a linear relation between the mean squared displacement x2
and the diﬀusion coeﬃcient D.
This relation is known as the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation.[163, 164] The dif-
fusion coeﬃcient can be determined in a one dimensional case as the slope of a
plot of x2 over the time
D = x2/2t (28)
In the two (layer) and three dimensional case (bulk) this equation is modiﬁed
to
D = x2/4t (29)
and
D = x2/6t (30)
since every new dimension adds another degree of freedom in which the molecule
can move.
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In layered systems the separation of the components of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient
in the direction of the layer and perpendicular to the layer is a possibility to
measure the formation and existence of layers. These diﬀusion coeﬃcients are
denoted by D⊥ for diﬀusion perpendicular to the layer D‖ for diﬀusion within
the layer.
In order to measure these diﬀusion components appropriately with the GROMACS
tool g_msd the trajectory frames have to be rotated in such a way that the
director or the layer normal points in one of the coordinate directions. After
that the diﬀusion in this direction and the diﬀusion in the other two directions
can be measured independently. If the system is rotated in the y-direction then
D⊥ and D‖ become
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6.3. Order Parameters
An essential aspect of liquid crystals is the deﬁnition and determination of the
degree of molecular order in the mesophase. Several diﬀerent order parameters
have been deﬁned in literature but amongst them the orientational and posi-
tional order parameters are the most important in the ﬁeld of smectic liquid
crystals. In the course of this work a tool was developed to analyse and deter-
mine the orientational and positional order parameter in GROMACS trajectories.
This tool is named g_order_tensor and can be found in the appendix (cf. Sec-
tion B, page V-28).
6.3.1. Orientational Order Parameter
The orientational order parameter is a measure to which degree the molecules
in a liquid crystalline material are oriented in a main direction. This main
direction is by deﬁnition characterised by a unit vector n that points in the
average orientation of all molecules. n is called director.
Q-Tensor There are several ways to determine the orientational order param-
eter computationally. One is to form the orientational order tensor Qαβ for all













with α, β = x, y, z (33)
and diagonalise this tensor. ui[αβ] are the α or β component, respectively of unit
vectors indicating the main orientation of the ith molecule. This main direction
is in this work determined by the biggest moment of inertia. The diagonalization
yields three eigenvalues λ+, λ0, and λ−. The order parameter is derived from
the biggest eigenvalue (λ+). The corresponding eigenvector is at the same time
the director of the system. In some cases it can be reasonable to use −2λ0 as
orientational order parameter since this value undulates around zero for isotropic
conﬁgurations while λ+ tends to be slightly above 0.
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Second Rank Order Parameter Another approach is the determination of
the director by averaging over all orientation vectors of the molecules and the
measurement of the angle θ between the director and the molecular orientation
axis. By using this value in the second Legendre polynomial P2(cos θ) the second









where the angle brackets 〈〉 denote a spatial and temporal average over all
molecules.
6.3.2. Positional Order Parameter
The smectic or positional order parameter is based on the idea that on the
microscopical level the molecules arrange in layers. Mathematically this can be













where z denotes the projection of the center of mass of a molecule onto the
versor (which is identical with the director in a smectic A phase), ρ0 is the
overall density, dSm is the smectic layer distance, and τn a modulating factor for
each contribution of the cosine series. Figure 30 on page 47 shows schematically
how the distribution of the centers of mass (COM) can be described by the
superposition of e. g. four cosine functions.
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Figure 30: Schematical representation of the density wave ρ(z) of centers of
mass (COM) of molecules arranged in layers. The density wave is
approximated with the ﬁrst four terms of (35) on page 46. z is the
projection of the position of the COM on the versor Z.
Gaetani[127] deﬁned an order parameter based on the work of McMil-








































































with 〈τn〉 as the nth order parameter, dSm the layer distance, and zn the pro-
jection of the position of COM of the molecule j onto the layer normal or
director (SmA), respectively.
In an MD trajectory the layerspacing dSm is undeﬁned, hence Gaetani devised
an algorithm in O(n) to measure the smectic order parameter and the layer
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distance at once. The algorithm works by searching the layer distance δ that
maximises 〈τ〉:


















This algorithm can be used in the same way for bilayer structures and to derive
























where up and down denote arbitrarily chosen orientations of the molecules with
respect to the layer plane.
While Gaetani averages the order parameter over all time frames and all
molecules, Palermo introduced a time resolved solution. The order param-
eters and instantaneous layerspacings are derived per time frame. With this
approach ﬂuctuations in the layerspacing do not reduce the instantaneous order
parameter.[169]
Furthermore, he found a term that is only dependent on the boundaries chosen
and a phase shift of the density wave with respect to the sampling region.
The sampling region is a probing cylinder with a ﬁxed radius oriented in the
direction of the layer normal. For this he found the analytical solutions for the
〈cos〉 and 〈sin〉 terms shown before by applying the rule of the unconsciousness
statistician. The probability function that is used is the density distribution
(35) on page 46 with an additional phase shift z0:
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Using b = −a in (40) the ﬁrst term vanishes, while it remains in (39). The
latter one can mask the actual maximum and hence, has to be substracted in
the algorithm.
This algorithm is used in this work to determine the smectic order parameter,
i. e. the distinctness of the layers, and the layerspacing.
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6.4. Correlation Functions
Correlation functions oﬀer the possibility to discover relations between observ-




where N is a normalisation factor, which is dependent on the properties or
observables f and g, and x1 and x2 are states of the system. They measure the
correlation, i. e. the degree of common relation, between property f at state x1
and property g at state x2.
Considering the quality of the properties or of the states, several forms of cor-
relation functions can be diﬀerentiated.
Auto-Correlation Functions If the functions or properties describe the same
aspect, e. g. orientation or mean square deviation, this is called auto-correlation.
Time-correlation is considered, if the states x1 and x2 are time dependent. This




In equilibrium states holds the condition that properties are invariant to changes




f(t2 − t1)f(0)dt (47)
Which means that a correlation is created between f(0), which is a property f
at an arbitrary time, and the same property at a certain time t2 − t1 after that
arbitrary moment.
Time correlation functions can reveal time dependent correlations, like
the relaxation time of the system, which is derived from the orientation
auto-correlation, or the diﬀusion, which is the mean square displacement
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auto-correlation (Einstein-Smoluchowski relation, compare Section 6.2 on
page 41).
Cross-Correlation Functions If the properties under investigation are diﬀer-
ent, e. g. distance and orientation, this is called cross-correlation. A special form
of cross-correlations are spatial correlation functions. They create a relation be-
tween a distance and a property.
This allows to discover structural informations in the system like a dependence
between the orientation and the distance of molecules, or the degree of orienta-
tional order and the distance.
These type of correlation functions were also built into the developed tool





In the following, the results of several approaches are summarised to address
the simulation of carbohydrate liquid crystals. The achievements and obsta-
cles which arise when dealing with polar and partially charged groups will be
described. Their contribution to hydrogen bond networks will be shown. The
computational reproduction of phase transition temperatures of compound 3
will be discussed. Furthermore, an explanation will be given for the diﬀerent
phase behaviour of compounds 8 and 9. Additionally, it will be investigated
and discussed how racemic mixtures and enantiopure samples of compounds 8
and 9 diﬀer in their phase formation.
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7. Ressources and Applications
7.1. Hardware
All calculations have been performed on the CHEOPS and SuGI cluster at the
Regional Computing Center Cologne (RRZK). Both systems are High Perfor-
mance Computing (HPC) resources.
CHEOPS is an low latency InﬁniBand coupled HPC cluster with dual socket
INCA compute nodes:
• 210 x 2 Nehalem EP quad-core processors (Xeon X5550, 2.66GHz), 24GB
RAM
• 5 x 2 Nehalem EP quad-core processors (Xeon X5550, 2.66GHz), 96GB
RAM
• 432 x 2 Westmere hexa-core processors (Xeon X5650, 2.66GHz), 24GB
RAM
• 170 x 2 Westmere hexa-core processors (Xeon X5650, 2.66GHz), 48GB
RAM
SuGI is an low latency InﬁniBand coupled HPC cluster:
• 32 x 2 Intel quad-core processors (Xeon E5345, 2.33GHz), 32GB RAM
The results presented in this work could be obtained with the usage of
7 · 106CPU hours at the CHEOPS cluster and 7 · 105CPU hours at the SuGI
cluster.
7.2. Software
Throughout this work the GROMACS tool suite was used.[153, 170] The MD core ap-
plication mdrun was compiled in version 4.5.5 with MKL support (version 10.3)
and IntelR© MPI (version 4.0.3) in double precision mode.
To determine the diﬀusion constant the standard gromacs tool g_msd in ver-
sion 4.5.5 was used. The orientational order and positional order parameters
were determined with the tool g_order_tensor developed in the course of this
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work. The spatial correlation functions were calculated with g_order_tensor
as well.
The starting conﬁgurations were created with the packmol tool in version
1.1.2.023.[171] With this tool it could be ensured that the molecules are dis-
tributed isotropically.
The quantum chemical optimisation of the starting structures and the pop-
ulation analysis with the CHelpG algorithm[152] were performed with the
Gaussian[172] application in version 03 revision E01.
Visualisations of the trajectories and the rendering of the molecular representa-
tions were performed with VMD version 1.9.1 and the tachyon renderer version
0.98.9.[162]
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8. Bulk investigations of G1C12
As a model system exhibiting smectic liquid crystalline behaviour compound 3








Figure 31: Structure of n-dodecyl-β-D-glucopyranoside.
In the following denoted by G1C12, since the molecule is not actually
the described compound, but an approximation, in which some atoms are
united (united atom description of alkyl moiety). In this case the polar part
is a sugar moiety, β-D-glucose, and the apolar part is an dodecyl-alkyl moiety.
Due to this diﬀerence in polarity a microphase separation is expected to happen.
The problem of phase transition temperature reproduction shall be addressed by
cooling simulations. This will ensure that the ordered phases are not inﬂuenced
by expectations, and metastable conﬁgurations, which tend to be preserved in
MD simulations, are avoided.
8.1. Simulation Setup
The simulation experiment was approached with a moderate system size of
216 molecules in a rectangular box. The starting conﬁgurations were created
with the packmol tool.
All simulations were performed in an nPT ensemble, i. e. the number of
molecules, the pressure, and the temperature remain constant. The Parrinello-
Rahman barostat was used to keep the pressure constant anisotropically at 1 bar
with an adjustment frequency of 2 ps and a compressibility of 4.5 · 10−5 bar−1.
Two cooling simulation series were performed with the Nosé-Hoover thermo-
stat. An adjustment step of every 500 fs was used. The ﬁrst cooling schedule
was applied between 430K to 400K with 5K cooling steps. The system should,
according to experiments, exhibit a phase transition from the isotropic liquid to
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the smectic A mesophase at 410.6K (cf. Table 1, page 16). The investigation of
the results of this simulation lead to a second cooling setup between 490K and
400K also with cooling steps of 5K. The character of the thermostat creates
ﬂuctuations which lead to a slightly increased temperature (ca. 2.5K) with re-
spect to the target temperature. In both calculations the system was simulated
at each temperature for 200ns.
The bonds to hydrogens were constraint with the LINear Constraint
Solver (LINCS) algorithm. The neighbour list was updated every 20 calcu-
lation steps in a range of 1.4 nm. The short-range electrostatics were cut oﬀ at
1.4 nm as well as the van der Waals interactions. Those were modelled with a
twin range cut-oﬀ potential. The long-range electrostatics were modelled with
the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm with a fourierspacing of 0.3 nm, an
order of 3, and an accuracy of 10−6.
The applied integrator was a leap frog algorithm with four random Gaussian
numbers and an integration time step of 2 fs.
The resulting trajectories were investigated on behalf of their orientational and
positional order, and their diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
8.2. Cooling I
The ﬁrst cooling simulation was performed around the expected clearing point,
i. e. the transition temperature from the isotropic liquid into a smectic A phase,
TSmAIso = 410.6K.
8.2.1. Orientational Order
Although the temperature range was chosen to reproduce the isotropic to
SmA transition, the simulation did not reveal any onset of orientational or-
der (cf. Figure 32, page 58). The onset of orientational order is a prerequisite
for the formation of smectic A layers (cf. Figure 2, page 8).
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Figure 32: Evolution of the orientational order parameter of G1C12 around the
originally expected transition temperature TSmAIso. Here λ+ as well
as −2λ0 are plotted for the same trajectory to indicate the diﬀerence
in their value for isotropic conﬁgurations, i. e. −2λ0 slightly lower
than λ+.
8.2.2. Self-diffusion
By checking the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and plotting it in an Arrhenius plot, it
became obvious that there was a distinct change in the trend (cf. Figure 33,
page 59). Since the diﬀusion coeﬃcient does not change below 420K, this
indicates that there is a transition into a compacted state, in which the mobility
is greatly reduced.
Dimitrov introduced the law of equal MSD.[173] He states that the mean square
displacement (MSD) at the transition from the solid to the liquid phase is the
same independent of the nature of the solid or liquid. That the MSD is equal
at the glass-liquid and solid-liquid transition has also been stated in a recent
review by Angell.[174] Considering the transition from a liquid state to a solid
phase, the abrupt change in diﬀusivity indicates the transition to a solid and
marks the so called jamming temperature. At this temperature all molecules
are compacted and caged in by their neighbouring molecules in such a way,
that every movement of a molecule does not allow a macroscopic concerted
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movement. The temperature measured here is not the actual temperature of the
transition from the SmA mesophase to crystal but a temperature below at which
the system prepares for a glass state formation. This temperature is always
below the TCrSmA. Hence, the term solid depicts in the following a supercooled
amorphous metastable system. This state is dependent on the cooling rate used
in this simulation study and the time scales. A direct comparison to the liquid


















































Figure 33: Evolution of the self-diﬀusion of G1C12 around the experimentally
detected transition temperature TSmAIso in an Arrhenius plot.
8.3. Cooling II
Assuming that the force ﬁeld representation G1C12 could reproduce a SmA
phase and observing that a transition into a solid happens at 420K, it was
concluded, that the force ﬁeld overestimates the transition temperatures. A new
experiment was designed to conﬁrm this assumption. Since the experimental
transition temperature from the smectic A phase to the solid was measured to
be TCrSmA = 353K, the calculation overestimates the experimental ﬁndings by
67K. Hence, the investigated temperature range was shifted and elongated and
a simulation between 490K to 400K was performed.
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8.3.1. Orientational Order
In this simulation an onset of orientational order could be observed at around
475K, where the order parameter 〈P2〉 goes up to 0.6 (cf. Figure 34). In the
range between 490K and 475K orientational preorganisation happens, indicated
by a jump of 〈P2〉 from 0.1 to 0.3. This is in perfect agreement with the hypoth-
esis that the force ﬁeld represents the correct phase sequence but overestimates














































Figure 34: Development of the orientational order parameters λ+ and −2λ0 of
216 molecules of G1C12.
8.3.2. Positional Order
Though the formation of orientational order is a necessary condition for the
formation of a SmA phase, it is not suﬃcient to conﬁrm its existence. It is
obligatory to measure the positional or smectic order parameter to prove the
formation of layers.
In the same temperature region, in which the orientational preorder happens,
also an onset of the positional order, i. e. the formation of layers, is detectable.
The smectic order parameter τ also rises to a value of almost 0.4 at 475K. The
smectic order parameter is a measure for the distinctness of the layers. Since the
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phase formed is a SmAd phase, the parts of the double layers can be considered
separately as "upwards" and "downwards" oriented molecules. Looking at the
layers separately they become even more distinct (cf. Figure 35, page 61). Due
to the interdigitation of the layers the order parameter of the double layer is












































Figure 35: Evolution of the positional order parameter τ of 216 molecules of
G1C12. τup denotes the positional order of the molecules oriented in
the same arbitrarily chosen direction in the bilayer.
8.3.3. Layerspacing
Also the measurement of the layerspacing shows the formation of layers between
485K and 475K with a high degree of ﬂuctuations. This ends in a slightly
rising, very conﬁned layerspacing of 3.5 nm at temperatures below 475K. The
maximum value is 3.7 nm at 440K, which reduces again to 3.5 nm on further
cooling to the solid state (cf. Figure 36, page 62).
8.3.4. Lateral Self-diffusion
Measuring the self-diﬀusion of a system can give valuable hints on its phase
state. A distinctive property regarding the self-diﬀusion in smectic phases is
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Figure 36: Evolution of the layerspacing of 216 molecules of G1C12. Above 475K
no layers are present, i. e. the layerspacing is indeﬁnite. d: layerspac-
ing between whole layer; dup: layerspacing between layers of "up-
wards" oriented molecules.
the lateral diﬀusion D‖ in the layers, which is signiﬁcantly higher than the
diﬀusion in the direction of the layer normal D⊥.
In Figure 37 on page 63 a clear split can be observed. At 470K the parallel
diﬀusion D‖ becomes two orders of magnitude higher than D⊥ (the natural
logarithm is plotted on the y-axis).
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Figure 37: Evolution of the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient of 216 molecules of G1C12
divided into perpendicular (D⊥) and parallel (D‖) movements with
respect to the layers. A drop in D⊥ indicates the transition to a SmA
phase.
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8.4. Summary
It was possible to simulate the phase sequence of 3 with a combined all
atom/united atom model. The visual diﬀerences between the calculated iso-
tropic state and the smectic A mesophase are depicted in Figure 38. The model
overestimates the transition temperatures by a constant value of 70K. It could
be shown that an onset of orientational order appears in parallel with the onset
of positional order. Furthermore, a clear diﬀerentiation between lateral diﬀu-
sion inside the layer and perpendicular diﬀusion, i. e. in the direction of the layer
normal could be observed.
497K 406K
Figure 38: Transition from an isotropic conﬁguration of 216 molecules of G1C12
into a smectic A phase. The formation of layers can be observed.
Blue: alkyl chains; red: sugar moieties; gray: periodic images.
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9. Cooling of UA-C12E3I1 and UA-E3I1C12 in a bulk
Aim of this work was to investigate the structural properties and diﬀerences of

















Figure 39: Structures of the two model compounds 1-O-[2′-[2′′-[2′′′-(dodecyl-
oxy)ethoxy]ethoxy]ethyl]-myo-inositol (8) and 1-O-dodecyl-4-O-[2′-
[2′′-[2′′′-(hydroxy)ethoxy]ethoxy]ethyl]-myo-inositol (9).[44]
Compounds 8 and 9 are represented by a united atom description. Hence, they
will be denoted in the follwoing by UA-C12E3I1 and UA-E3I1C12, respectively. UA
stands for the united atom character of the whole compound, C12 for the alkyl
moiety, E3 for the triethylene glycol substructure, and I1 for the myo-inositol
substructure.
9.1. Simulation Setup
The simulation setup was chosen as described in Section 8.1 on page 56. The
starting conﬁgurations of the samples were generated with 1024 molecules of
one compound in a cubic box. With the packmol tool it was ensured that there
was an isotropic distribution of the molecules.
The simulations were performed in an nPT ensemble. The pressure was kept
anisotropically constant at 1 bar with the Parrinello-Rahman barostat with
an adjustment frequency of 2 ps and a compressibility of 4.5 · 10−5 bar−1. A
Nosé-Hoover thermostat was used to keep the temperature around a constant
value with an adjustment frequency of every 500 fs. A cooling schedule was
applied between 420K to 400K with 2.5K cooling steps. Every temperature
was simulated for 144 ns. The system should exhibit a transition from the
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isotropic liquid to the smectic A mesophase at 426.15K according to experi-
ments (cf. Table 2, page 19). The thermostat does not keep the temperature
constant exactly. Fluctuations were detected which led to a slightly increased
temperature (ca. 2.5K).
The bonds between heavy atoms and hydrogens were constraint with the LINCS
algorithm and the neighbour list was updated every 20 calculation steps in a
range of 1.4 nm. The short-range electrostatics were cut oﬀ at 1.4 nm as well as
the van der Waals interactions. Those were modelled with a twin range cut-oﬀ
potential. The long-range electrostatics were modelled with the Particle Mesh
Ewald (PME) algorithm with a fourierspacing of 0.3nm, an order of 3, and an
accuracy of 10−6.
The applied integrator was a leap frog algorithm with four random Gaussian
numbers and an integration time step of 2 fs.
The resulting trajectories were subjected to analyses regarding the evolution of
order (short-range and long-range), the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, and the formation
of the hydrogen bond networks.
9.2. Formation of Order
During the course of the simulation it became obvious that the mobility of
the molecules is quite reduced due to their tendency to form O—H· · ·O hy-
drogen bond networks. These interactions are possible between the inosi-
tol substructures itself and between the inositol groups and the triethylene
glycol moieties. Thus, a strong tendency to form clusters or regions with
strongly interacting parts (sugars; ethoxy groups) and weakly interacting parts
gathered (alkyl) could be observed (cf. Figure 40, page 67 and Figure 41,
page 67).
Remarkable was the formation of a diﬀuse monodomain in the model of the non-
liquid crystalline compound (UA-E3I1C12) while the representation of the liquid
crystal (UA-C12E3I1) was characterised by microdomains.
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Figure 40: Snapshots of 1024 molecules UA-C12E3I1 in a rectangular box at the
beginning (left) and at 1296ns (right) of a cooling simulation. Blue:
alkyl; red: sugar; gray: triethylene glycol.
Figure 41: Snapshots of 1024 molecules UA-E3I1C12 in a rectangular box at the
beginning (left) and at 1296ns (right) of a cooling simulation. Blue:
alkyl; red: sugar; gray: triethylene glycol.
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9.2.1. Orientational Order
The trajectories were examined according to the orientational order parameter
to gain a deeper understanding of the structural diﬀerences of compounds 8
and 9. The orientational order parameter 〈P2〉 was determined from the orien-
tational order matrix (cf. Section 6.3.1, page 45). λ+ and −2λ0, i. e. the largest
and middle eigenvalue of the orientational matrix Q, were taken into considera-
tion as orientational order parameter 〈P2〉. As mentioned before, if the system
is disordered, λ0 gives values closer to zero.
Figure 42 plots the evolution of order during the simulation of UA-C12E3I1.
Although the order slightly rises at around 413K while cooling the system,
λ0 stays at about zero and λ+ stagnates around 0.2 after further lowering the
temperature. Obviously, according to the long range orientational order the
system gets stuck in a disordered state.
Visual inspection of the trajectory nonetheless gives the impression that there
are microdomains present in the bulk (cf. Figure 43, page 69). These conﬁned
structures of alkyl or inositol aggregates can not be examined by the averag-
ing method used for the 〈P2〉. Hence spatial correlation functions are used to




















































Figure 42: Evolution of the orientational order parameter 〈P2〉 of 1024 molecules
of UA-C12E3I1. λ0 gives a value closer to zero for isotropic conﬁgura-
tions.
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Figure 43: Snapshots of 1024 molecules UA-E3I1C12 (left) and UA-C12E3I1 (right)
in a rectangular box at 1296 ns of a cooling simulation. The molecules
are colored according to their deviation of a ﬁxed axis: blue: ‖; green:
⊥; white: 45◦. The axis was chosen to represent the orientation in
the biggest ordered domain.
Another picture is drawn by the simulation of UA-E3I1C12.Here a continuous
rise of orientational order can be observed and the trends of λ0 and λ+ are
the same (cf. Figure 44). Even visual inspection reveals the onset of a mono-




















































Figure 44: Evolution of the orientational order parameter 〈P2〉 of 1024 molecules
of UA-E3I1C12 in a rectangular box at 1 bar.
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Comparing these ﬁndings with the actual expectations shown in Figure 45 it
becomes clear that the simulated system does not reproduce the real world
ﬁndings. This can happen due to the hydrogen bonds, which slow down the
system. Another option would be that the force ﬁeld parameters overestimate












































Figure 45: Expected evolution of orientational order (dots) and simulated evo-
lution of order.
9.2.2. Spatial Correlation Function
The spatial orientation correlation functions (cf. Section 6.4, page 51) represent
the avarage values of the Legendre polynomials PL(ui ·uj) in correlation to their
distance. Here u denotes the longitudinal axis of a molecule. The g0 correlation
function is basically the standard radial distribution function. g1 shows the
correlation between the distance and the cosine of the angle βij between the
tested molecules (P1(ui · uj) = cos(βij)). Finally, g2 measures the correlation
between the orientational order parameter (P2(ui · uj) = 32 cos2(βij) − 12) and
the distance. These functions can be used to derive information about the local
or short range structure in the system.
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Figure 46 on page 72 shows the spatial orientation correlation functions for the
systems with 1024 molecules of UA-C12E3I1 and UA-E3I1C12 for every tempera-
ture in the cooling schedule. In both systems an organisation can be observed
over time, though very diﬀerent. The measure describes the probability of ﬁnd-
ing another molecule in a certain distance. While UA-E3I1C12 evolves a peak at
0.6 nm, which is based on the dense packing of the molecules, there is no addi-
tional structure detectable, especially not beyond one molecular length. Due to
diﬀerent conformations this length lies between 2.0 nm and 2.7nm. UA-C12E3I1
on the contrary shows a more conﬁned peak at 0.6 nm, another small max-
imum at 2.1 nm, and a slight minimum at 1.4nm. This indicates a strong
order at 0.6nm distance, a slightly increased probability of ﬁnding another
molecule in a distance of 2.1 nm, and a reduced probability to ﬁnd a molecule
at 1.4 nm.
An even bigger diﬀerence can be seen in the g1. In the UA-E3I1C12 simulation,
the molecules that can be found in the direct proximity of a molecule tend to
be oriented rather in the same direction. This can be derived from the cosine
that is giving in average positive values. Combining this with the form of g2 it
can be seen that the molecules close to each other tend to be aligned alongside
to each other (the local orientational order shown by g2 is around 0.7) with a
slight higher tendency to be oriented in the same direction.
For UA-C12E3I1 there is a clear orientational dependence between molecules in
a distance of 0.6 nm or 2.7 nm. While molecules tend to be parallel (the average
cosine value is 0.6), in case that they are close to each other, they tend to be
antiparallel in a distance of 2.7 nm, since the average cosine becomes negative
around that value. This trend is also conﬁrmed by g2, which has a peak at
0.6 nm, and a shoulder in the curve at 2 nm.
9.3. Self-diffusion
Figure 47 on page 73 plots the diﬀusion coeﬃcients of UA-C12E3I1 and
UA-E3I1C12 in an Arrhenius graph. While the graph for UA-E3I1C12 shows a
continuous linear relation between the data points, the graph of UA-C12E3I1 has
a change in slope at 413K. This change indicates the transition into another
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Figure 46: Spatial correlation functions of 1024 molecules of UA-E3I1C12 (left)
and UA-C12E3I1 (right). The colors from light to dark denote the sim-
ulations at 420K to 400K in 2.5K cooling steps. In both simulations
a trend of self-organisation is evident.
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phase. Based on the observations regarding the local order, a possible expla-
nation could be a transition from the SmA mesophase into a solid. Thus, the
force ﬁeld parameters overestimate the transition temperatures of the compound
UA-C12E3I1. If the same holds for the UA-E3I1C12 compound the system is in
a supercooled state and is forming a locally ordered glass. The direct isotropic
to crystalline phase transitions are not easy to simulate since the formation of
a crystal from a liquid takes longer than the time scales which can be simu-
lated with Molecular Dynamics. Especially in systems with that high amount
of internal degrees of freedom the computational costs simply run out of any


















































Figure 47: Self-diﬀusion of 1024 molecules of UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1 plot-
ted in an Arrhenius plot. The straight lines show a ﬁt of the data
points against a linear function.
9.4. Hydrogen Bonds
A second observation with regard to the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is that the mobility
in UA-E3I1C12 is one order of magnitude higher than that in the simulation of
compound UA-C12E3I1. Especially intermolcular interactions have an important
inﬂuence on the mobility. The prominent forces that play a role in this inositol-
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based compounds are hydrogen bonds. In conjunction with the triethylene
glycol moiety and other inositol moieties O—H· · ·O hydrogen bonds can be
established.
These hydrogen bonds form between the inositol groups, as homo interactions,
and between the cyclitol units and the triethylene glycol chains, as hetero in-
teractions. The simulations show that in general UA-C12E3I1 tends to have
2.5 times more inositol-based hydrogen bonds than UA-E3I1C12 (cf. Figure 48).
One reason for that ﬁnding is surely that UA-C12E3I1 has one free hydroxyl
group more than UA-E3I1C12. Another point is the terminal position of
































































UA-C12E3I1 I1 ←→ I1
UA-E3I1C12 I1 ←→ I1
Figure 48: Number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds of 1024 molecules of
UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1 based on inositol-inositol interactions in
the whole system and averaged per molecule. The amount of inositol-
inositol O—H· · ·O hydrogen bonds is 2.5 times higher in UA-C12E3I1.
I1: inositol substructure.
While measuring the hetero interactions it appeared that UA-E3I1C12 has two to
three times more hydrogen bonds between inositols and the ethoxy groups than
UA-C12E3I1 (cf. Figure 49, page 75). Splitting them in inter- and intramolecular
contributions (cf. Figure 50, page 76) it can be seen that there are three times
more interactions within the molecule in UA-E3I1C12 than in UA-C12E3I1. This
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explains the ﬁnding of the strongly reduced mobility in UA-C12E3I1, since there



























































UA-C12E3I1 I1 ←→ E3
UA-E3I1C12 I1 ←→ E3
Figure 49: Number of intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonds of
1024 molecules of UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1 based on inositol-
ethoxy interactions in the whole system and averaged per molecule.
The inositol-ethoxy interactions are two times higher in UA-E3I1C12.
I1: inositol substructure; E3: triethylene glycol substructure.
9.5. Summary
A cooling simulation was performed with a united atom OPLS force ﬁeld
description of the enantiopure compounds 8 and 9. The diﬀusion coeﬃ-
cient suggests that for UA-C12E3I1 a transition into a solid takes place at
413K.
Compared with experimental ﬁndings (cf. Table 2, page 19), this means an
overestimation by 60K. The mobility in UA-E3I1C12 is one order of magnitude
higher than in UA-C12E3I1. This is due to an intramolecular shielding of the
sugar moiety by the triethylene glycol moieties. Thus, the formation of intermo-
lecular hydrogen bonds is reduced in comparison to UA-C12E3I1. This ﬁndings
are in agreement to the qualitative assumption of Catanoiu, who stated that
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Figure 50: Percentage of intramolecular O—H· · ·O hydrogen bonds of all O—
H· · ·O hydrogen bonds in systems of 1024 molecules of UA-E3I1C12
and UA-C12E3I1, respectively.
the ﬂexible terminal triethylene oxide chain disturbs the formation of the hy-
drogen bond network. This hydrogen bond network built up by the terminal
cyclitols in UA-C12E3I1 is indispensable for the formation of the highly ordered
layered structure.[43]
In both computational experiments the formation of locally ordered mi-
crodomains was possible.
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10. Heating UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1 in a bulk
material
The cooling simulations of UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1 revealed that the tran-
sition temperature TSmAIso for UA-C12E3I1 and TCrIso for UA-E3I1C12 could not
be easily obtained.
An alternative approach was to simulate, instead of observing the onset of order
in a cooling simulation, the extinction of order, i. e. the melting into the liquid
crystal or the isotropic liquid, in a heating simulation. Since the crystal struc-
ture was not experimentally determined an almost crystalline or highly ordered
starting state should be created via simulation techniques. The simulations
performed before showed that the experimentally determined bilayer structure
could be reproduced. This conﬁrmed that a layered structure is system inherent.
Thus, the creation of a bilayered structure could be a reasonably good starting
point for a highly ordered starting conﬁguration. The preparation of this kind
of starting structure could be performed by creating thin free standing ﬁlms in
a vacuum simulation and stack them.
10.1. Thin Films
The generation of thin ﬁlms appeared to be a valid approach to generate layered
structures in a bulk. The operational procedure was to generate free standing,
thin ﬁlms by organising a sample of compounds between a vacuum space, i. e.
the molecular sample has two surfaces. The vacuum worked as a strongly organ-
ising ﬁeld, since the apolar parts of the molecules tend to orient towards the free
space (cf. Figure 51, page 78) due to the hydrophobic eﬀect. This orientation
had also an impact on the other molecules and led to the formation of a mon-
odomain also in the bulk part of the ﬁlm. Such ﬁlms could also be obtained at
higher temperatures since the organising inﬂuence of the free space balances the
tendency to form isotropic phases at higher temperatures. The simulations had
to be performed in an nVT ensemble, i. e. the volume was kept constant instead
of the pressure, to retain the vacuum space. Otherwise, this space would have
been deleted by the barostat. An important aspect which had to be taken into
consideration in the ﬁxed box was a proper amount of molecules that would ﬁt
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into the cross-sectional area of the box. Hence, the minimum surface area of the
molecules was determined by dividing the surface area by the molecules that
assemble on the surface. Under the assumption that the molecules in bilayered
structures in the bulk would consume the same minimum surface area as in the
free standing ﬁlm, the basis area of the box was then adapted according to this
value in a new simulation.
→ →
Figure 51: Creating a highly ordered and layered starting conﬁguration by cre-
ating thin ﬁlms and stacking them on top of each other.
With this approach a layered starting conﬁguration could be created for each
compound (UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1; Figure 52, page 79). Those conﬁg-
urations are the glass of a frozen SmA mesophase. Since there are no ex-
perimentally determined crystal structures available, this is the best starting
point for a melting simulation, which can be created with simulation condi-
tions.
These conﬁgurations were then subjected to a heating schedule. Each tem-
perature was simulated for 200ns. The evolution of the orientational and
positional order parameters was investigated with respect to time and the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient was measured in the bulk as well as the lateral diﬀusiv-
ity.
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Figure 52: Starting conﬁgurations for the melting simulations. 1536 molecules
of UA-E3I1C12 (left) and 1536 molecules of UA-C12E3I1 (right).
10.2. Simulation Setup
The simulation setup was chosen as the one described in Section 9.1 on page 65.
To have a representative amount of layers a thin ﬁlm system with two bi-
layers was stacked three times for every starting conﬁguration, resulting in
1536 molecules per system.
The simulations were performed in an nPT ensemble. The Parrinello-Rahman
barostat was used to keep the pressure constant anisotropically at 1 bar with an
adjustment frequency of 2 ps and a compressibility of 4.5 · 10−5 bar−1. Since the
anisotropic pressure scaling in GROMACS led to a strong deformation of the box
in the UA-C12E3I1 simulation, the pressure scaling was switched to isotropic at
this temperature. This strong deformation took place when the system started
to become isotropic. A heating simulation series was performed with the Nosé-
Hoover thermostat. An adjustment frequency of every 500 fs was used. The
heating schedule was applied between 390K to 500K with 4K heating steps. In
both simulations each temperature was simulated for 200ns.
The bonds to hydrogens were constraint with the LINCS algorithm. In a range
of 1.4 nm the neighbour list was updated every 20 calculation steps. The short-
range electrostatics were cut oﬀ at 1.4 nm as well as the van der Waals in-
teractions. Those were modelled with a twin range cut-oﬀ potential, while
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long-range electrostatics were modelled with the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME)
algorithm with a fourierspacing of 0.3 nm, an order of 3, and an accuracy
of 10−6.
The applied integrator was a leap frog algorithm with four random Gaussian
numbers and an integration time step of 2 fs.
10.3. Orientational Order Parameter
The orientational order parameter for the melting of UA-E3I1C12 shows a transi-
tion into an isotropic liquid at 420K. Figure 53 on page 81 shows that the tran-
sition happens over a temperature range of 10K indicating that the simulation
time of 200ns per temperature is too short. An elongation of this time would
be a reasonable improvement of the simulation conditions.
For UA-C12E3I1 the transition into a totally disordered conﬁguration happens
at 488K. Though this is not suﬃcient to ensure that there is a SmA to istropic
liquid transition, at least the transition into the isotropic liquid can be stated.
In both cases it is overestimated, for UA-C12E3I1 by 62K and for UA-E3I1C12
by 67K. This is consistent with the trend already shown by the force ﬁeld
description of compound 3 (cf. Section 9.5, page 75).
10.4. Positional Order Parameter
The measurement of the positional order parameter was performed by the
method of Prampolini with the optimisation by Palermo (cf. Section 6.3.2,
page 46).[127, 169] Since, as mentioned in Section 8.3.2 on page 60, the positional
order is more conﬁned when considering the "upwards" and "downwards" ori-
ented molecules separately, only the "upwards" order parameter τup is plotted
in Figure 54 on page 82.
One notable ﬁnding is that the molecules in the UA-E3I1C12 case, which does
not show a smectic A phase in an experiment, form less conﬁned layers than
UA-C12E3I1. This is indicated by a the lower order parameter of 0.7 in com-
parison to a starting value of 0.84 for the UA-C12E3I1 case. The vanishing
of the order appears in a consistent manner at the same temperatures as the
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Figure 53: Evolution of the orientational order parameter, derived from the
highest eigenvalue λ+ of the orientational order tensor Q, in a heating
regime of 1536 molecules of UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1, respectively.
The lighter color indicates the switch from anisotropic to isotropic
pressure scaling.
orientational order. At about 428K UA-C12E3I1 shows the onset of a slight
decrease in positional order, which could indicate the formation of a smectic
phase. The appearance of a small jump at 482K marks the transition tem-
perature, at which the formation of smectic order, i. e. layered structures, is
favoured.
10.5. Self-diffusion
The analysis of the self-diﬀusion should further characterise the phases which
were observed. The general diﬀusion in the system of UA-E3I1C12 faces a change
at about 425K (cf. Figure 55, page 82). This coincides with the change in
orientational and positional order and conﬁrms the melting into an isotropic
liquid without the formation of a mesophase. Furthermore, the UA-E3I1C12
system has a higher mobility by more than one order of magnitude, which is in
agreement with the observation in the smaller and cooler system (cf. Section 9.3,
page 71).
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Figure 54: Evolution of the positional order parameter in a heating regime of
1536 molecules of UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1, respectively. The




























































Figure 55: Evolution of the self-diﬀusion in a heating regime of 1536 molecules of
UA-E3I1C12 and UA-C12E3I1, respectively. The lighter color indicates
the switch from anisotropic to isotropic pressure scaling. The lines
indicate linear ﬁts of the data points.
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The graph of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for the UA-C12E3I1 simulation shows four
diﬀerent regions. Between 390K and 428K the diﬀusion remains constantly low.
From 428K to 465K the diﬀusivity slightly rises continuously. Between 465K
and 483K the diﬀusion constant rises more quickly, until it becomes very mobile
between 483K and 500K. Since in the region of 428K an onset of mobility can
be detected, but both order parameters remain high, this marks the transition
from the solid into the SmA phase. When comparing the transition temperature
of 428K with the value of 413K obtained in Section 9.3 on page 71, a deviation
of 15K can be stated. This indicates a transition temperature hysteresis, i. e.
a diﬀerent behaviour on cooling and on heating. This is not reported for this
compound but not uncommon for LC phases.[175, 176]
Though not very prominent, a split of the perpendicular and lateral diﬀusion
components can be detected at the same temperature (cf. Figure 56, page 84).
In the temperature range between 428K and 485K a trend can be observed that
the lateral diﬀusion in the layer becomes slightly higher than the perpendicular
diﬀusion. This ﬁnding supports the tendency of the system to form a smectic
phase which destabilises at 485K. In a small temperature range of 10K between
470K to 480K this characteristic has its clearest expression.
10.6. Summary
It could be shown that UA-C12E3I1 and UA-E3I1C12 reproduce the phase be-
haviour of the compounds 8 and 9. The temperature is overestimated by about
60K, which is in good agreement with the trend observed for G1C12 (cf. Sec-
tion 8.4, page 64). Despite this overestimation, the phase sequence and also
the phase diﬀerences can be reproduced. The higher mobility in UA-E3I1C12
in comparison to UA-C12E3I1 is the reason for the direct melt into a liq-
uid.
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Figure 56: Separation of the diﬀusion into lateral D‖ and perpendicular D⊥ com-
ponents in a heating regime of 1536 molecules of UA-C12E3I1. The
lighter color indicates the switch from anisotropic to isotropic pres-
sure scaling.
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11. Simulations of Racemic and Enantiopure
Samples
Compounds 8 and 9 were synthesised and experimentally analysed as racemic
mixtures.[43, 44] In order to study the diﬀerences between the enantiopure or
racemic samples, respectively, two comparative simulations for each compound
were started. For these simulation setups the inositol substructure of the
molecules were modelled in an all atom fashion. The choice of an all atom model
assures reliably that the conﬁguration at each stereochemical center remains
constant. This is a crucial aspect when simulating diﬀerences of enantiomeric
mixtures and enantiopure samples. The general parameters were taken from the
OPLS force ﬁeld, while the local charges for these compounds were derived with
a quantum mechanical population analysis. For that purpose compounds 8 and
9 were optimised by DFT using the B3LYP functional [177, 178] and the 6-31G*
basis set[179–184] with the Gaussian 03 Suite.[172] Afterwards, a population anal-
ysis was performed with the CHelpG[152] algorithm. The enantiopure version of
the simulation of compound 8 is denoted by C12E3AA-I1 and the racemic setup
by rac-C12E3AA-I1. The respective calculations of compound 9 are denoted with
E3AA-I1C12 and rac-E3AA-I1C12, respectively. AA-I1 stands for myo-inositol in
an all atom description, E3 for the united atom triethylene glycol substructure,
and C12 for the united atom dodecyl moiety.
Four starting conﬁgurations with 1024 molecules each, organised in two layers
were created with the thin film approach described in Section 10.1 on page 77.
In the both cases of C12E3AA-I1 and rac-C12E3AA-I1 they could be easily ob-
tained and the layered organisation appeared spontaneously on contact with
vacuum. Furthermore, the layered structure is quite conﬁned and the alkyl
chains are oriented neatly alongside each other. In contrast to that, in the case
of E3AA-I1C12 and its racemic mixture rac-E3AA-I1C12 the starting conﬁgura-
tions were obtained by using only the ordered parts of the system at the surface,
replicating and subsequently compressing them. Hence, in this case the conﬁgu-
rations are less organised and the layers are not as conﬁned as in the C12E3AA-I1
cases (cf. Figure 57, page 86). This adds a higher artiﬁcial character to these
conﬁgurations.
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Figure 57: Four starting conﬁgurations created for equilibration simulations at
diﬀerent temperatures. Top: C12E3AA-I1; bottom: E3AA-I1C12; left:
racemic; right: enantiopure.
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All four conﬁgurations were equilibrated at diﬀerent temperatures. In contrast
to the previously discussed simulations, in which all the conﬁgurations were
sequentially heated or sequentially cooled, here the temperature range was sam-
pled by independent simulations.
11.1. Simulation Setup
The simulation setup was chosen as in Section 9.1 on page 65 and the conﬁg-
urations were equilibrated at diﬀerent temperatures. To localise the transition
temperature into the isotropic liquid a binary search approach[185] was chosen.
For each conﬁguration 400K or 500K, respectively, were chosen as starting
temperatures. If an isotropic conﬁguration was obtained a new simulation was
started at a temperature halfway between the current temperature and the next
lower one (binary search algorithm).
The simulations were performed in an nPT ensemble. In order to avoid a box
deformation which may occur with the anisotropic pressure scaling in GROMACS,
the isotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat was used to keep the pressure constant
at 1 bar. The adjustment frequency was set to 2 ps with a compressibility of
4.5 · 10−5 bar−1.
Each temperature equilibration was performed with the Nosé-Hoover thermo-
stat and an adjustment frequency of 500 fs. Depending on the time which the
system needed to equilibrate, diﬀerent simulation times were chosen between
300 ns and 900 ns.
The bonds to hydrogen atoms were constraint with the LINCS algorithm. The
higher amount of hydrogen atoms in the system (due to the all atom description
of the carbon atoms in the inositol) lead to a signiﬁcant slow-down in perfor-
mance by factor 2.
In a range of 1.4 nm the neighbour list was updated every 20 calculation steps.
The short-range electrostatics were cut oﬀ at 1.4 nm as well as the van der Waals
interactions. Those were modelled with a twin range cut-oﬀ potential, while
long-range electrostatics were modelled with the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME)
algorithm with a fourierspacing of 0.3 nm, an order of 3, and an accuracy of
10−6.
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The applied integrator was a leap frog algorithm with four random Gaussian
numbers and an integration time step of 2 fs.
11.2. C12E3AA-I1 and rac-C12E3AA-I1
Considering that the intermolecular interactions in racemic mixtures can be
diﬀerent from enantiopure substances, a racemic mixture and an enantiopure
sample of C12E3AA-I1 was studied by MD. The simulations should reveal the
diﬀerences and the common aspects on a microscopical level. As it is known
for other compounds that the enantiopurity can have an inﬂuence on the phase
polymorphism or the transition temperatures, such diﬀerences can also be pos-
sible in this case.
11.2.1. Orientational Order
An analysis of the orientational order clearly reveals a transition from the ori-
entationally ordered phase into the isotropic liquid at 426K. This is indicated
by the step in the graph of the orientational order parameter (cf. Figure 58,
page 89). The temperature matches exactly the experimentally determined
transition from the smectic A phase to the isotropic liquid (cf. Table 2, page 19).
Furthermore, no diﬀerence in orientational order can be detected between the
racemat and the enantiopure sample.
11.2.2. Positional Order
A strong decrease of order also occurs with respect to the positional or-
der (cf. Figure 59, page 90). As shown before the order parameter is more
pronounced if the "upwards" and "downwards" layers of the double layer system
are analysed separately. Due to this only τup is considered. This analysis clearly
shows that there is an immediate loss of the layered structure, suggesting that
a direct transition from a smectic A phase into the isotropic liquid happens.
This is also supported by the development of the layerspacing (cf. Figure 60,
page 91). It shows a constant value in the temperature range from 380K to
423K. At higher temperatures the layers vanish and hence, a layerspacing can
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Figure 58: Development of the orientational order of 1024 molecules of enan-
tiopure C12E3AA-I1 and racemic rac-C12E3AA-I1, respectively, in a
layered structure at diﬀerent temperatures. The degree of order was
measured over the last 200ns after suﬃcient equilibration.
not be determined, indicated by the high standard deviation. In the case of the
enantiopure system the layerspacing is 5.2 nm, while in the racemic mixture this
distance is 5.4 nm. This is in good agreement with the experimental ﬁndings,
too. A remarkable detail is that in the enantiopure case the layers appear to
be less neatly aligned. The smectic order parameter is almost 0.1 higher in
the racemic mixture. An inﬂuence of the starting conﬁguration with respect to
this result is unlikely since both conﬁgurations start with the same value of the
order parameter. Furthermore, the diﬀerent temperatures and the duration of
the simulations balances the starting conditions.
11.2.3. Hydrogen bonds
A reason for the higher degree of positional order of the racemate could be the
better alignment of molecules in case that the pairing of enantiomers enable
a better intermolecular interaction. An indicator for a better alignment is the
amount of O—H· · ·O hydrogen bonds in the system. A respective analysis of
the trajectory reveals that in the racemic systems 10% more hydrogen bonds are
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Figure 59: Development of the positional order parameter of 1024 molecules
of enantiopure (C12E3AA-I1) and racemic samples (rac-C12E3AA-I1),
respectively. In each case the order was measured over the last 200ns
after positional and orientational order parameter remained constant.
present than in the enantiopure systems (cf. Figure 61, page 92). In both sys-
tems the signiﬁcant drop by 200 hydrogen bonds is notable.
11.2.4. Diffusion
To further characterise the phases the diﬀusion coeﬃcient was calculated. A
noteworthy observation is a signiﬁcant increase of more than one order of mag-
nitude at the transition into the isotropic liquid (cf. Figure 62, page 93). This is
also in agreement with the aforementioned decrease of the number of hydrogen
bonds. Compared with the diﬀusion calculated before for the UA-C12E3I1 it can
be stated that for the investigated temperature range it is found to be higher by
more than one order of magnitude (cf. Figure 56, page 84).
Hence, the choice between all atom or united atom description of the carbo-
hydrate has a big inﬂuence on the degree of mobility and thus on the phase
formation.
In other simulations of smectic phases the lateral diﬀusion is a strong indicator
for the layered character. A notable diﬀerence between the racemic and enan-
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Figure 60: Temperature dependence of the layerspacing of 1024 molecules of
enantiopure C12E3AA-I1 or racemic rac-C12E3AA-I1, respectively, in
a layered structure. In each case the layerspacing was measured
over the last 200 ns after positional and orientational order parame-
ter remained constant. The layerspacing was measured between the
"upwards" oriented layers.
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Figure 61: Number of hydrogen bonds of 1024 molecules of enantiopure
C12E3AA-I1 or racemic rac-C12E3AA-I1, respectively, in a layered
structure at diﬀerent temperatures. The hydrogen bonds were mea-
sured over the last 200ns after the positional and orientational order
parameters remained constant.
tionpure sample UA-C12E3I1 with respect to the lateral (D‖) and perpendicular
diﬀusion (D⊥) can not be made. A reason for that can be the strong attrac-
tion between the sugar moieties. Thus, in average the molecules get stuck at
their positions in the layer. A general or concerted lateral movement of the
layers would be possible, this is the reason for the soapy character of smectic
LCs, but in the simulation no shear stress was applied. Therefore, no eminent
lateral diﬀusion or a distinction between lateral and perpendicular diﬀusion is
observable (cf. Figure 63, page 94).
11.2.5. Summary
The developed combined all atom/united atom topology, i. e. force ﬁeld descrip-
tion, for compound 8 describes perfectly the behaviour around the SmA to
isotropic transition. This underlines the importance of ﬁtting the atom charges
to a molecule for a subsequent computational chemistry study. The experimen-
tal phase transition temperature is accurately reproduced, and the clearing pro-
cess is conﬁrmed by the positional and orientational order parameter as well as
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Figure 62: Development of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of 1024 molecules of enan-
tiopure C12E3AA-I1 and racemic rac-C12E3AA-I1, respectively, in a
layered structure at diﬀerent temperatures. In each case the diﬀu-
sion coeﬃcient was measured over the last 200 ns after positional and
orientational order parameter remained constant.
the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. A diﬀerence between the racemic and enantiopure sam-
ples can be observed in the formation of hydrogen bond networks. This leads to a
better organisation of the molecules in the racemic mixture.
11.3. E3AA-I1C12 and rac-E3AA-I1C12
Experimentally, compound 9 shows no LC phase. This behaviour should
be modelled by a combined all atom/united atom description denoted by
E3AA-I1C12. The sugar part is represented with all its atoms and the alkyl
moiety by united atoms. Furthermore, also in this case the inﬂuence of racemic
and enantiopure samples should be investigated. The starting structure was
generated, as mentioned before, with the thin film approach. Due to issues
in obtaining a monodomain of two layers in the system, the layered structure
was created artiﬁcially by stacking the ordered parts that organised at the sur-
face of the thin film system. Hence, it can not be excluded that a metastable
conﬁguration was created.
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Figure 63: Development of lateral (D‖) and perpendicular (D⊥) diﬀu-
sion of 1024 molecules of enantiopure C12E3AA-I1 and racemic
rac-C12E3AA-I1, respectively, in a layered structure at diﬀerent tem-
peratures. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient was measured over the last 200ns
after positional and orientational order parameter remained constant.
For all measurements or calculations, respectively, the last 200ns of the simu-
lation were taken into account. To ensure that the systems were equilibrated,
especially the smectic and the orientational order parameter were taken into
consideration. These observables take a lot of time to equilibrate, more than
temperature, density, or the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. The respective time spans for
equillibration are dependent on the system and the interactions in the system.
With lower temperatures systems take even longer to equilibrate. Figure 64 on
page 95 shows an example of how the positional order parameter evolves in a
trajectory over time. It becomes apparent that with lower temperatures the
simulation takes longer for the order parameter to equilibrate. Especially the
400K simulation shows that even after 800 ns, the system can still undergo a
structural rearrangement.
Thus, it cannot be excluded that the simulations need more time to equilibrate
to show reliable results. Hence, the results presented in the following are con-
sidered to be preliminary.
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Figure 64: Evolution of the positional order parameter over time of
1024 molecules of enantiopure E3AA-I1C12 in a layered structure.
Depicted are three diﬀerent temperatures. There are still structural
changes after an apparent equilibration of 500 ns at 400K.
11.3.1. Orientational Order
The analyis of the orientational order parameter revealed a steady decrease
of the orientational organisation from 400K to 420K. At temperatures above
430K the system is clearly disordered (cf. Figure 65, page 96). Furthermore,
rac-E3AA-I1C12 shows a higher order by 0.1. This ﬁnding could be ascribed to
the diﬀerent order parameters in the starting conﬁgurations and was thereby
not neccessarily system inherent.
11.3.2. Positional Order
In Figure 66 on page 96 the averaged positional order is plotted for the simulated
temperatures. Also here a steady decrease in order is notable. This decrease
starts already at 370K, and at 420K the system has totally lost its layered
structure.
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Figure 65: Development of the orientational order of 1024 molecules of enan-
tiopure E3AA-I1C12 and racemic rac-E3AA-I1C12, respectively, in a
layered structure at diﬀerent temperatures. In each case the order






































Figure 66: Development of the positional order of 1024 molecules of enantio-
pure E3AA-I1C12 and racemic rac-E3AA-I1C12, respectively, in a lay-
ered structure at diﬀerent temperatures. In each case the order was
measured over the last 200 ns after equilibration.
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11.3.3. Diffusion
The evolution of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is a valuable measure to determine
phase transition temperatures or detect sudden changes in mobility. Such
changes can be caused by a structural alignment that hinders the displacement
in some directions. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient is plotted in Figure 67. The run of






















































Figure 67: Development of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of 1024 molecules of enan-
tiopure E3AA-I1C12 and racemic rac-E3AA-I1C12, respectively, in a
layered structure at diﬀerent temperatures. In each case the diﬀu-
sion coeﬃcient was measured over the last 200 ns after equilibration.
Such a continuity can also be found with regard to the number of O—H· · ·O
hydrogen bonds as shown in Figure 68 on page 98. The combination of this
mobile and structural property leads to the conclusion that the system appears
to have dynamics of an isotropic liquid.
11.3.4. Summary
It becomes apparent that the simulations of E3AA-I1C12 and rac-E3AA-I1C12
suﬀer from their metastable starting conﬁgurations. Almost no diﬀerences are
detectable between the enantiopure and racemic samples except for a signiﬁcant
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Figure 68: Development of the number of hydrogen bonds of 1024 molecules of
enantiopure E3AA-I1C12 and racemic rac-E3AA-I1C12, respectively, in
a layered structure at diﬀerent temperatures. The number of hydro-
gen bonds was measured over the last 200ns after equilibration.
higher orientational order in rac-E3AA-I1C12. Although the simulated time span
reached almost 1 µs it can not be stated with certainty that the states were fully
equilibrated. For real experiments this is a rather short time, but compared
with the simulation time step of 2 fs the simulation time spans already nine
orders of magnitude.
The diﬀusion coeﬃcients and the development of the hydrogen bonds indicate
that the system resembles a liquid. The supramolecular arrangement is mainly
based on the artiﬁcial starting conﬁguration. Suﬃciently long equillibration
times can not be reached with current methods, since the necessary timescale
is beyond the scope of classical Molecular Dynamics.
11.4. C12E3AA-I1 and E3AA-I1C12
Comparing the simulation results of C12E3AA-I1 and E3AA-I1C12 one observation
is most remarkable: While the simulation of C12E3AA-I1 reproduces perfectly the
supramolecular structure change and the experimental transition temperature
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from SmA to the isotropic liquid TSmAIso of compound 8, E3AA-I1C12 does not
reproduce the isotropic liquid characteristics of compound 9.
Though the diﬀusion dynamics of E3AA-I1C12 resemble a liquid, the structural
reorganisation, i. e. the loss of preferential orientation and positional organisa-
tion could not have been reproduced.
11.5. Summary
The inﬂuence of enantiopurity of the sample was addressed in this section. With
a sequence of independent nPT simulations on starting conﬁgurations consist-
ing of four layers the common aspects and diﬀerences were investigated. For
each of the two compounds 8 and 9 two combined all atom/united atom OPLS
force ﬁeld descriptions were generated (C12E3AA-I1; E3AA-I1C12), one for the
compound and one for its enantiomer. The enantiopure starting conﬁgura-
tions were generated with 1024 molecules of one compound (C12E3AA-I1 or
E3AA-I1C12), while the racemates were generated from 512 molecules of the
compound and 512 molecules of its enantiomer. The thin film approach was
used to form layered starting conﬁgurations. While in the C12E3AA-I1 case the
formation of two neatly aligned layers was possible, the E3AA-I1C12 conﬁgura-
tion was built up by extracting the ordered parts of the conﬁguration and stack
them.
In case of C12E3AA-I1, the model representing the liquid crystalline compound,
it could be shown that the racemic mixture allows a higher organisation of
the layered structure. Furthermore, the simulations concerning C12E3AA-I1 re-
produce perfectly the experimental ﬁndings. Due to computationally impossible
equillibration times and inﬂuences of the artiﬁcial starting conﬁguration reliable





This chapter summarises the results that could be obtained in the course of
this thesis. Additional methods are shown and suggestions are made for future





In this thesis the inﬂuence of two O—H· · ·O hydrogen bond network forming
head groups on the liquid crystal phase formation was investigated. Three
model compounds 3, rac-8, and rac-9, which were investigated experimentally in
former studies guided these simulations (cf. Figure 69).[42–44]
3
rac-8 rac-9
Figure 69: The three model compounds investigated in this thesis. n-do-
decyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (3), 1-O-[2′-[2′′-[2′′′-(dodecyloxy)ethoxy]-
ethoxy]ethyl]-myo-inositol (rac-8), and 1-O-dodecyl-4-O-[2′-[2′′-[2′′′-
(hydroxy)ethoxy]ethoxy]ethyl]-myo-inositol (rac-9).
A united atom/all atom OPLS force ﬁeld description could be derived for the
alkyl-carbohydrate 3. As stipulated in the OPLS force ﬁeld the default charges
were used. In an MD simulation with a negative temperature gradient (cool-
ing) it was possible to reproduce the experimental phase sequence (cf. Table 1,
page 16). The developed topology, i. e. the force ﬁeld description, overestimates
the transition temperatures TSmAIso and TCrSmA by 60K. While the instanta-
neous onset of orientational and positional order can be observed at the transi-
tion from the isotropic liquid to smectic A phase (cf. Figure 70, page 103), the









































Figure 70: Evolution of the orientational (λ+) and smectic order parameter (τup)
of the force ﬁeld description of n-dodecyl-β-D-glucopyranoside. τup
denotes the order between the arbitrarily chosen "upwards" oriented
molecules. The concerted onset of positional and orientational order
marks the transition into the smectic A phase. The vertical dashed
lines mark the transition temperatures in the simulation based on the




The model systems of the compounds 8 and 9 were designed as comparative
studies to understand the diﬀerences between these two compounds despite their
similar modular setup. For these systems full united atom approaches based on
the OPLS force ﬁeld were used. Also in these cases the OPLS charges were
used.
For both systems cooling as well as heating simulations were performed, which
showed an overestimation of the transition temperatures. In the case of the liq-
uid crystalline compound 8 the TCrSmA is overestimated by 75K and the TSmAIso
by 54K. In the case of the non liquid crystal 9 is the overestimation found to be
70K. While the simulation of the cooling cycle gave insights into the structural
details of the molecular arrangement, it indicated that the simulation tempera-
ture of the system was too cool for the actual isotropic to smectic A transition.
The heating of a mostly ordered conﬁguration of six layers could reveal and
conﬁrm this observation. A direct transition from the solid into the isotropic
liquid could be reproduced for compound 9. Additionally, the transition from
the solid to the SmA phase and from the SmA phase into the isotropic liquid
could be emulated for the compound with the terminal inositol 8 (cf. Figure 71,
page 105).
Both simulation experiments reveal that the standard OPLS force ﬁeld de-
scription, independent of the united atom or all atom description of the car-
bohydrate, overestimates the transition temperatures. Approaches of other au-
thors used force ﬁelds with case by case derived point charges.[22, 24, 186] Thus,
this approach was exploited as an improvement over the aforementioned de-
scriptions. Additionally to this change the inositol carbohydrates were de-
scribed with all atoms to ensure the stereochemical conﬁguration of the carbon
atoms.
Combined all atom/united atom topologies of the compounds 8 and 9 were de-
veloped. The point charges were derived by quantum chemical population ana-
lyses. Layered starting conﬁgurations of 1024 molecules of these topologies were
equilibrated. In the case of the thermotropic liquid crystal 8 a perfect repro-
duction of the experimental transition temperature from SmA to the isotropic
liquid was possible. This shows the strong inﬂuence of point charges and the













































Figure 71: Evolution of the orientational and positional order parameters of
the united atom force ﬁeld description of compounds 8 (UA-C12E3I1)
and 9 (UA-E3I1C12). τup denotes the translational order between
the "upwards" oriented molecules. λ+ is the overall orientational or-
der parameter. The phases of the diﬀerent compounds are denoted
with diﬀerently colored labels. The lighter color in the curves of
UA-C12E3I1 indicates the switch to isotropic pressure scaling. The
vertical dashed lines mark the transition temperatures obtained in
the simulations based on the orientational order parameter, the po-
sitional order parameter, and the diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
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The simulation of the non liquid crystalline 9 did not reproduce the behaviour as
perfectly as shown by the liquid crystalline compound. In the investigated tem-
perature range the equilibration of the order observables could not be detected.
Especially in the temperature range below 410K this lead to very long simulation
times of over 1 µs. A reason for this could be the artiﬁcial starting conﬁguration,
which possibly lies in a local minimum in the phasespace. Molecular Dynamics
methods can not easily escape these potential wells.[187, 188] Besides, the diﬀu-
sion coeﬃcient and the hydrogen bond network indicate an isotropic behaviour
and a phase transition could not be detected in this case.
Another aspect which was investigated was the inﬂuence of enantiopurity of
the sample. Though no signiﬁcant change in the phase sequence could be de-
tected comparing the racemic with the enantiopure setup, a structural diﬀerence
became evident. In both simulation series the racemic sample showed a higher
degree of positional order, which is a sign for a better alignment of the molecules
in a layered structure.
13. Future Work
The simulation of the model systems 3 and rac-8 and rac-9, respec-
tively, revealed a lot of insights into the structural features of these com-
pounds in bulk materials. Nonetheless further approaches could be evalu-
ated to gain an even better understanding of inositol- and carbohydrate-based
LCs.
To ensure that the found topologies fully reproduce the experimental ﬁndings
further data needs to be gathered. For example the layerspacing of compound 8
could be experimentally determined. Furthermore, the density of experimental
samples is a valuable information to ﬁne-tune force ﬁeld parameters. Gathering
more experimental data could lead to an improvement of the force ﬁeld descrip-
tion and hence, to the in silico reproduction and prediction of liquid crystal
phase properties.
The application of case by case derived point charges could be one approach
for a remarkable improvement of the force ﬁeld. Another possibility could be
the generation of new standardised point charges that ﬁt more appropriately
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the inositol compounds. Since the usage of quantum chemically derived atom
charges showed a perfect reproduction of the experiment, this approach could
be also applied in case of n-dodecyl-β-D-glucopyranoside.
Another obstacle in simulations of hydrogen bond network forming compounds
is the neccessary but comparably long simulation time to sample the phase
space appropriately. A new approach to take care of this issue could be the us-
age of multiscale simulations as described by Mukherjee and Peter.[119, 120]
They introduced a multi-site coarse grained description to approximate the
molecules. This accelerates the equilibration of the conﬁgurations. These con-
ﬁgurations can subsequently be sampled again with a higher degree of accu-
racy.
A problem in ﬁnding appropriate force ﬁeld descriptions is also the long time
spans needed before the phase formation appears out of the isotropic liquid.
One approach to address this issue was shown in this work by creating reason-
able starting structures and melt these into the isotropic liquid. A reasonable
starting structure could also be an actual, experimentally determined crystal.
Temperature equilibration series could be run in parallel on those structures
and could reveal the quality of the force ﬁeld.
The future aim would be to derive a description of the liquid crystalline prop-
erties of new compounds out of computed model systems.
An interesting aspect, especially for cosmetics and pharmacology, is the simu-
lation of lyotropic liquid crystals. While the focus of the work presented here
was on the thermotropic behaviour, studies on the lyotropic aspects could re-
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VAppendix
This appendix contains the topologies and force ﬁeld descriptions that were
used in the simulations. Moreover, the C source code developed during this
work to measure the positional and orientational order parameters in GROMACS
trajectories. Several scripts are collected to easily extract observables and create
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Figure 72: Assignment of atomtypes to united atom version of compound
8 (UA-C12E3I1). Every color change between adjacent atoms indi-
cates the beginning of a new charge group.
Table 3: Atomtypes and non-bonded parameters of UA-C12E3I1.
Atomtype Mass/u Charge σ/nm ǫ/kJmol−1
C3 15.0350 0.000 0.391 0.669 888[149]
C2 14.0270 0.000 0.3905 0.494 042 4[149]
CE 14.0270 0.250 0.380 0.494 042 4[32]
OE 15.9994 −0.500 0.300 0.711 756[32]
OS 15.9994 −0.500 0.290 0.586 152[32]
CH 13.0110 0.265 0.385 0.334 944[149]
OH 15.9994 −0.683 0.3120 0.711 756[148]
HO 1.0080 0.418 0.0 0.0[148]
V-2
A Topologies A.1 UA-C12E3I1
Table 4: Bond deﬁnitions of UA-C12E3I1.
Atom1 Atom2 b0/nm kb/kJmol
−1 nm−2
C3 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
C2 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
OE CE 0.1425 267 955.2[146]
CE CE 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CE C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CE OS 0.1425 293 076.0[189]
HO OH 0.0960 463 060.08[147]
CH CH 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CH OH 0.1425 323 220.96[146]
CH OS 0.1425 267 955.2[146]
Table 5: Angle deﬁnitions of UA-C12E3I1.
Atom1 Atom2 Atom3 φ0/
◦ kφ/kJmol
−1 rad−2
C3 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 CE 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CE OS 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CE OE CE 111.8 837.36[146]
CH CH CH 111.5 527.5368[146]
CH OH HO 108.5 460.548[146]
CH CH OH 109.5 669.888[146]
CH CH OS 109.5 669.888[146]
CH OS CE 111.8 837.36[146]
V-3






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 73: Assignment of atomtypes to the combined united atom (alkyl moi-
ety; ethoxy moiety) and all atom (inositol moiety) version of com-
pound 8 (C12E3AA-I1).
Table 7: Atomtypes and non-bonded parameters of C12E3AA-I1.
Atomtype Mass/u σ/nm ǫ/kJmol−1
C3 15.0350 0.391 0.669 888[149]
C2 14.0270 0.3905 0.494 042 4[149]
CE 14.0270 0.380 0.494 042 4[32]
OE 15.9994 0.300 0.711 756[32]
OS 15.9994 0.290 0.586 152[32]
CT 12.0110 0.3500 0.276 328 8[148]
CG 12.0110 0.3500 0.276 328 8[148]
HC 1.0080 0.2500 0.125 604 0[148]
HG 1.0080 0.2500 0.125 604 0[148]
OH 15.9994 0.3120 0.711 756[148]








































Figure 74: Assignment of atom numbers to the combined united atom (alkyl
moiety; ethoxy moiety) and all atom (inositol moiety) version of
compound 8 (C12E3AA-I1).
V-6
A Topologies A.2 C12E3AA-I1
Table 8: Atom point charges derived with Gaussian for C12E3AA-I1. Structure
optimised with DFT//B3LYP/6-31G*. Population analysis on heavy
atoms with CHelpG and DFT//B3LYP/6-31G*. Gaussian root sec-
tions: Optimisation: #opt b3lyp/6-31G*
Population: #b3lyp/6-31G* pop=CHelpG IOP(6/20=1000)
#Atom Charge #Atom Charge
1 0.261 534 23 0.005 882
2 −0.036 462 24 −0.007 565
3 0.245 227 25 0.395 666
4 0.194 618 26 0.423 204
5 0.260 890 27 0.438 320
6 0.161 070 28 0.431 703
7 0.355 841 29 0.404 980
8 0.338 213 30 −0.376 384
9 0.272 014 31 −0.627 046
10 0.059 913 32 −0.628 567
11 0.203 706 33 −0.663 186
12 0.274 051 34 −0.666 457
13 0.163 558 35 −0.644 615
14 0.101 190 36 −0.471 864
15 −0.038 884 37 −0.545 065
16 −0.006 490 38 −0.493 785
17 0.016 440 39 −0.022 353
18 0.004 798 40 0.160 320
19 −0.005 728 41 −0.003 330
20 0.000 087 42 0.017 601
21 −0.004 113 43 0.007 760
22 0.010 163 44 0.033 145
V-7
A.2 C12E3AA-I1 A Topologies
Table 9: Bond deﬁnitions of C12E3AA-I1.
Atom1 Atom2 b0/nm kb/kJmol
−1 nm−2
C3 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
C2 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
OE CE 0.1425 267 955.2[146]
CE CE 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CE C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CE OS 0.1425 293 076.0[189]
CG OS 0.1425 293 076.0[189]
HO OH 0.0960 463 060.08[147]
CT CT 0.1529 224 412.48[148]
CT CG 0.1529 224 412.48[148]
CT HC 0.1090 284 702.4[148]
CG HG 0.1090 284 702.4[148]
CT OH 0.1410 267 955.2[147]
HO OH 0.0960 463 060.08[147]
V-8
A Topologies A.2 C12E3AA-I1
Table 10: Angle deﬁnitions of C12E3AA-I1.
Atom1 Atom2 Atom3 φ0/
◦ kφ/kJmol
−1 rad−2
C3 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 CE 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CE OS 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CE OE CE 111.8 837.36[146]
CE OS CG 111.8 837.36[146]
CT CT OH 109.5 418.680[147]
CG CT OH 109.5 418.680[147]
CT CG OS 109.5 418.680[147]
HG CG OS 109.5 293.076[147]
HC CT OH 109.5 293.076[147]
CT OH HO 108.5 460.548[147]
CT CT HC 110.7 314.01[148]
CG CT HC 110.7 314.01[148]
CT CG HG 110.7 314.01[148]
CT CT CT 112.7 488.599 56[148]
CT CG CT 112.7 488.599 56[148]
CT CT CG 112.7 488.599 56[148]
HC CT HC 107.8 276.3288[148]
V-9













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.3 UA-E3I1C12 A Topologies
A.3. UA-E3I1C12
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Figure 75: Assignment of atomtypes to united atom version of com-
pound 9 (UA-E3I1C12). The atomtypes labelled with
1 had a deviat-
ing charge of 0.25 instead of the default 0.265 to ensure the charge
groups were neutral. Every color change between adjacent atoms
indicates the beginning of a new charge group.
Table 12: Atomtypes and non-bonded parameters of UA-E3I1C12.
Atomtype Mass/u Charge σ/nm ǫ/kJmol−1
C3 15.0350 0.000 0.391 0.669 888[149]
C2 14.0270 0.000 0.3905 0.494 042 4[149]
CE 14.0270 0.250 0.380 0.494 042 4[32]
OE 15.9994 −0.500 0.300 0.711 756[32]
CO 14.0270 0.265 0.3905 0.494 042 4[149]
OS 15.9994 −0.500 0.290 0.586 152[32]
CH 13.0110 0.265 0.385 0.334 944[149]
OH 15.9994 −0.683 0.3120 0.711 756[148]
HO 1.0080 0.418 0.0 0.0[148]
V-12
A Topologies A.3 UA-E3I1C12
Table 13: Bond deﬁnitions of UA-E3I1C12.
Atom1 Atom2 b0/nm kb/kJmol
−1 nm−2
C3 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
C2 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
OE CE 0.1425 267 955.2[146]
CE CE 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CE C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CO CE 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CO OH 0.1425 323 220.96[146]
CE OS 0.1425 293 076.0[189]
HO OH 0.0960 463 060.08[147]
CH CH 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CH OH 0.1425 323 220.96[146]
CH OS 0.1425 267 955.2[146]
Table 14: Angle deﬁnitions of UA-E3I1C12.
Atom1 Atom2 Atom3 φ0/
◦ kφ/kJmol
−1 rad−2
C3 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 CE 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 CE OS 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CE OS 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CO CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CE OE CE 111.8 837.36[146]
CE CO OH 109.5 669.888[146]
CO OH HO 108.5 460.548[146]
CH CH CH 111.5 527.5368[146]
CH OH HO 108.5 460.548[146]
CH CH OH 109.5 669.888[146]
CH CH OS 109.5 669.888[146]
CH OS CE 111.8 837.36[146]
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A.4 E3AA-I1C12 A Topologies
A.4. E3AA-I1C12
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Figure 76: Assignment of atomtypes to combined united atom (alkyl moi-
ety; ethoxy moiety) and all atom (inositol moiety) version of com-
pound 9 (E3AA-I1C12). Every color change between adjacent atoms
indicates the beginning of a new charge group.
Table 16: Atomtypes and non-bonded parameters of E3AA-I1C12.
Atomtype Mass/u σ/nm ǫ/kJmol−1
C3 15.0350 0.391 0.669 888[149]
C2 14.0270 0.3905 0.494 042 4[149]
CE 14.0270 0.380 0.494 042 4[32]
CO 14.0270 0.3905 0.494 042 4[149]
OE 15.9994 0.300 0.711 756[32]
OS 15.9994 0.290 0.586 152[32]
CT 12.0110 0.3500 0.276 328 8[148]
CG 12.0110 0.3500 0.276 328 8[148]
HC 1.0080 0.2500 0.125 604 0[148]
HG 1.0080 0.2500 0.125 604 0[148]
OH 15.9994 0.3120 0.711 756[148]
HO 1.0080 0.0 0.0[148]
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Figure 77: Assignment of atom numbers to the combined united atom (alkyl
moiety; ethoxy moiety) and all atom (inositol moiety) version of
compound 9 (E3AA-I1C12).
Table 17: Atom point charges derived with Gaussian for E3AA-I1C12. Structure
optimised with DFT//B3LYP/6-31G*. Population analysis on heavy
atoms with CHelpG and DFT//B3LYP/6-31G*. Gaussian root sec-
tions: Optimisation: #opt b3lyp/6-31G*
Population: #b3lyp/6-31G* pop=CHelpG IOP(6/20=1000)
#Atom Charge #Atom Charge
1 0.261 534 23 0.005 882
2 −0.036 462 24 −0.007 565
3 0.245 227 25 0.395 666
4 0.194 618 26 0.423 204
5 0.260 890 27 0.438 320
6 0.161 070 28 0.431 703
7 0.355 841 29 0.404 980
8 0.338 213 30 −0.376 384
9 0.272 014 31 −0.627 046
10 0.059 913 32 −0.628 567
11 0.203 706 33 −0.663 186
12 0.274 051 34 −0.666 457
13 0.163 558 35 −0.644 615
14 0.101 190 36 −0.471 864
15 −0.038 884 37 −0.545 065
16 −0.006 490 38 −0.493 785
17 0.016 440 39 −0.022 353
18 0.004 798 40 0.160 320
19 −0.005 728 41 −0.003 330
20 0.000 087 42 0.017 601
21 −0.004 113 43 0.007 760
22 0.010 163 44 0.033 145
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Table 18: Bond deﬁnitions of E3AA-I1C12.
Atom1 Atom2 b0/nm kb/kJmol
−1 nm−2
C3 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
C2 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
OE CE 0.1425 267 955.2[146]
CE CE 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CE C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CO CE 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CO OH 0.1425 323 220.96[146]
CE OS 0.1425 293 076.0[189]
CG OS 0.1425 293 076.0[189]
CT CT 0.1529 224 412.48[148]
CT CG 0.1529 224 412.48[148]
CT HC 0.1090 284 702.4[148]
CG HG 0.1090 284 702.4[148]
CT OH 0.1410 267 955.2[147]
HO OH 0.0960 463 060.08[147]
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Table 19: Angle deﬁnitions of E3AA-I1C12.
Atom1 Atom2 Atom3 φ0/
◦ kφ/kJmol
−1 rad−2
C3 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 CE 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CE OS 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CO CE OE 109.5 669.888[146]
CE CO OH 109.5 669.888[146]
CO OH HO 108.5 460.548[146]
CE OE CE 111.8 837.36[146]
CE OS CG 111.8 837.36[146]
CT CT OH 109.5 418.680[147]
CG CT OH 109.5 418.680[147]
CT CG OS 109.5 418.680[147]
HG CG OS 109.5 293.076[147]
HC CT OH 109.5 293.076[147]
CT OH HO 108.5 460.548[147]
CT CT HC 110.7 314.01[148]
CG CT HC 110.7 314.01[148]
CT CG HG 110.7 314.01[148]
CT CT CT 112.7 488.599 56[148]
CT CG CT 112.7 488.599 56[148]
CT CT CG 112.7 488.599 56[148]
HC CT HC 107.8 276.3288[148]
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A Topologies A.5 G1C12
A.5. G1C12
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Figure 78: Assignment of atomtypes to combined united atom (alkyl moiety)
and all atom (sugar moiety) version of compound 3 (G1C12). Every
color change between adjacent atoms indicates the beginning of a
new charge group.
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Figure 79: Assignment of charges to combined united atom (alkyl moiety) and
all atom (sugar moiety) version of compound 3 (G1C12).
Table 21: Atomtypes and non-bonded parameters of G1C12.
Atomtype Mass/u Charge σ/nm ǫ/kJmol−1
C3 15.0350 0.000 0.391 0.669 888[149]
C2 14.0270 0.000 0.3905 0.494 042 4[149]
HC 1.0080 0.060 0.2500 0.125 604 0[190]
CT 12.0110 0.205 0.3500 0.276 328 8[190]
CO 12.0110 0.205 0.3500 0.276 328 8[190]
OH 15.9994 −0.683 0.3120 0.711 756[190]
HO 1.0080 0.418 0.0 0.0[190]
OS 15.9994 −0.450 0.290 0.586 152[190]
OD 15.9994 −0.700 0.307 0.711 756[190]
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Table 22: Bond deﬁnitions of G1C12.
Atom1 Atom2 b0/nm kb/kJmol
−1 nm−2
C3 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
C2 C2 0.1526 217 713.6[146]
CT CT 0.1529 224 412.48[190]
CT CO 0.1529 224 412.48[190]
CT HC 0.1090 284 702.4[190]
CO HC 0.1090 284 702.4[190]
CT OS 0.1410 267 955.2[190]
CT OH 0.1410 267 955.2[190]
CO OS 0.1380 267 955.2[190]
C2 OS 0.1380 267 955.2[190]
OH HO 0.0945 463 060.08[190]
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Table 23: Angle deﬁnitions of G1C12.
Atom1 Atom2 Atom3 φ0/
◦ kφ/kJmol
−1 rad−2
C3 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
C2 C2 C2 112.4 527.5368[146]
CT CT CT 112.7 488.599 56[190]
CT CT CO 112.7 488.599 56[190]
CT CT HC 110.7 314.010 00[190]
CT CO HC 110.7 314.010 00[190]
CO CT HC 110.7 314.010 00[190]
CT CT OH 109.5 418.680 00[190]
CO CT OH 109.5 418.680 00[190]
CT CT OS 109.5 418.680 00[190]
CT CO OS 109.5 418.680 00[190]
CT CO OH 109.5 418.680 00[190]
CT OS CO 109.5 502.416 00[190]
CT OS CT 109.5 502.416 00[190]
CT OH HO 108.5 460.548 00[190]
CO OH HO 108.5 460.548 00[190]
HC CT HC 107.8 276.328 80[190]
HC CT OS 109.5 293.076 00[190]
HC CT OH 109.5 293.076 00[190]
HC CO OS 109.5 293.076 00[190]
HC CO OH 109.5 293.076 00[190]
OS CO OS 111.55 775.395 36[190]
OS CO OH 111.55 775.395 36[190]
CO OS C2 109.5 502.416 00[190]
C2 C2 OS 109.5 418.680 00[190]
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∗ This sou r ce code i s p ar t o f
∗
∗ G R O M A C S
∗
∗ GROningen MAchine f o r Chemical S i m u l at i on s
∗
∗ Written by David van der Spoel , Erik Lindahl , Berk Hess , and o t h e r s .
∗ Copyright ( c ) 1991−2000 , U n i v e r s i t y o f Groningen , The N et h er l an d s .
∗ Copyright ( c ) 2001−2009 , The GROMACS development team ,
∗ check out http : / /www. gromacs . org f o r more i n f o r m a t i o n .
∗ This program i s f r e e s o f t w a r e ; you can r e d i s t r i b u t e i t and/ or
∗ modify i t under the terms o f the GNU General P u b l i c L i c e n s e
∗ as p u b l i sh ed by the Free S oft war e Foundation ; e i t h e r v e r s i o n 2
∗ o f the L i cen se , or ( at your op t i on ) any l a t e r v e r s i o n .
∗
∗ I f you want to r e d i s t r i b u t e m o d i f i c a t i o n s , p l e a s e c o n s i d e r t h at
∗ s c i e n t i f i c s o f t w a r e i s very s p e c i a l . V er s i on c o n t r o l i s c r u c i a l −
∗ bugs must be t r a c e a b l e . We w i l l be happy to c o n s i d e r code f o r
∗ i n c l u s i o n i n the o f f i c i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n , but d e r i v e d work must not
∗ be c a l l e d o f f i c i a l GROMACS. D e t a i l s ar e found i n the README & COPYING
∗ f i l e s − i f they ar e missing , get the o f f i c i a l v e r s i o n at www. gromacs . org .
∗
∗ To h el p us fund GROMACS development , we humbly ask t h at you c i t e
∗ the p ap er s on the package − you can f i n d them i n the top README f i l e .
∗
∗ For more i n f o , check our web si t e at http : / /www. gromacs . org
∗/
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ The main f u n c t i o n .
∗
∗ In Gromacs , most a n a l y s i s programs ar e implemented such t h at the \p main
∗ f u n c t i o n i s only a wrapper f o r a \p gmx_something f u n c t i o n t h at does a l l
∗ the work , and t h at con ven t i on i s a l s o f o l l o w e d h er e . ∗/
i n t
main ( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
{
gmx_order_tensor ( argc , argv ) ;
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∗ o f the L i cen se , or ( at your op t i on ) any l a t e r v e r s i o n .
∗
∗ I f you want to r e d i s t r i b u t e m o d i f i c a t i o n s , p l e a s e c o n s i d e r t h at
∗ s c i e n t i f i c s o f t w a r e i s very s p e c i a l . V er s i on c o n t r o l i s c r u c i a l −
∗ bugs must be t r a c e a b l e . We w i l l be happy to c o n s i d e r code f o r
∗ i n c l u s i o n i n the o f f i c i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n , but d e r i v e d work must not
∗ be c a l l e d o f f i c i a l GROMACS. D e t a i l s ar e found i n the README & COPYING
∗ f i l e s − i f they ar e missing , get the o f f i c i a l v e r s i o n at www. gromacs . org .
∗
∗ To h el p us fund GROMACS development , we humbly ask t h at you c i t e
∗ the p ap er s on the package − you can f i n d them i n the top README f i l e .
∗
∗ For more i n f o , check our web si t e at http : / /www. gromacs . org
∗/
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ The main f u n c t i o n .
∗
∗ In Gromacs , most a n a l y s i s programs ar e implemented such t h at the \p main
∗ f u n c t i o n i s only a wrapper f o r a \p gmx_something f u n c t i o n t h at does a l l
∗ the work , and t h at con ven t i on i s a l s o f o l l o w e d h er e . ∗/
i n t
main ( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
{
gmx_order_tensor ( argc , argv ) ;
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#i n c l u d e <c o p y r i t e . h>
#i n c l u d e <f i l e n m . h>
#i n c l u d e <macros . h>
#i n c l u d e <pbc . h>
#i n c l u d e <sm al l oc . h>
#i n c l u d e < s t a t u t i l . h>
#i n c l u d e <vec . h>
#i n c l u d e <xvgr . h>
#i n c l u d e <p r i n c . h>
#i n c l u d e <cen t er ofm ass . h>
#i n c l u d e " e i g e n s o l v e r . h "
#i n c l u d e " s e l e l e m . h "
#i n c l u d e " c o n f i o . h "
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#i n c l u d e <t r a j a n a . h>
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ C a l c u l a t i n g the d egr ee o f or d er f o r a group o f
∗ m ol ecu l es by d i a g o n a l i z i n g the second or d er t e n s o r
∗ o f the m ol ecu l es . For t h i s the axes o f i n e r t i a ar e
∗ determined per m ol ecu l e i n group . Every m ol ecu l ar
∗ main a x i s o f i n e r t i a i s taken to b u i l d the second
∗ or d er t e n s o r
∗ Q_{\ alpha \ beta}=
∗ \ f r a c {1}{2N}\sum_{ i =0}^N \ l e f t \ l a n g l e
∗ 3\ cdot l_{ i \ alpha }\ cdot l_{ i \ beta } −
∗ \ delta_ {\ alpha \ beta }\ r i g h t \ r a n g l e
∗ where Q i s the second or d er t e n s o r and l i s the main
∗ o r i e n t a t i o n o f a m ol ecu l e determind by i t s moment
∗ o f i n e r t i a .
∗/
t yp ed ef s t r u c t
{
gmx_bool b_total ;
FILE ∗ fp_order ;
r e a l ∗order_per_frame ;
FILE ∗ fp_lambda0_order ;
r e a l ∗ lambda0_order_per_frame ;
FILE ∗ fp_p2_order ;
r e a l ∗P2_order_per_frame ;
FILE ∗ fp_p4_order ;
r e a l ∗p4_order_per_frame ;
r vec ∗∗ axi s_ of_ i n er t ia_ per_fr ame ;
r vec ∗∗ cogs_per_frame ;
r vec ∗∗ or i en t at i on _ p er _ fr am e ;
i n t frames_analyzed ;
i n t ∗no_of_axes ;
r e a l ∗volume_per_frame ;
matrix ∗box_per_frame ;
FILE ∗ fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on ;
r e a l ∗ g 0 _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n ;
r e a l ∗ g 1 _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n ;
r e a l ∗ g 2 _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n ;
i n t samples ;
r e a l max_radius ;
FILE ∗ fp _ aver age_ r ot at i on ;
r e a l ∗ aver age_ r ot at i on 1 ;
r e a l ∗ aver age_ r ot at i on 2 ;
r e a l ∗min_box_length ;
FILE ∗ fp_smectic_palermo ;
r e a l ∗∗ smectic_palermo_cosine ;
r e a l ∗∗ smectic_palermo_sine ;
r e a l ∗∗ smectic_palermo_cosine_up ;
r e a l ∗∗ smectic_palermo_sine_up ;
r e a l ∗∗ smectic_palermo_cosine_down ;
r e a l ∗∗smectic_palermo_sine_down ;
FILE ∗ fp_smectic ;
i n t sm_bins ;
i n t number_of_repl icas ;
r vec ∗ r e p l i c a ;
i n t repl_per_dim ;
unsigned i n t ∗sm_hist ;
unsigned i n t ∗sm_hist_x ;
unsigned i n t ∗sm_hist_y ;
unsigned i n t ∗sm_up_hist ;
unsigned i n t ∗sm_down_hist ;
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unsigned i n t ∗sm_up_down_hist ;
unsigned i n t ∗ r a d i a l _ d i s t r i b u t i o n _ h i s t ;
FILE ∗ fp_p2_histogram ;
i n t ∗p2_histogram ;
r e a l t_p2_hist ;
i n t p2_histogram_number_bins ;
i n t ∗number_of_downs;
i n t ∗number_of_ups ;
i n t ∗number_of_up_downs ;
FILE ∗ fp_cos_histogram ;
i n t ∗ cos_histogram ;
r e a l t_cos_hist ;
i n t cos_histogram_number_bins ;
i n t o r i e n t a t i o n _ 1 ;
i n t o r i e n t a t i o n _ 2 ;
r e a l st ar t _ t i m e ;
r e a l time_step ;
gmx_bool start_time_captured ;
gmx_bool time_step_captured ;
r e a l end_time ;
output_env_t ∗oenv ;
con st char ∗ fn_p2_order_pdb ;
r e a l t_p2_order_pdb ;
con st char ∗fn_up_down_pdb ;
r e a l t_up_down_pdb;
i n t n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ;
r vec v e r s o r ;
} t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ;
s h o r t i n t i n i n t _ ( r e a l r v a l )
{
i f ( r v a l < 0 . 0 )
r e t u r n ( r v a l − 0 . 5 ) ;
e l s e
r e t u r n ( r v a l + 0 . 5 ) ;
}
s t a t i c void
sdebug ( char∗ t e x t ) {
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "%s " , t e x t ) ;
}
s t a t i c void
fdebug ( r e a l val u e ) {
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "% f " , val u e ) ;
}
s t a t i c void
idebug ( i n t val u e ) {
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "%d " , val u e ) ;
}
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ Function to c a l c u l a t e the Kronecker d e l t a
∗ f o r two i n t e g e r s
∗ / 1 i=j
∗ Kronecker_delta ( i , j ) =
∗ \ 0 i != j
∗/
s t a t i c i n t
kr on ecker _ d el t a ( i n t i , i n t j )
{
i f ( i == j )
{
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r e t u r n 1 ;
}
e l s e
{
r e t u r n 0 ;
}
}
s t a t i c r e a l
min_value ( con st r e a l ∗ val u es , con st i n t dim ) {
r e a l min=GMX_REAL_MAX;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0; i<dim ; ++i )
min = v a l u e s [ i ] < min ? v a l u e s [ i ] : min ;
r e t u r n min ;
}
s t a t i c r e a l
max_value ( con st r e a l ∗ val u es , con st i n t dim ) {
r e a l max=−GMX_REAL_MAX;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0; i<dim ; ++i ) {
max = v a l u e s [ i ] > max ? v a l u e s [ i ] : max ;
}
r e t u r n max ;
}
s t a t i c r e a l
max_value_and_index ( con st r e a l ∗ val u es , con st i n t dim , i n t ∗ index ) {
r e a l max=−GMX_REAL_MAX;
∗ index = 0 ;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0; i<dim ; ++i ) {
i f ( v a l u e s [ i ] > max ) {
max = v a l u e s [ i ] ;
∗ index = i ;
}
}
r e t u r n max ;
}
s t a t i c i n t
i_max_value ( con st i n t ∗ val u es , con st i n t dim ) {
i n t max=−INT_MAX;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0; i<dim ; ++i )
max = v a l u e s [ i ] > max ? v a l u e s [ i ] : max ;
r e t u r n max ;
}
s t a t i c unsigned i n t
ui_max_value ( con st unsigned i n t ∗ val u es , con st i n t dim ) {
i n t max=−INT_MAX;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0; i<dim ; ++i )
max = v a l u e s [ i ] > max ? v a l u e s [ i ] : max ;
r e t u r n max ;
}
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ f u n c t i o n to c r e a t e an second rank or d er t e n s o r
∗ f o r ever y m ol ecu l e a x i s i n a x e s _ o f _ i n e r t i a
∗ Returns 0 i f s u c c e s s f u l e l s e −1.
∗/
s t a t i c i n t
cr eat e_ or d er _ t en sor ( i n t no_of_axes , i n t f i r s t _ a x i s , i n t start_frame , i n t no_of_frames ,
i n t groups , r vec ∗∗ axes_ of_ i n er t i a , matrix or d er _ t en sor )
{
i f ( 0 != no_of_axes )
{
i n t row = 0 ;
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i n t column = 0 ;
i n t a x i s = f i r s t _ a x i s ;
i n t frame = 0 ;
f o r ( row = 0 ; row < DIM; ++row )
{
f o r ( column = 0 ; column < DIM; ++column )
{
or d er _ t en sor [ row ] [ column ] = 0 ;
f o r ( a x i s = f i r s t _ a x i s ; a x i s < f i r s t _ a x i s + no_of_axes ; ++a x i s )
{
f o r ( frame = st ar t _ fr am e ; frame < st ar t _ fr am e + no_of_frames ∗ groups ;
frame += groups )
{
or d er _ t en sor [ row ] [ column ] += 3 ∗ a x e s _ o f _ i n e r t i a [ frame ] [ a x i s ] [ row ] ∗
a x e s _ o f _ i n e r t i a [ frame ] [ a x i s ] [ column ] −
kr on ecker _ d el t a ( row , column ) ;
}
}




e l s e
{
r e t u r n −1;
}
r e t u r n 0 ;
} ;
s t a t i c i n t
get_order_from_tensor ( matrix order_tensor , r e a l ∗ order , r vec ∗ d i r e c t o r , i n t type )
{
// with type the e i g e n v a l u e t h at sh ou l d be taken
// as or d er parameter from t e n s o r i s s p e c i f i e d
// i f type == 0 take the b i g g e s t e i g e n v a l u e
// i f type == 1 take the second b i g g e s t e i g e n v a l u e ∗ −2
r e a l ∗ e i g e n v a l u e s , ∗ e i g e n v e c t o r s ;
snew ( e i g e n v a l u e s , DIM) ;
snew ( e i g e n v e c t o r s , DIM∗DIM) ;
matrix copy ;
i n t i , j ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < DIM ; ++i )
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < DIM ; ++j )
copy [ i ] [ j ]= or d er _ t en sor [ i ] [ j ] ;
e i g e n s o l v e r ( ( r e a l ∗) copy , DIM, 0 , DIM−1, e i g e n v a l u e s , e i g e n v e c t o r s ) ;
i n t pos = XX;
i f ( type == 0 ) {
i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [XX] > e i g e n v a l u e s [YY] ) {
i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [XX] > e i g e n v a l u e s [ ZZ ] ) {
pos = XX;
} e l s e {
pos = ZZ ;
}
} e l s e {
i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [YY] > e i g e n v a l u e s [ ZZ ] ) {
pos = YY;
} e l s e {
pos = ZZ ;
}
}
} e l s e i f ( type == 1 ) {
i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [XX] > e i g e n v a l u e s [YY] ) {
i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [XX] < e i g e n v a l u e s [ ZZ ] ) {
pos = XX;
} e l s e i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [ ZZ ] > e i g e n v a l u e s [YY] ) {
pos = ZZ ;
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}
} e l s e i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [XX] < e i g e n v a l u e s [ ZZ ] ) {
i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [YY] < e i g e n v a l u e s [ ZZ ] ) {
pos = YY;
} e l s e {
pos = ZZ ;
}
}
} e l s e i f ( type == 2 ) {
i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [XX] > e i g e n v a l u e s [YY] ) {
i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [YY] > e i g e n v a l u e s [ ZZ ] ) {
pos = ZZ ;




i f ( e i g e n v a l u e s [XX] < e i g e n v a l u e s [ ZZ ] ) {
pos = XX;
} e l s e {




(∗ d i r e c t o r ) [XX] = e i g e n v e c t o r s [DIM∗pos+XX] ;
(∗ d i r e c t o r ) [YY] = e i g e n v e c t o r s [DIM∗pos+YY] ;
(∗ d i r e c t o r ) [ ZZ ] = e i g e n v e c t o r s [DIM∗pos+ZZ ] ;
i f ( type == 0 ) {
∗ or d er = e i g e n v a l u e s [ pos ] ;
} e l s e i f ( type == 1 ) {
∗ or d er = −2 ∗ e i g e n v a l u e s [ pos ] ;
}
s f r e e ( e i g e n v e c t o r s ) ;
s f r e e ( e i g e n v a l u e s ) ;
r e t u r n 0 ;
}
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ Function to p r i n t the con t en t o f a matrix
∗ to standard e r r o r
∗/
s t a t i c i n t
print_matrix ( matrix mat )
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "\ n " ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "%15.10 f %15.10 f %15.10 f \n " , mat [XX] [ XX] , mat [XX] [ YY] , mat [XX] [ ZZ ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "%15.10 f %15.10 f %15.10 f \n " , mat [YY] [ XX] , mat [YY] [ YY] , mat [YY] [ ZZ ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "%15.10 f %15.10 f %15.10 f \n " , mat [ ZZ ] [ XX] , mat [ ZZ ] [ YY] , mat [ ZZ ] [ ZZ ] ) ;
r e t u r n 0 ;
}
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ Function to p r i n t the con t en t o f a v e c t o r
∗ to standard e r r o r
∗/
s t a t i c i n t
p r i n t _ vect or ( r vec vec , i n t dim )
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "\ n " ) ;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < dim ; ++i )
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "%15.10 f \n " , vec [ i ] ) ;
}
r e t u r n 0 ;
}
char ∗
r e p l a c e _ s t r ( con st char ∗ s t r i n g , con st char ∗ su b st r , con st char ∗ r ep l acem en t )
{
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char ∗tok = NULL;
char ∗newstr = NULL;
char ∗ o l d s t r = NULL;
char ∗head = NULL;
/∗ i f e i t h e r s u b s t r or r ep l acem en t i s NULL, d u p l i c a t e s t r i n g a l e t c a l l e r handle i t ∗/
i f ( s u b s t r == NULL | | r ep l acem en t == NULL ) r e t u r n st r d u p ( s t r i n g ) ;
newstr = st r d u p ( s t r i n g ) ;
head = newstr ;
wh i l e ( ( tok = s t r s t r ( head , s u b s t r ) ) ) {
o l d s t r = newstr ;
newstr = m al l oc ( s t r l e n ( o l d s t r ) − s t r l e n ( s u b s t r ) + s t r l e n ( r ep l acem en t ) + 1 ) ;
/∗ f a i l e d to a l l o c mem, f r e e ol d s t r i n g and r e t u r n NULL ∗/
i f ( newstr == NULL ) {
f r e e ( o l d s t r ) ;
r e t u r n NULL;
}
memcpy( newstr , o l d s t r , tok − o l d s t r ) ;
memcpy( newstr + ( tok − o l d s t r ) , replacement , s t r l e n ( r ep l acem en t ) ) ;
memcpy( newstr + ( tok − o l d s t r ) + s t r l e n ( r ep l acem en t ) , tok + s t r l e n ( s u b s t r ) ,
s t r l e n ( o l d s t r ) − s t r l e n ( s u b s t r ) − ( tok − o l d s t r ) ) ;
memset ( newstr + s t r l e n ( o l d s t r ) − s t r l e n ( s u b s t r ) + s t r l e n ( r ep l acem en t ) , 0 , 1 ) ;
/∗ move back head r i g h t a f t e r the l a s t r ep l acem en t ∗/
head = newstr + ( tok − o l d s t r ) + s t r l e n ( r ep l acem en t ) ;
f r e e ( o l d s t r ) ;
}
r e t u r n newstr ;
}
s t a t i c void
r e s i z e _ a r r a y s ( t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ∗d , i n t n o _ o f _ s e l e c t i o n s ) {
i n t nr = n o _ o f _ s e l e c t i o n s ;
srenew ( d−>axis_of_inertia_per_frame , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>cogs_per_frame , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>orientation_per_fram e , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>order_per_frame , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>volume_per_frame , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>box_per_frame , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>smectic_palermo_sine , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>smectic_palermo_cosine , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>smectic_palermo_sine_up , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>smectic_palermo_cosine_up , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>smectic_palermo_sine_down , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>smectic_palermo_cosine_down , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>aver age_ r ot at i on 1 , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>aver age_ r ot at i on 2 , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>number_of_downs , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>number_of_ups , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>number_of_up_downs , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>min_box_length , d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>P2_order_per_frame , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>p4_order_per_frame , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
srenew ( d−>lambda0_order_per_frame , nr ∗ d−>frames_analyzed ) ;
}
s t a t i c void
wr i t e_ fr am e_ t i m e_ t o_ fi l ep oi n t er s ( t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ∗d , r e a l time ) {
i f ( d−>fp_order )
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_order , "%10.3 f " , t ime∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d−>oenv ) ) ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_p2_order )
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_p2_order , "%10.3 f " , t ime∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d−>oenv ) ) ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_p4_order )
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_p4_order , "%10.3 f " , t ime∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d−>oenv ) ) ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_lambda0_order)
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_lambda0_order , "%10.3 f " , t ime∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d−>oenv ) ) ) ;
}
s t a t i c void
w r i t e _ n e w l i n e _ t o _ f i l e p o i n t e r s ( t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ∗d ) {
i f ( d−>fp_order )
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_order , "\n " ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_lambda0_order)
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f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_lambda0_order , "\ n " ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_p2_order )
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_p2_order , "\n " ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_p4_order )
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_p4_order , "\n " ) ;
}
s t a t i c void
c r e a t e _ r e p l i c a _ v e c t o r s ( i n t repl_per_dim , matrix box , r v ec ∗∗ r e p l i c a s , i n t ∗ index ) {
r vec xdir , ydir , z d i r ;
∗ index =0;
i n t j , k , l ;
f o r ( j= 0 ; j < repl_per_dim ; ++j ) {
f o r ( k= 0 ; k < repl_per_dim ; ++k ) {
f o r ( l= 0 ; l < repl_per_dim ; ++l ) {
svmul ( j−repl_per_dim / 2 . + 0 . 5 , box [ 0 ] , x d i r ) ;
svmul ( k−repl_per_dim / 2 . + 0 . 5 , box [ 1 ] , y d i r ) ;
svmul ( l−repl_per_dim / 2 . + 0 . 5 , box [ 2 ] , z d i r ) ;
rvec_add ( (∗ r e p l i c a s ) [∗ index ] , xdir , (∗ r e p l i c a s ) [∗ index ] ) ;
rvec_add ( (∗ r e p l i c a s ) [∗ index ] , ydir , (∗ r e p l i c a s ) [∗ index ] ) ;
rvec_add ( (∗ r e p l i c a s ) [∗ index ] , zd i r , (∗ r e p l i c a s ) [∗ index ] ) ;




i f (∗ index == 0)
∗ index = 1 ;
}
// P ai r c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n s with Legendre p ol yn om i al s
/∗
∗ i n ot h er words , i n a s p h e r i c a l ( or c y l i n d r i c a l i f you ar e f o c u s e d j u s t i n one
∗ d i r e c t i o n ) , one computes the histogram o f the d i s t a n c e s r1−r2 l i k e you do f o r g ( r ) .
∗ i n a s e p a r a t e histogram with the same b i n s you i n s t e a d sum the v a l u e s of ,
∗ e . g . P1 = ( u1 . u2 ) or P2= 3/2−1/2 ( u1 . u2 ) ^ 2 .
∗ at the end o f the c a l c u l a t i o n you d i v i d e the val u e o f each bin o f the second histogram
∗ f o r the cor r esp on d i n g one i n the f i r s t histogram , so i n p r a c t i c e you compute
∗ sum [ P( u1 . u2 ) / sum m ol ecu l es ] f o r each i n t e r v a l o f r1−r2 .
∗/
s t a t i c void
c a l c u l a t e _ g L _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n (
matrix ∗box ,
i n t frames ,
i n t m ol ecu l es ,
i n t n o_ of_ sel ect i on s ,
i n t s e l e c t i o n ,
r vec ∗∗ a x i s _ o f _ o r i e n t a t i o n ,
r vec ∗∗ a x i s _ o f _ i n e r t i a ,
r vec ∗∗ cogs ,
r e a l ∗ volumes ,
i n t samples ,
r e a l max_radius ,
r e a l ∗ g0 ,
r e a l ∗ g1 ,
r e a l ∗ g2 )
{
r e a l bucket_width=max_radius/ samples ;
r e a l average_volume = 0 ;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < samples ; ++i ) {
g0 [ i ] = 0 ;
g1 [ i ] = 0 ;
g2 [ i ] = 0 ;
}
r vec cog1 = {0 , 0 , 0} ;
r vec cog2 = {0 , 0 , 0} ;
r vec d i st _ vec = {0 , 0 , 0} ;
r e a l d i s t ;
i n t frame ;
t_pbc ∗ l_pbc ;
snew ( l_pbc , 1 ) ;
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f o r ( frame = 0 ; frame < frames ; ++frame ) {
set_pbc ( l_pbc , −1, box [ frame ] ) ;
average_volume += volumes [ frame ] ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , "\ r C a l c u l a t i n g a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n : %7.3 f %%", 1 0 0 . 0∗ ( frame +1)/( frames ) ) ;
i n t m ol ecu l e1 ;
f o r ( m ol ecu l e1 = 0 ; m ol ecu l e1 < m ol ecu l es−1; ++m ol ecu l e1 ) {
i n t m ol ecu l e2 ;
f o r ( m ol ecu l e2 = m ol ecu l e1 ; m ol ecu l e2 < m ol ecu l es ; ++m ol ec u l e2 ) {
i f ( m ol ecu l e2 != m ol ecu l e1 ) {
pbc_dx( l_pbc , cogs [ frame ] [ m ol ecu l e1 ] , cogs [ frame ] [ m ol ecu l e2 ] , d i st _ vec ) ;
r e a l d i s t = norm( d i st _ vec ) ;
i f ( d i s t < max_radius ) {
i n t bucket = d i s t ∗ samples / max_radius + 0 . 5 ;
r e a l cos_alpha =
i p r od ( a x i s _ o f _ o r i e n t a t i o n [ n o _ o f _ s e l e c t i o n s ∗ frame + s e l e c t i o n ] [ m ol ecu l e1 ] ,
a x i s _ o f _ o r i e n t a t i o n [ n o _ o f _ s e l e c t i o n s ∗ frame + s e l e c t i o n ] [ m ol ecu l e2 ] ) ;
r e a l order_p2 = 1. 5∗
sqr ( i p r od ( a x i s _ o f _ i n e r t i a [ n o _ o f _ s e l e c t i o n s∗ frame+s e l e c t i o n ] [ m ol ecu l e1 ] ,
a x i s _ o f _ i n e r t i a [ n o _ o f _ s e l e c t i o n s∗ frame+s e l e c t i o n ] [ m ol ecu l e2 ] ) ) − 0 . 5 ;
++g0 [ bucket ] ;
g1 [ bucket ] += cos_alpha ;






average_volume /= frames ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < samples ; ++i ) {
i f ( g0 [ i ] != 0 ) {
g1 [ i ] /= g0 [ i ] ;
g2 [ i ] /= g0 [ i ] ;
}
r e a l r a d i u s = 1 . 0 ∗ i / samples ∗ max_radius + bucket_width / 2 ;
r e a l rim_volume = 4. 18879033∗( ( r a d i u s )∗( r a d i u s )∗( r a d i u s )−( r ad i u s−bucket_width /2)∗
( r ad i u s−bucket_width /2)∗( r ad i u s−bucket_width / 2 ) ) ;
g0 [ i ] /= rim_volume ∗ frames ∗ m ol ecu l es ∗ ( m ol ecu l es −1 ) / average_volume ;
}
}
s t a t i c void
c a l c u l a t e _ a v e r a g e _ r o t a t i o n ( i n t frames , i n t m ol ecu l es , i n t n o_ of_ sel ect i on s , i n t s e l e c t i o n ,
r vec ∗∗ a x i s _ o f _ i n e r t i a , r e a l ∗ aver age_ r ot at i on 1 , r e a l ∗ aver age_ r ot at i on 2 ) {
i n t dt ;
f o r ( dt = 0 ; dt < frames ; ++dt ) {
aver age_ r ot at i on 1 [ dt ] = 0 ;
aver age_ r ot at i on 2 [ dt ] = 0 ;
i n t com b i n at i on s = 0 ;
i n t frame ;
f o r ( frame = 0 ; frame < ( frames−dt ) ; ++frame ) {
i n t m ol ecu l e ;
f o r ( m ol ecu l e = 0 ; m ol ecu l e < m ol ecu l es ; ++m ol ecu l e ) {
r e a l cos = i p r od ( a x i s _ o f _ i n e r t i a [ n o _ o f _ s e l e c t i o n s ∗ frame + s e l e c t i o n ] [ m ol ecu l e ] ,
a x i s _ o f _ i n e r t i a [ n o _ o f _ s e l e c t i o n s ∗ ( frame+dt ) + s e l e c t i o n ] [ m ol ecu l e ] ) ;
aver age_ r ot at i on 1 [ dt ] += cos ;
aver age_ r ot at i on 2 [ dt ] += 1. 5∗ cos −0.5;
++com b i n at i on s ;
}
}
aver age_ r ot at i on 1 [ dt ] /= com b i n at i on s ;
aver age_ r ot at i on 2 [ dt ] /= com b i n at i on s ;
}
}
s t a t i c gmx_bool
i s _ i n _ c y l i n d e r ( con st r vec p o s i t i o n , con st r vec d i r e c t o r , r e a l r ad i u s , r e a l h e i g h t ) {
r e a l r_max2 = sqr ( h e i g h t)+ sqr ( r a d i u s ) ;
r e a l norm_square_position = norm2 ( p o s i t i o n ) ;
/∗
i f ( r2 < r_max2 ) then ! Checking i f m ol ecu l e i s i n s i d e the c y l i n d e r
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r = s q r t ( r2 )
c o s r = abs ( z / r )
s i n r = s q r t ( 1 . _rk − c o s r ∗∗2)
x = r∗ s i n r
i f ( abs ( z ) < z_max . and . x < x_max) then
∗/
i f ( norm_square_position < r_max2 ) {
r e a l p r o j e c t i o n = f a b s ( i p r od ( p o s i t i o n , d i r e c t o r ) ) ;
r e a l norm_position = s q r t ( norm_square_position ) ;
r e a l c o s r = f a b s ( p r o j e c t i o n / norm_position ) ;
r e a l s i n r = s q r t ( 1 . − sqr ( c o s r ) ) ;
r e a l x = norm_position∗ s i n r ;
i f ( f a b s ( p r o j e c t i o n ) < h e i g h t && x < r a d i u s ) {
/∗
∗ i f ( p r o j e c t i o n <= h e i g h t ) {
r vec radius1_vec , radius2_vec ;
cprod ( p o s i t i o n , d i r e c t o r , radius1_vec ) ;
cprod ( d i r e c t o r , radius1_vec , radius2_vec ) ;
u n i t v ( radius1_vec , radius1_vec ) ;
u n i t v ( radius2_vec , radius2_vec ) ;
r e a l r a d i u s 1 = i p r od ( p o s i t i o n , radius1_vec ) ;
r e a l r a d i u s 2 = i p r od ( p o s i t i o n , radius2_vec ) ;
i f ( sqr ( r a d i u s 1 ) + sqr ( r a d i u s 2 ) <= sqr ( r a d i u s ) ) ∗/
r e t u r n TRUE;
}
}
r e t u r n FALSE;
}
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ Function t h at does the a n a l y s i s f o r a s i n g l e frame .
∗
∗ I t i s c a l l e d once f o r each frame .
∗/
s t a t i c i n t analyze_frame ( t_topology ∗top , t_trxframe ∗ f r , t_pbc ∗pbc ,
i n t nr , gmx_ana_selection_t ∗ s e l [ ] , void ∗data )
{
t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ∗d = ( t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ∗) data ;
i f ( d−>start_time_captured && ! d−>time_step_captured )
{
d−>time_step = fr−>time − d−>st ar t _ t i m e ;
d−>time_step_captured = TRUE;
}
i f ( ! d−>start_time_captured )
{




i n t frame_in_array = d−>frames_analyzed − 1 ;
r e s i z e _ a r r a y s ( d , 1 ) ;
wr i t e_ fr am e_ t i m e_ t o_ fi l ep oi n t er s ( d , f r−>time ) ;
d−>volume_per_frame [ frame_in_array ] = det ( fr−>box ) ;
copy_mat ( fr−>box , d−>box_per_frame [ frame_in_array ] ) ;
r vec ∗backup_x ;
snew ( backup_x , fr−>natoms ) ;
i n t atom = 0 ;
r vec c e n t e r = { −f r−>box [XX] [ XX] / 2 , −f r−>box [YY] [ YY] / 2 , −f r−>box [ ZZ ] [ ZZ ] / 2 } ;
f o r ( atom = 0 ; atom < fr−>natoms ; ++atom )
rvec_add ( fr−>x [ atom ] , cen t er , backup_x [ atom ] ) ;
i n t n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s=top−>mols . nr ;
i f ( d−>n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s != −1 )
n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s=d−>n o _ o f _ e n t i t i es ;
i f ( 0 != n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s )
{
i n t no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity = s e l [0]−>g−>i s i z e / n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ;
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i n t no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity_orientation_point2 ;
d−>no_of_axes [ 0 ] = n o _ o f _ e n t i t i es ;
r vec ∗axis_per_molecule = NULL;
snew ( axis_per_molecule , n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ) ;
r vec ∗cog_per_molecule = NULL;
snew ( cog_per_molecule , n o _ o f _ e n t i t i es ) ;
r vec ∗ or i en t at i on _ p er _ m ol ecu l e = NULL;
snew ( or i en t at i on _ p er _ m ol ecu l e , n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ) ;
i n t first_atom_in_molecule = 0 ;
atom_id∗ index ;
snew ( index , no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity ) ;
atom_id∗ i n d ex_ or i en t at i on _ p oi n t 2 ;
f o r ( first_atom_in_molecule = 0 ; first_atom_in_molecule < s e l [0]−>g−>i s i z e ;
f i rst_atom_in_molecule += no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity ) {
i n t atom_index = 0 ;
f o r ( atom_index=0; atom_index<no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity ; ++atom_index )
{
index [ atom_index ] = s e l [0]−>g−>index [ first_atom_in_molecule + atom_index ] ;
}
matrix axes ;
r vec i n e r t i a , xcm ;
sub_xcm ( fr−>x , no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity , index , top−>atoms . atom , xcm ,
FALSE) ;
principal_comp ( no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity , index , top−>atoms . atom , fr−>x ,
axes , i n e r t i a ) ;
i n t pos , pos2 , pos3 ;
i f ( i n e r t i a [XX] < i n e r t i a [YY] )
{
i f ( i n e r t i a [XX] < i n e r t i a [ ZZ ] )
{
pos = XX;
i f ( i n e r t i a [YY] < i n e r t i a [ ZZ ] )
{
pos2 = YY;
pos3 = ZZ ;
} e l s e {
pos3 = YY;
pos2 = ZZ ;
}
} e l s e {
pos = ZZ ;
i f ( i n e r t i a [YY] < i n e r t i a [XX] ) {
pos2 = YY;
pos3 = XX;





} e l s e {
i f ( i n e r t i a [YY] < i n e r t i a [ ZZ ] ) {
pos = YY;
i f ( i n e r t i a [ ZZ ] < i n e r t i a [XX] ) {
pos2 = ZZ ;
pos3 = XX;
} e l s e {
pos3 = ZZ ;
pos2 = XX;
}
} e l s e {
pos = ZZ ;
i f ( i n e r t i a [YY] < i n e r t i a [XX] ) {
pos2 = YY;
pos3 = XX;
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}
// take the main a x i s o f i n e r t i a and s t o r e i t .
copy_rvec ( axes [ pos ] ,
axis_per_molecule [ f i rst_atom_in_molecule / no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity ] ) ;
// c a l c u l a t e the c e n t e r o f geometry f o r the c u r r e n t s e l e c t i o n e n t i t y
r vec cog ;
gmx_calc_cog_pbc ( top , backup_x , pbc ,
no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity , index , cog ) ;
copy_rvec ( cog ,
cog_per_molecule [ f i rst_atom_in_molecule / no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity ] ) ;
// c a l c u l a t e an o r i e n t a t i o n a x i s based on the f i r s t
// and the l a s t atom i n the s e l e c t i o n or on the atom i n d i c e s s p e c i f i e d by the u ser
r vec e n t i t y _ o r i e n t a t i o n = {0 , 0 , 0} ;
r e a l d i s t = −1;
r e a l ol d _ d i st = −1;
i f ( d−>o r i e n t a t i o n _ 1 == −1 )
d−>o r i e n t a t i o n _ 1 = 0 ;
i f ( d−>o r i e n t a t i o n _ 2 == −1 )
d−>o r i e n t a t i o n _ 2 = no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity −1;
pbc_dx ( pbc , backup_x [ index [ d−>o r i e n t a t i o n _ 1 ] ] , backup_x [ index [ d−>o r i e n t a t i o n _ 2 ] ] ,
e n t i t y _ o r i e n t a t i o n ) ;
copy_rvec ( e n t i t y _ o r i e n t a t i o n ,
or i en t at i on _ p er _ m ol ecu l e [ f i rst_atom_in_molecule /
no_of_atoms_in_one_selected_entity ] ) ;
}
f r e e ( index ) ;
// copy a r r a y s to the main a r r a y s
d−>axi s_ of_ i n er t i a_per_ fr ame [ frame_in_array ] = axis_per_molecule ;
d−>cogs_per_frame [ frame_in_array ] = cog_per_molecule ;
d−>or i en t at i on _ p er _ fr am e [ frame_in_array ] = or i en t at i on _ p er _ m ol ecu l e ;
}
e l s e
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , " The s e l e c t i o n with name %s and s e l e c t i o n " , s e l [0]−>name ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , " s t r i n g %s does not con t ai n m ol ecu l es . \ r " , s e l [0]−> s e l s t r ) ;
}
matrix or d er _ t en sor ;
r vec d i r e c t o r ;
r vec secon d _ d i r ect or ;
r vec t h i r d _ d i r e c t o r ;
r e a l or d er = −1, lambda0_order = −1;
i f ( 0 == cr eat e_ or d er _ t en sor ( n o_ of_ en t i t i es , 0 , ( d−>frames_analyzed − 1 ) , 1 , 1 ,
d−>axis_of_inertia_per_frame , or d er _ t en sor ) )
{
get_order_from_tensor ( order_tensor , &order , &d i r e c t o r , 0 ) ;
d−>order_per_frame [ ( d−>frames_analyzed−1)] = or d er ;
get_order_from_tensor ( order_tensor , &lambda0_order , &secon d _ d i r ect or , 1 ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_lambda0_order) {
d−>lambda0_order_per_frame [ ( d−>frames_analyzed−1)] = lambda0_order ;
}
r e a l dummy;
get_order_from_tensor ( order_tensor , &dummy, &t h i r d _ d i r e c t o r , 2 ) ;
}
i f ( d−>fp_order ) {
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_order , " %.3 f " , or d er ) ;
}
i f ( d−>fp_lambda0_order) {
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_lambda0_order , " %.3 f " , lambda0_order ) ;
}
t_pdbinfo ∗p2_pdbinfo = NULL;
i f ( ( d−>fn_up_down_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_up_down_pdb) ) | |
( d−>fn_p2_order_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_p2_order_pdb ) ) ) {
i f ( top−>atoms . p d b i n fo == NULL)
snew ( top−>atoms . pdbinfo , top−>atoms . nr ) ;
}
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i f ( d−>fn_p2_order_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_p2_order_pdb ) ) {
p2_pdbinfo = top−>atoms . p d b i n fo ;
}
t_pdbinfo ∗up_down_pdbinfo = NULL;
i f ( ( d−>fn_up_down_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_up_down_pdb) ) ) {
i f ( d−>fn_p2_order_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_p2_order_pdb ) ) {
snew ( up_down_pdbinfo , top−>atoms . nr ) ;
} e l s e {
up_down_pdbinfo = top−>atoms . p d b i n fo ;
}
}
s t a t i c i n t r e p l i c a = 0 ;
i f ( ( d−>fp_smectic_palermo | | d−>fp_smectic | | d−>fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on ) &&
( r e p l i c a == 0) ) {
snew ( d−>r e p l i c a , d−>repl_per_dim∗d−>repl_per_dim∗d−>repl_per_dim ) ;
c r e a t e _ r e p l i c a _ v e c t o r s ( d−>repl_per_dim , fr−>box , &(d−>r e p l i c a ) ,
&(d−>number_of_repl icas ) ) ;











| | d−>fp _ aver age_ r ot at i on
| | d−>fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on
) {
r e a l p2_order = 0 . 0 ;
r e a l p4_order = 0 . 0 ;
d−>number_of_downs[ frame_in_array ] = 0 ;
d−>number_of_ups [ frame_in_array ] = 0 ;
d−>number_of_up_downs [ frame_in_array ] = 0 ;
i n t e n t i t y =0;
r e a l ∗smectic_palermo_cosine_per_frame , ∗ smectic_palermo_sine_per_frame ;
snew ( smectic_palermo_cosine_per_frame , d−>samples ) ;
snew ( smectic_palermo_sine_per_frame , d−>samples ) ;
r e a l ∗smectic_palermo_cosine_up_per_frame , ∗smectic_palermo_sine_up_per_frame ;
snew ( smectic_palermo_cosine_up_per_frame , d−>samples ) ;
snew ( smectic_palermo_sine_up_per_frame , d−>samples ) ;
r e a l ∗smectic_palermo_cosine_down_per_frame , ∗smectic_palermo_sine_down_per_frame ;
snew ( smectic_palermo_cosine_down_per_frame , d−>samples ) ;
snew ( smectic_palermo_sine_down_per_frame , d−>samples ) ;
i n t sample ;
f o r ( sample = 0 ; sample < d−>samples ; ++sample ) {
smectic_palermo_cosine_per_frame [ sample ] = 0 ;
smectic_palermo_sine_per_frame [ sample ] = 0 ;
smectic_palermo_cosine_up_per_frame [ sample ] = 0 ;
smectic_palermo_sine_up_per_frame [ sample ] = 0 ;
smectic_palermo_cosine_down_per_frame [ sample ] = 0 ;
smectic_palermo_sine_down_per_frame [ sample ] = 0 ;
}
i n t counted_molecules = 0 ;
i n t counted_molecules_up = 0 ;
i n t counted_molecules_down = 0 ;
r e a l max_radius = d−>max_radius ;
i f ( max_radius <= 0 )
max_radius = −s q r t ( 2 ) ∗ max_value ( cen t er , 3 ) ;
r e a l max_height = 8 0 ;
i f ( d−>fp_smectic | | d−>fp_smectic_palermo | | d−>fn_up_down_pdb) {
matrix multiple_box ;
msmul ( fr−>box , d−>repl_per_dim , multiple_box ) ;
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set_pbc ( pbc , −1, multiple_box ) ;
f o r ( e n t i t y = 0 ; e n t i t y < n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ; ++e n t i t y ) {
i n t r e p l 1 ;
f o r ( r e p l 1 =0; r ep l 1 <d−>number_of_repl icas ; ++r e p l 1 ) {
r vec cog1 ;
i f ( d−>fp_smectic_palermo ) {
rvec_add ( d−>cogs_per_frame [ frame_in_array ] [ e n t i t y ] ,
d−>r e p l i c a [ r e p l 1 ] , cog1 ) ;
} e l s e {
i f ( e n t i t y == 0) {
srenew ( d−>cogs_per_frame [ frame_in_array ] ,
d−>number_of_repl icas∗ n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ) ;
} e l s e {




r vec a x i s _ f i r s t ;
copy_rvec ( d−>or i en t at i on _ p er _ fr am e [ frame_in_array ] [ e n t i t y ] , a x i s _ f i r s t ) ;
r e a l o r i e n t _ f i r s t = 0 ;
i f ( norm( d−>v e r s o r ) == 0) {
o r i e n t _ f i r s t = i p r od ( d i r e c t o r , a x i s _ f i r s t ) ;
} e l s e {
o r i e n t _ f i r s t = i p r od ( d−>ver sor , a x i s _ f i r s t ) ;
}
i f ( d−>fp_smectic_palermo ) {
i f ( i s _ i n _ c y l i n d e r ( cog1 , d i r e c t o r , max_radius ∗0 . 5 ,
max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim∗0 . 5 ) == TRUE ) {
f o r ( sample = 0 ; sample < d−>samples ; ++sample ) {
r e a l r a d i u s = ( 1 . 0 + sample )/ d−>samples∗d−>max_radius ;
r e a l i n v_ r ad i u s = d−>samples / ( d−>max_radius ∗ ( 1 . 0 + sample ) ) ;
r e a l p r o j e c t i o n = i p r od ( d i r e c t o r , cog1 ) ;
r e a l proj_pi_2 = 2 ∗ M_PI ∗ p r o j e c t i o n ∗ i n v_ r ad i u s ;
smectic_palermo_cosine_per_frame [ sample ] += cos ( proj_pi_2 ) ;
smectic_palermo_sine_per_frame [ sample ] += s i n ( proj_pi_2 ) ;
i f ( o r i e n t _ f i r s t <= 0 ) {
smectic_palermo_cosine_up_per_frame [ sample ] += cos ( proj_pi_2 ) ;
smectic_palermo_sine_up_per_frame [ sample ] += s i n ( proj_pi_2 ) ;
i f ( sample == 0 )
++counted_molecules_up ;
} e l s e {
smectic_palermo_cosine_down_per_frame [ sample ] += cos ( proj_pi_2 ) ;
smectic_palermo_sine_down_per_frame [ sample ] += s i n ( proj_pi_2 ) ;







i f ( o r i e n t _ f i r s t <= 0 && r e p l 1 == 0 ) {
i f ( d−>fn_up_down_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_up_down_pdb) ) {
i n t j ;
f o r ( j=top−>mols . index [ e n t i t y ] ; j < top−>mols . index [ e n t i t y + 1] ; ++j ) {
up_down_pdbinfo [ j ] . b fac = 9 9 ;
}
}
++d−>number_of_downs[ frame_in_array ] ;
}
i f ( o r i e n t _ f i r s t > 0 && r e p l 1 == 0 ) {
i f ( d−>fn_up_down_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_up_down_pdb) ) {
i n t j ;
f o r ( j=top−>mols . index [ e n t i t y ] ; j < top−>mols . index [ e n t i t y + 1] ; ++j ) {
up_down_pdbinfo [ j ] . b fac = 0 ;
}
}
++d−>number_of_ups [ frame_in_array ] ;
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}
i f ( d−>fp_smectic ) {
i f ( e n t i t y < n o_ of_ en t i t i es−1 ) {
i n t secon d _ en t i t y ;
f o r ( secon d _ en t i t y = e n t i t y + 1 ; secon d _ en t i t y < n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ;
++secon d _ en t i t y ) {
i n t r e p l 2 ;
f o r ( r e p l 2 =0; r ep l 2 <d−>number_of_repl icas ; ++r e p l 2 ) {
r vec cog2 ;
i f ( e n t i t y == 0 && r e p l 2 != 0) {
rvec_add ( d−>cogs_per_frame [ frame_in_array ] [ secon d _ en t i t y ] ,
d−>r e p l i c a [ r e p l 2 ] , cog2 ) ;
copy_rvec ( cog2 , d−>cogs_per_frame [ frame_in_array ]
[ r e p l 2 ∗n o _ o f _ e n t i t i es+secon d _ en t i t y ] ) ;
} e l s e {
copy_rvec ( d−>cogs_per_frame [ frame_in_array ]
[ r e p l 2 ∗n o _ o f _ e n t i t i es+secon d _ en t i t y ] , cog2 ) ;
}
r vec axis_second ;
copy_rvec ( d−>or i en t at i on _ p er _ fr am e [ frame_in_array ] [ secon d _ en t i t y ] ,
axis_second ) ;
r e a l or i en t _ secon d = 0 ;
i f ( norm ( d−>v e r s o r ) == 0)
or i en t _ secon d = i p r od ( axis_second , d i r e c t o r ) ;
e l s e
or i en t _ secon d = i p r od ( axis_second , d−>v e r s o r ) ;
r vec d i f f ;
pbc_dx( pbc , cog1 , cog2 , d i f f ) ;
double r = norm( d i f f ) ;
i f ( r <= max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim) {
i n t h i s t i n d e x = ( ( r ∗ d−>sm_bins ) / ( max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim ) ) ;
++d−>r a d i a l _ d i s t r i b u t i o n _ h i s t [ h i s t i n d e x ] ;
}
r e a l r_z = f a b s ( i p r od ( d i f f , d i r e c t o r ) ) ;
r e a l r_x = s q r t ( norm2 ( d i f f ) − sqr ( r_z ) ) ;
i n t h i s t i n d e x = 0 ;
i f ( r_z < max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim∗0 . 5 ) {
i f ( r_x <= max_radius ) {
h i s t i n d e x = ( ( r_z ∗ d−>sm_bins ) /
( max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim∗ 0 . 5 ) ) ;
++d−>sm_hist [ h i s t i n d e x ] ;
i f ( o r i e n t _ f i r s t ∗ or i en t _ secon d > 0 ) {
i f ( o r i e n t _ f i r s t < 0 ) {
++d−>sm_down_hist [ h i s t i n d e x ] ;
} e l s e {
++d−>sm_up_hist [ h i s t i n d e x ] ;
}
} e l s e {




r e a l y = f a b s ( i p r od ( d i f f , secon d _ d i r ect or ) ) ;
r e a l x = f a b s ( i p r od ( d i f f , t h i r d _ d i r e c t o r ) ) ;
i f ( y < max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim && x∗x+r_z∗r_z < sqr ( max_radius ) ) {
h i s t i n d e x = ( ( y ∗ d−>sm_bins ) / ( max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim ) ) ;
++d−>sm_hist_y [ h i s t i n d e x ] ;
}
i f ( x < max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim && y∗y+r_z∗r_z < sqr ( max_radius ) ) {
h i s t i n d e x = ( ( x ∗ d−>sm_bins ) / ( max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim ) ) ;










i f ( d−>fp_p2_order | | d−>fp_p4_order
| | d−>fp_p2_histogram | | d−>fp_cos_histogram ) {
r e a l cos_beta = i p r od ( d−>axi s_ of_ i n er t ia_ per_fr ame [ frame_in_array ] [ e n t i t y ] ,
d i r e c t o r ) ;
r e a l sqr_cos_beta = sqr ( cos_beta ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_p2_order | | d−>fp_p2_histogram ) {
p2_order += 1 . 5 ∗ sqr_cos_beta − 0 . 5 ;
i f ( d−>t_p2_hist == −1 | | ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_p2_hist ) ) {
++(d−>p2_histogram [ ( i n t ) ( ( ( sqr_cos_beta + 0. 5) /1. 5)∗
d−>p2_histogram_number_bins ) ] ) ;
}
}
i f ( d−>fp_cos_histogram && ( d−>t_cos_hist == −1 | |
( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_cos_hist ) ) ) {
++(d−>cos_histogram [ ( i n t ) ( ( ( cos_beta +1.)/2)∗ d−>cos_histogram_number_bins ) ] ) ;
}
i f ( d−>fp_p4_order )
p4_order += (35 ∗ sqr ( sqr_cos_beta ) −
30 ∗ sqr_cos_beta + 3) / 8 . ;
}
i f ( d−>fn_p2_order_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_p2_order_pdb ) ) {
i n t j ;
f o r ( j=top−>mols . index [ e n t i t y ] ; j < top−>mols . index [ e n t i t y + 1] ; ++j ) {
p2_pdbinfo [ j ] . b fac = sqr ( i p r od (




i f ( d−>fp_smectic_palermo ) {
f o r ( sample = 0 ; sample < d−>samples ; ++sample ) {
i f ( counted_molecules > 0) {
smectic_palermo_cosine_per_frame [ sample ] /= counted_molecules ;
smectic_palermo_sine_per_frame [ sample ] /= counted_molecules ;
smectic_palermo_cosine_up_per_frame [ sample ] /= counted_molecules_up ;
smectic_palermo_sine_up_per_frame [ sample ] /= counted_molecules_up ;
smectic_palermo_cosine_down_per_frame [ sample ] /= counted_molecules_down ;
smectic_palermo_sine_down_per_frame [ sample ] /= counted_molecules_down ;
r e a l r a d i u s = (1.+ sample )/ d−>samples∗d−>max_radius ;
r e a l c o r r e c t i o n = r a d i u s /(M_PI∗max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim)∗
s i n (M_PI∗max_radius∗d−>repl_per_dim/ r a d i u s ) ;
smectic_palermo_cosine_per_frame [ sample ] −= c o r r e c t i o n ;
smectic_palermo_cosine_up_per_frame [ sample ] −= c o r r e c t i o n ;
smectic_palermo_cosine_down_per_frame [ sample ] −= c o r r e c t i o n ;
}
}
d−>smectic_palermo_cosine [ frame_in_array ] = smectic_palermo_cosine_per_frame ;
d−>smectic_palermo_sine [ frame_in_array ] = smectic_palermo_sine_per_frame ;
d−>smectic_palermo_cosine_up [ frame_in_array ] = smectic_palermo_cosine_up_per_frame ;
d−>smectic_palermo_sine_up [ frame_in_array ] = smectic_palermo_sine_up_per_frame ;
d−>smectic_palermo_cosine_down [ frame_in_array ] =
smectic_palermo_cosine_down_per_frame ;
d−>smectic_palermo_sine_down [ frame_in_array ] = smectic_palermo_sine_down_per_frame ;
}
i f ( d−>fp_p2_order ) {
p2_order /= n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ;
d−>P2_order_per_frame [ frame_in_array ] = p2_order ;
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_p2_order , " %.3 f " , p2_order ) ;
}
i f ( d−>fp_p4_order ) {
p4_order /= n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ;
d−>p4_order_per_frame [ frame_in_array ] = p4_order ;
f p r i n t f ( d−>fp_p4_order , " %.3 f " , p4_order ) ;
}
i f ( d−>fn_p2_order_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_p2_order_pdb ) )
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write_sto_con f ( d−>fn_p2_order_pdb , " m ol ecu l ar or d er " , &top−>atoms , backup_x , NULL,
fr−>ePBC, fr−>box ) ;
i f ( d−>fn_up_down_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_up_down_pdb) ) {
i f ( d−>fn_p2_order_pdb && ( ( i n t ) fr−>time == ( i n t ) d−>t_p2_order_pdb ) ) {
top−>atoms . p d b i n fo = up_down_pdbinfo ;
}




s f r e e ( backup_x ) ;
w r i t e _ n e w l i n e _ t o _ f i l e p o i n t e r s ( d ) ;
/∗ We need to r e t u r n 0 to t e l l t h at e v e r y t h i n g went OK ∗/
d−>end_time = fr−>time ;
r e t u r n 0 ;
}
s t a t i c void
i n i t _ a r r a y s ( t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ∗d )
{
snew ( d−>aver age_ r ot at i on 1 , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>aver age_ r ot at i on 2 , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>axis_of_inertia_per_frame , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>cogs_per_frame , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>orientation_per_fr am e , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>sm_hist , d−>sm_bins ) ;
snew ( d−>sm_hist_x , d−>sm_bins ) ;
snew ( d−>sm_hist_y , d−>sm_bins ) ;
snew ( d−>smectic_palermo_cosine , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>smectic_palermo_sine , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>smectic_palermo_cosine_up , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>smectic_palermo_sine_up , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>smectic_palermo_cosine_down , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>smectic_palermo_sine_down , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>sm_up_down_hist , d−>sm_bins ) ;
snew ( d−>r a d i a l _ d i s t r i b u t i o n _ h i s t , d−>sm_bins ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_p2_histogram )
snew ( d−>p2_histogram , d−>p2_histogram_number_bins ) ;
i f ( d−>fp_cos_histogram )
snew ( d−>cos_histogram , d−>cos_histogram_number_bins ) ;
snew ( d−>sm_up_hist , d−>sm_bins ) ;
snew ( d−>sm_down_hist , d−>sm_bins ) ;
snew ( d−>no_of_axes , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>volume_per_frame , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>box_per_frame , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>g0_ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on , d−>samples ) ;
snew ( d−>g1_ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on , d−>samples ) ;
snew ( d−>g2_ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on , d−>samples ) ;
snew ( d−>min_box_length , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>number_of_downs , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>number_of_ups , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>number_of_up_downs , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>order_per_frame , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>P2_order_per_frame , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>p4_order_per_frame , 1 ) ;
snew ( d−>lambda0_order_per_frame , 1 ) ;
}
s t a t i c void
i n i t _ f i l e _ p o i n t e r s ( t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ∗d , t _ f i l en m fnm [ ] , i n t NFILE , output_env_t ∗oenv ) {
d−>fn_p2_order_pdb = op t 2fn _ n u l l ("−p2_pdb " , NFILE , fnm ) ;
d−>fn_up_down_pdb = op t 2fn _ n u l l ("−up_down_pdb " , NFILE , fnm ) ;
/∗ We a l s o open the output f i l e ∗/
d−>fp_order = NULL;
d−>fp_order = xvgropen ( op t 2fn ("−o " , NFILE , fnm ) ,
" Bi ggest E i gen val u e from Order Tensor " ,
output_env_get_xvgr_tlabel (∗ oenv ) , " Degree o f or d er " , ∗oenv ) ;
d−>fp_lambda0_order = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("−lamb0 " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
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d−>fp_lambda0_order = xvgropen ( op t 2fn ("−lamb0 " , NFILE , fnm ) ,
" Middle E i gen val u e t i m es −2 from Order Tensor " ,
output_env_get_xvgr_tlabel (∗ oenv ) , " Degree o f or d er " , ∗oenv ) ;
}
d−>fp_p2_order = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("−p2 " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
d−>fp_p2_order = xvgropen ( op t 2fn ("−p2 " , NFILE , fnm ) ,
" P2 Order Parameter with D i r e c t o r " ,
output_env_get_xvgr_tlabel (∗ oenv ) , " Degree o f or d er " , ∗oenv ) ;
}
d−>fp_p4_order = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("−p4 " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
d−>fp_p4_order = xvgropen ( op t 2fn ("−p4 " , NFILE , fnm ) ,
" P4 Order Parameter with D i r e c t o r " ,
output_env_get_xvgr_tlabel (∗ oenv ) , " Degree o f or d er " , ∗oenv ) ;
}
d−>fp_p2_histogram = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("−p2_hist " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
d−>fp_p2_histogram = xvgropen_type ( op t 2fn ("−p2_hist " , NFILE , fnm ) ,
" D i s t r i b u t i o n o f P2 Order Parameter " ,
" D i s t r i b u t i o n " , "# o f v a l u e s " , exvggtNR , ∗oenv ) ;
xvgr_line_props ( d−>fp_p2_histogram , 0 , elNone , ecWhite , ∗oenv ) ;
}
d−>fp_cos_histogram = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("− cos_ h i st " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
d−>fp_cos_histogram = xvgropen_type ( op t 2fn ("− cos_ h i st " , NFILE , fnm ) ,
" D i s t r i b u t i o n o f the Cosine o f T i l t Angle " ,
" D i s t r i b u t i o n " , "# o f v a l u e s " , exvggtNR , ∗oenv ) ;
xvgr_line_props ( d−>fp_cos_histogram , 0 , elNone , ecWhite , ∗oenv ) ;
}
d−>fp_smectic_palermo = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("− smectic_palermo " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
d−>fp_smectic_palermo = fopen ( op t 2fn ("− smectic_palermo " , NFILE , fnm ) , "w " ) ;
}
d−>fp_smectic = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("− sm ect i c " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
d−>fp_smectic = xvgropen ( op t 2fn ("− sm ect i c " , NFILE , fnm ) , " Smectic Order Parameter " ,
" r / nm" , " Density " , ∗oenv ) ;
}
d−>fp _ aver age_ r ot at i on = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("− r o t a t i o n " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
d−>fp _ aver age_ r ot at i on = xvgropen ( op t 2fn ("− r o t a t i o n " , NFILE , fnm ) ,
" Average Rotation " ,
output_env_get_xvgr_tlabel (∗ oenv ) , "<z \\ s0 \\N∗z \\ s c u r r \\N>" , ∗oenv ) ;
}
d−>fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on = NULL;
i f ( opt2bSet ("−gL " , NFILE , fnm ) ) {
d−>fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on = xvgropen ( op t 2fn ("−gL " , NFILE , fnm ) ,
" gL a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n " ,
" r a d i u s /nm" , "< d i r a c _ d e l t a ( r−r \\ s i j \\N)∗( a x i s \\ s i \\N∗ a x i s \\ s j \\N>" , ∗oenv ) ;
}
}
s t a t i c void
i n i t _ i n p u t _ v a r i a b l e s ( gmx_ana_traj_t ∗ t r j , t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a ∗d , i n t a r g s i z e , t_pargs pa [ ] ,











d−>cos_histogram_number_bins = 2 0 ;
d−>sm_bins = 400;
d−>repl_per_dim = 3 ;
d−>n o _ o f _ e n t i t i es = −1;
d−>v e r s o r [ 0 ] = 0 ;
d−>v e r s o r [ 1 ] = 0 ;
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d−>v e r s o r [ 2 ] = 0 ;
d−>oenv = oenv ;
d−>start_time_captured = FALSE;
d−>time_step_captured = FALSE;
d−>frames_analyzed = 0 ;
d−>number_of_repl icas = 1 ;
d−>r e p l i c a = NULL;
d−>o r i e n t a t i o n _ 1 = −1;
d−>o r i e n t a t i o n _ 2 = −1;
p ar se_ t r jan a_ ar gs ( t r j , &argc , argv , PCA_CAN_VIEW | PCA_TIME_UNIT, NFILE , fnm ,
a r g s i z e , pa , d e s c s i z e , desc , 0 , NULL, oenv ) ;
}
/∗ ! \ b r i e f
∗ Function t h at implements the a t o o l to determine the d egr ee o f or d er i n
∗ a t r a j e c t o r y per frame or f o r the whole t r a j e c t o r y , r e s p e c t i v e l y .
∗
∗ Fol l owi n g the s t y l e o f Gromacs a n a l y s i s t o o l s , t h i s f u n c t i o n i s c a l l e d
∗ \p gmx_order_tensor .
∗/
i n t
gmx_order_tensor ( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
{
con st char ∗d esc [ ] = {
" This t o o l c a l c u l a t e s the second rank or d er parameter " ,
" by d e r i v i n g the second rank or d er t e n s o r from the " ,
" i n e r t i a axes o f each m ol ecu l e i n a s e l e c t i o n group and " ,
" su b sequ en t l y d i a g o n a l i z i n g t h i s t e n s o r . An or d er parameter " ,
" can then be d e r i v e d by t aki n g \n " ,
"\n " ,
" 1 . the l a r g e s t e i g e n v a l u e ( [TT]−o [ t t ] ) , \n " ,
"\n " ,
" 2 . the second l a r g e s t e i g e n v a l u e ( lambda_0 ) and m u l t i p l y \n " ,
" t h at with −2 ( [TT]−lamb0 [ t t ] ) , \n " ,
"\n " ,
" 3 . the an gl e ( beta ) between the i n s t a n t a n o u s d i r e c t o r \n " ,
" and the i n e r t i a a x i s o f each m ol ecu l e and u si n g the formula : \n " ,
" P2 = < (3 ∗ cos ( beta ) ^ 2 − 1)/2 > \n " ,
" The b r a c k e t s mean a temporal aver age . ( [TT]−p2 [ t t ] ) \n " ,
"\n " ,
" 4 . the an gl e ( beta ) between the i n s t a n t a n o u s d i r e c t o r \n " ,
" and the i n e r t i a a x i s o f each m ol ecu l e and u si n g the formula : \n " ,
" P4 = < (35 ∗ cos ( beta ) ^ 4 − 30 ∗ cos ( beta ) ^ 2 + 3) / 8 > \n " ,
" The b r a c k e t s mean a temporal aver age . ( [TT]−p4 [ t t ] ) \n " ,
"\n " ,
" The d e v i a t i o n o f one m ol ecu l e from the i n s t a n t a n o u s d i r e c t o r " ,
" can then be s t o r e d f o r a s e l e c t e d frame ( [TT]−tpdb [ t t ] ) i n the " ,
"B f a c t o r o f a pdb f i l e ( [TT]−pdb [ t t ] ) . \ n " ,
"\n " ,
"A histogram d e s c r i b i n g the d i s t r i b u t i o n o f the d e v i a t i o n o f the m ol ecu l es " ,
" from the i n s t a n t a n o u s d i r e c t o r can be w r i t t e n ( [TT]−h i s t [ t t ] ) e i t h e r f o r " ,
" a c e r t a i n frame ( [TT]− t h i s t [ t t ] ) or f o r the whole t r a j e c t o r y . " ,
" The number o f b i n s to s o r t the d e v i a t i o n s can a l s o be s p e c i f i e d ( [TT]−b i n s [ t t ] ) . \ n " ,
} ;
/∗ Output f i l e s ∗/
t _ f i l en m fnm [ ] = {
{efXVG , "−o " , " tensor_p2 " , ffWRITE} ,
{efXVG , "−lamb0 " , " lambda0 " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efXVG , "−p2 " , " p2 " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efXVG , "−p4 " , " p4 " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efXVG , "−p2_hist " , " hist_p2 " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efXVG , "−cos_ h i st " , " h i st _ cos " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efXVG , "−sm ect i c " , " sm ect i c " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efXVG , "−smectic_palermo " , " smectic_palermo " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efXVG , "− r o t a t i o n " , " aver age_ r ot at i on " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efXVG , "−gL " , " gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efPDB , "−p2_pdb " , " p2_dev " , ffOPTWR} ,
{efPDB , "−up_down_pdb " , " up_down " , ffOPTWR}
} ;
#d e f i n e NFILE a s i z e ( fnm )
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gmx_ana_traj_t ∗ t r j ;
output_env_t oenv ;
t _ a n a l y s i s d a t a d ;
i n t ngrps ;
gmx_ana_selection_t ∗∗ s e l ;
CopyRight ( s t d e r r , argv [ 0 ] ) ;
/∗ Here , we can use f l a g s to s p e c i f y r equ i r em en t s f o r the s e l e c t i o n s and/ or
∗ ot h er f e a t u r e s o f the l i b r a r y . ∗/
gmx_ana_traj_create(& t r j , ANA_REQUIRE_TOP ) ;
gmx_ana_set_nrefgrps( t r j , 0 ) ;
gmx_ana_set_nanagrps( t r j , −1);
/∗ I f r equ i r ed , ot h er f u n c t i o n s can a l s o be used to c o n f i g u r e the l i b r a r y
∗ b e f o r e c a l l i n g p ar se_ t r jan a_ ar gs ( ) . ∗/
t_pargs pa [ ] = {
{ "− t o t a l " , FALSE, etBOOL , {&(d . b_total ) } ,
" determine the t o t a l or d er i n t r a j e c t o r y . " } ,
{ "−samples " , FALSE, etINT , {&(d . samples ) } ,
" The number o f b i n s used f o r [TT]−p2_hist [ t t ] . " } ,
{ "−r a d i u s " , FALSE, etREAL , {&(d . max_radius ) } ,
" The l e n g t h o f the r a d i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n f u n c t i o n s . \
The cut−o f f d i s t a n c e f o r the p r ob i n g c y l i n d e r i n [TT]− sm ect i c [ t t ] . \
[TT]− r a d i u s [ t t ] w i l l be r a d i u s and h e i g h t /2 o f the c y l i n d e r . \
I f u s i n g −1 the program w i l l take min ( box_length )/ s q r t ( 2 ) as \
r a d i u s and frame_volume / r a d i u s ^2/2 as h e i g h t . " } ,
{ "−tp2_pdb " , FALSE, etTIME , {&(d . t_p2_order_pdb ) } ,
" The frame to use f o r op t i on [TT]−p2_pdb [ t t ] (%t ) " } ,
{ "−t p 2_ h i st " , FALSE, etTIME , {&(d . t_p2_hist ) } ,
" The frame to use f o r op t i on [TT]−p2_hist [ t t ] (%t ) . \
I f −1 then the histogram i s b u i l t over the whole t r a j e c t o r y . " } ,
{ "−p2_bins " , FALSE, etINT , {&(d . p2_histogram_number_bins ) } ,
" The number o f b i n s used f o r [TT]−p2_hist [ t t ] . " } ,
{ "−t c o s _ h i s t " , FALSE, etTIME , {&(d . t_cos_hist ) } ,
" The frame to use f o r op t i on [TT]− cos_ h i st [ t t ] (%t ) . \
I f −1 then the histogram i s b u i l t over the whole t r a j e c t o r y . " } ,
{ "−cos_bins " , FALSE, etINT , {&(d . cos_histogram_number_bins) } ,
" The number o f b i n s used f o r [TT]− cos_ h i st [ t t ] . " } ,
{ "−smbins " , FALSE, etINT , {&(d . sm_bins ) } ,
" The number o f b i n s used f o r b u i l d i n g the d e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n \
f o r [TT]− sm ect i c [ t t ] . " } ,
{ "−r e p l c o u n t " , FALSE, etINT , {&(d . repl_per_dim) } ,
" The number o f r e p l i c a s i n ever y dimension used f o r [TT]− sm ect i c [ t t ] . " } ,
{ "−tup_down_pdb " , FALSE, etTIME , {&(d . t_up_down_pdb) } ,
" The frame to use f o r op t i on [TT]−up_down_pdb [ t t ] (%t ) " } ,
{ "−no_of_molecules " , FALSE, etINT , {&(d . n o _ o f _ e n t i t i e s ) } ,
" I f t h e r e ar e d i f f e r e n t compounds i n the t r a j e c t o r y t h i s op t i on s p e c i f i e s \
the number o f m ol ecu l es t h at ar e r egar d ed i n the s e l e c t i o n . " } ,
{ "−o r i e n t −1" , FALSE, etINT , {&(d . o r i e n t a t i o n _ 1 ) } ,
" F i r s t atom i n m ol ecu l e to d e f i n e the o r i e n t a t i o n . " } ,
{ "−o r i e n t −2" , FALSE, etINT , {&(d . o r i e n t a t i o n _ 2 ) } ,
" Second atom i n m ol ecu l e to d e f i n e the o r i e n t a t i o n . " } ,
{ "−v e r s o r " , FALSE, etRVEC , {&(d . v e r s o r ) } , " Layer normal/ Versor " }
} ;
i n i t _ i n p u t _ v a r i a b l e s ( t r j , &d , a s i z e ( pa ) , pa , argc , argv , a s i z e ( d esc ) ,
desc , fnm , NFILE , &oenv ) ;
gmx_ana_get_nanagrps ( t r j , &ngrps ) ;
gmx_ana_get_anagrps ( t r j , &s e l ) ;
i n i t _ f i l e _ p o i n t e r s (&d , fnm , NFILE , &oenv ) ;
i n i t _ a r r a y s (&d ) ;
x v g r _ s e l e c t i o n s ( d . fp_order , t r j ) ;
i f ( d . fp_lambda0_order )
x v g r _ s e l e c t i o n s ( d . fp_lambda0_order , t r j ) ;
i f ( d . fp_p2_order )
x v g r _ s e l e c t i o n s ( d . fp_p2_order , t r j ) ;
i f ( d . fp_p4_order )
x v g r _ s e l e c t i o n s ( d . fp_p4_order , t r j ) ;
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i f ( d . fp_p2_histogram )
x v g r _ s e l e c t i o n s ( d . fp_p2_histogram , t r j ) ;
i f ( d . fp_cos_histogram )
x v g r _ s e l e c t i o n s ( d . fp_cos_histogram , t r j ) ;
/∗ Now, we do the a c t u a l a n a l y s i s ∗/
gmx_ana_do ( t r j , 0 , &analyze_frame , &d ) ;
i n t nframes =0;
gmx_ana_get_nframes ( t r j , &nframes ) ;
char ∗∗ legend_names ;
snew ( legend_names , 1 ) ;
char ∗buf ;
legend_names [ 0 ] = r e p l a c e _ s t r ( s e l [0]−>name , " \ " " , " \ \ \ " " ) ;
i f ( d . b_total )
{
matrix or d er _ t en sor ;
r vec d i r e c t o r ;
r e a l or d er = −1;
r e a l std_dev = 0 ;
i f ( 0 == cr eat e_ or d er _ t en sor ( d . no_of_axes [ 0 ] , 0 , 0 , nframes , 1 ,
d . axis_of_inertia_per_frame , or d er _ t en sor ) )
{
get_order_from_tensor ( order_tensor , &order , &d i r e c t o r , 0 ) ;
}
f p r i n t f ( stdout , " D i r e c t o r : \ t %10.10 f \ t %10.10 f \ t %10.10 f \n " ,
d i r e c t o r [ 0 ] , d i r e c t o r [ 1 ] , d i r e c t o r [ 2 ] ) ;
i f ( d . frames_analyzed > 1 )
{
r e a l deviation_sum = 0 ;
r e a l sum = 0 ;
i n t j ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < d . frames_analyzed ; ++j )
{
sum = d . order_per_frame [ j ] − or d er ;
deviation_sum += sqr (sum ) ;
}
std_dev = s q r t ( 1 . / ( d . frames_analyzed − 1 . ) ∗ deviation_sum ) ;
}
snew ( buf , 1 0 2 4 ) ;
s p r i n t f ( buf , "%s : %.2 f +/− %.2 f " , r e p l a c e _ s t r ( s e l [0]−>name , " \ " " , " \ \ \ " " ) ,
order , std_dev ) ;
legend_names [ 0 ] = buf ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , " Total P2 t e n s o r or d er f o r group ’%s ’ : \ t %10.10 f \ t+/−\t %10.10 f \n " ,
s e l [0]−>name , order , std_dev ) ;
i f ( d . fp_p2_order ) {
r e a l p2_order = 0 ;
r e a l p2_deviation = 0 ;
i n t j ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < d . frames_analyzed ; ++j )
p2_order += d . P2_order_per_frame [ j ] ;
p2_order /= d . frames_analyzed ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < d . frames_analyzed ; ++j )
p2_deviation += sqr ( d . P2_order_per_frame [ j ] − p2_order ) ;
p2_deviation /= d . frames_analyzed ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , " Total P2 or d er f o r group ’%s ’ : \ t \ t %10.10 f \ t+/−\t %10.10 f \n " ,
s e l [0]−>name , p2_order , p2_deviation ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_p4_order ) {
r e a l p4_order = 0 ;
r e a l p4_deviation = 0 ;
i n t j ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < d . frames_analyzed ; ++j )
p4_order += d . p4_order_per_frame [ j ] ;
p4_order /= d . frames_analyzed ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < d . frames_analyzed ; ++j )
p4_deviation += sqr ( d . p4_order_per_frame [ j ] − p4_order ) ;
p4_deviation /= d . frames_analyzed ;
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f p r i n t f ( stdout , " Total P4 or d er f o r group ’%s ’ : \ t \ t %10.10 f \ t+/−\t %10.10 f \n " ,
s e l [0]−>name , p4_order , p4_deviation ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_lambda0_order ) {
r e a l lambda0_order = 0 ;
r e a l lambda0_deviation = 0 ;
i n t j ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < d . frames_analyzed ; ++j )
lambda0_order += d . lambda0_order_per_frame [ j ] ;
lambda0_order /= d . frames_analyzed ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < d . frames_analyzed ; ++j )
lambda0_deviation += sqr ( d . lambda0_order_per_frame [ j ] − lambda0_order ) ;
lambda0_deviation /= d . frames_analyzed ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , " Total lambda_0 or d er f o r group ’%s ’ : \ t %10.10 f \ t+/−\t %10.10 f \n " ,
s e l [0]−>name , lambda0_order , lambda0_deviation ) ;
}
}
i f ( d . fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on ) {
c a l c u l a t e _ g L _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n ( d . box_per_frame , d . frames_analyzed , d . no_of_axes [ 0 ] ,
1 , 0 , d . orientation_per_fram e , d . axis_of_inertia_per_frame , d . cogs_per_frame ,
d . volume_per_frame , d . samples , d . max_radius , d . g0_ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on ,
d . g1_ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on , d . g 2 _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n ) ;
i n t j ;
f o r ( j =0; j < d . samples ; ++j ) {
f p r i n t f ( d . fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d ist rib ut ion , "% f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \n " ,
1. 0∗ j /d . samples∗d . max_radius , d . g 0 _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n [ j ] ,
d . g 1 _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n [ j ] , d . g 2 _ p a i r _ d i s t r i b u t i o n [ j ] ) ;
}
}
i f ( d . fp _ aver age_ r ot at i on ) {
c a l c u l a t e _ a v e r a g e _ r o t a t i o n ( d . frames_analyzed , d . no_of_axes [ 0 ] , 1 , 0 ,
d . axis_of_inertia_per_frame , d . aver age_ r ot at i on 1 , d . aver age_ r ot at i on 2 ) ;
i n t j ;
f o r ( j =0; j < d . frames_analyzed ; ++j ) {
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_average_rot ation , "% f \ t%f \ t%f \n " ,
j ∗d . time_step∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) ,
d . aver age_ r ot at i on 1 [ j ] , d . aver age_ r ot at i on 2 [ j ] ) ;
}
}
i f ( d . fp_order )
{
xvgr_legend ( d . fp_order , 1 , ( con st char ∗∗) legend_names , oenv ) ;
xvgr_world ( d . fp_order , d . st ar t _ t i m e∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) , −0.5 ,
d . end_time∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) , 1 . 0 , oenv ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_p2_order )
{
xvgr_legend ( d . fp_p2_order , 1 , ( con st char ∗∗) legend_names , oenv ) ;
xvgr_world ( d . fp_p2_order , d . st ar t _ t i m e∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) , −0.5 ,
d . end_time∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) , 1 . 0 , oenv ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_p4_order )
{
xvgr_legend ( d . fp_p4_order , 1 , ( con st char ∗∗) legend_names , oenv ) ;
xvgr_world ( d . fp_p4_order , d . st ar t _ t i m e∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) , −0.5 ,
d . end_time∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) , 1 . 0 , oenv ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_lambda0_order )
{
xvgr_legend ( d . fp_lambda0_order , 1 , ( con st char ∗∗) legend_names , oenv ) ;
xvgr_world ( d . fp_lambda0_order , d . st ar t _ t i m e∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) ,
−0.5 , d . end_time∗output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) , 1 . 0 , oenv ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_p2_histogram )
{
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i < d . p2_histogram_number_bins ; ++i ) {
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_p2_histogram , "%.3 f \ t%d\n " ,
( ( r e a l ) i )/ d . p2_histogram_number_bins ∗1.5−0.5 , d . p2_histogram [ i ] ) ;
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}
xvgr_legend ( d . fp_p2_histogram , 1 , ( con st char ∗∗) legend_names , oenv ) ;
xvgr_world ( d . fp_p2_histogram , −0.5 , 0 , 1 . 0 , 10 , oenv ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_cos_histogram )
{
i n t i ;
i n t t o t a l = 0 ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i < d . cos_histogram_number_bins ; ++i )
t o t a l += d . cos_histogram [ i ] ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i < d . cos_histogram_number_bins ; ++i ) {
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_cos_histogram , "%.3 f \ t%d\ t%f \n " ,
( ( r e a l ) i )/ d . cos_histogram_number_bins∗2−1.0 , d . cos_histogram [ i ] ,
1 .∗ d . cos_histogram [ i ] / t o t a l ) ;
}
xvgr_legend ( d . fp_cos_histogram , 1 , ( con st char ∗∗) legend_names , oenv ) ;
xvgr_world ( d . fp_cos_histogram , −0.5 , 0 , 1 . 0 , 10 , oenv ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo ) {
i n t frame ;
r e a l average_smectic_order_parameter = 0 ;
r e a l aver age_ l ayer _ d i st an ce = 0 ;
f o r ( frame = 0 ; frame < d . frames_analyzed ; ++frame ) {
r e a l index = 0 ;
r e a l index_up = 0 ;
r e a l index_down = 0 ;
r e a l max_value = −GMX_REAL_MAX;
r e a l max_value_up = −GMX_REAL_MAX;
r e a l max_value_down = −GMX_REAL_MAX;
i n t sample ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo ,
"#Time\ t l a y e r _ s p a c i n g\ t c o s i n e \ t s i n e \tsum\ tcosine_up \ tsine_up \tsum_up\ t \
cosine_down\ tsine_down\tsum_down\n " ) ;
f o r ( sample = 0 ; sample < d . samples ; ++sample ) {
r e a l sum = s q r t ( sqr ( d . smectic_palermo_cosine [ frame ] [ sample ])+
sqr ( d . smectic_palermo_sine [ frame ] [ sample ] ) ) ;
r e a l sum_up = s q r t ( sqr ( d . smectic_palermo_cosine_up [ frame ] [ sample ])+
sqr ( d . smectic_palermo_sine_up [ frame ] [ sample ] ) ) ;
r e a l sum_down = s q r t ( sqr ( d . smectic_palermo_cosine_down [ frame ] [ sample ])+
sqr ( d . smectic_palermo_sine_down [ frame ] [ sample ] ) ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "%.8 f \ t %.8 f \ t " , ( d . st ar t _ t i m e+frame ∗( d . end_time−
d . st ar t _ t i m e )/ d . frames_analyzed )∗ output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) ,
(1.+ sample )/ d . samples∗d . max_radius ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "%.8 f \ t %.8 f \ t %.8 f \ t " ,
d . smectic_palermo_cosine [ frame ] [ sample ] ,
d . smectic_palermo_sine [ frame ] [ sample ] , sum ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "%.8 f \ t %.8 f \ t %.8 f \ t " ,
d . smectic_palermo_cosine_up [ frame ] [ sample ] ,
d . smectic_palermo_sine_up [ frame ] [ sample ] , sum_up ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "%.8 f \ t %.8 f \ t %.8 f \n " ,
d . smectic_palermo_cosine_down [ frame ] [ sample ] ,
d . smectic_palermo_sine_down [ frame ] [ sample ] , sum_down ) ;
i f ( sum > max_value ) {
index = sample ;
max_value = sum ;
}
i f ( sum_up > max_value_up ) {
index_up = sample ;
max_value_up = sum_up ;
}
i f ( sum_down > max_value_down ) {
index_down = sample ;
max_value_down = sum_down ;
}
}
aver age_ l ayer _ d i st an ce += (1.+ index )/ d . samples∗d . max_radius ;
average_smectic_order_parameter += max_value ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "\n#Max time\ t l a y e r _ s p a c i n g\ t o r d e r \ t \
layer_spacing_up\ torder_up \ tlayer_spacing_down\torder_down \n " ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "%.8 f \ t " ,
( d . st ar t _ t i m e+frame ∗(d . end_time−d . st ar t _ t i m e )/
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d . frames_analyzed )∗ output_env_get_time_factor (∗( d . oenv ) ) ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "%.8 f \ t %.8 f \ t " ,
(1.+ index )/ d . samples∗d . max_radius , max_value ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "%.8 f \ t %.8 f \ t " ,
(1.+ index_up )/ d . samples∗d . max_radius , max_value_up ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo , "%.8 f \ t %.8 f \n\n\n " ,
(1.+ index_down )/ d . samples∗d . max_radius , max_value_down ) ;
}
aver age_ l ayer _ d i st an ce /= d . frames_analyzed ;
average_smectic_order_parameter /= d . frames_analyzed ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , " Average sm ect i c or d er parameter : \ t %4.4 f \ nAverage l a y e r d i s t a n c e : \ t \
\ t \ t %4.4 f nm\n " , average_smectic_order_parameter , aver age_ l ayer _ d i st an ce ) ;
}
i f ( d . fp_smectic )
{
r e a l average_volume = 0 ;
r e a l aver age_ r ad i u s = 0 ;
r e a l average_no_of_ups = 0 ;
r e a l average_no_of_downs = 0 ;
r e a l average_no_of_up_downs = 0 ;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0; i <d . frames_analyzed ; ++i ) {
average_volume += d . volume_per_frame [ i ] ;
aver age_ r ad i u s += d . min_box_length [ i ] ;
average_no_of_ups += d . number_of_ups [ i ] ;
average_no_of_downs += d . number_of_downs[ i ] ;
average_no_of_up_downs += d . number_of_up_downs [ i ] ;
}
average_volume /= d . frames_analyzed ;
aver age_ r ad i u s /= d . frames_analyzed ;
average_no_of_ups /= d . frames_analyzed ;
average_no_of_downs /= d . frames_analyzed ;
average_no_of_up_downs /= d . frames_analyzed ;
double aver age_ h ei gh t = d . max_radius ;
i f ( d . max_radius == −1 ) {
aver age_ h ei gh t = average_volume / sqr ( aver age_ r ad i u s ) / M_PI;
} e l s e {
aver age_ h ei gh t = d . max_radius∗d . repl_per_dim∗ 0 . 5 ;
aver age_ r ad i u s = d . max_radius ;
}
double i n ver se_ cou p l e_ d en si t y = average_volume /
( d . no_of_axes [ 0 ] ) / ( d . number_of_repl icas∗d . no_of_axes [ 0 ] −1 ) ;
double inverse_couple_density_up = average_volume /
( ( average_no_of_ups )∗( d . number_of_repl icas∗average_no_of_ups −1));
double inverse_couple_density_down = average_volume /
( ( average_no_of_downs )∗( d . number_of_repl icas∗average_no_of_downs−1));
double inverse_couple_density_up_down = average_volume /
( ( average_no_of_ups )∗( d . number_of_repl icas∗average_no_of_downs ) ) ;
double cyl inder_volume = M_PI ∗ sqr ( aver age_ r ad i u s ) ∗ aver age_ h ei gh t ;
double norm_factor = i n ver se_ cou p l e_ d en si t y ∗ d . sm_bins /
( d . frames_analyzed ∗ cyl inder_volume ) ;
double norm_factor_up = 0 . 5 ∗ inverse_couple_density_up ∗ d . sm_bins /
( d . frames_analyzed ∗ cyl inder_volume ) ;
double norm_factor_down = 0 . 5 ∗ inverse_couple_density_down ∗ d . sm_bins /
( d . frames_analyzed ∗ cyl inder_volume ) ;
double norm_factor_up_down = 0 . 5 ∗ inverse_couple_density_up_down ∗ d . sm_bins /
( d . frames_analyzed ∗ cyl inder_volume ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i < d . sm_bins ; ++i ) {
double n or m _ fact or _ r a d i a l _ d i s t r i b u t i on = 4 . / 3 . ∗M_PI∗(
pow ( ( r e a l ) 1 . 0∗ i /d . sm_bins∗ aver age_ h ei gh t+0.5∗ aver age_ h ei gh t/d . sm_bins , 3)−
pow ( ( r e a l ) 1 . 0∗ i /d . sm_bins∗average_height −0.5∗ aver age_ h ei gh t/d . sm_bins , 3 ) ) ;
f p r i n t f ( d . fp_smectic , "%.3 f \ t %.9 f \ t %.9 f \ t %.9 f \ t %.9 f \ t %.9 f \ t %.9 f \ t %.9 f \n " ,
( ( r e a l ) i /d . sm_bins∗ aver age_ h ei gh t ) ,
( d . sm_hist [ i ] )∗ norm_factor ,
( d . sm_up_hist [ i ] )∗ norm_factor_up ,
( d . sm_down_hist [ i ] )∗ norm_factor_down ,
( d . sm_up_down_hist [ i ] )∗ norm_factor_up_down ,
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d . r a d i a l _ d i s t r i b u t i o n _ h i s t [ i ] / n or m _ fact or _ r a d i a l _ d i s t r i b u t i o n ∗
i n ver se_ cou p l e_ d en si t y /d . frames_analyzed ,
( d . sm_hist_x [ i ] )∗ norm_factor ,
( d . sm_hist_y [ i ] )∗ norm_factor ) ;
}
xvgr_world ( d . fp_smectic , −1.0 , 0 , 1 . 0 , 10 , oenv ) ;
}
// cl ean u p
i n t frame = 0 ;
f o r ( frame = 0 ; frame < nframes ; ++frame )
{
s f r e e ( d . axi s_ of_ i n er t ia_per_ fr ame [ frame ] ) ;
}
s f r e e ( d . axi s_ of_ i n er t i a_per_ fr ame ) ;
i f ( d . b_total )
{
s f r e e ( legend_names [ 0 ] ) ;
}
/∗ For the template , we c l o s e the output f i l e i f one was opened ∗/
i f ( d . fp_order )
x v g r c l o s e ( d . fp_order ) ;
i f ( d . fp_p2_order )
x v g r c l o s e ( d . fp_p2_order ) ;
i f ( d . fp_p4_order )
x v g r c l o s e ( d . fp_p4_order ) ;
i f ( d . fp_lambda0_order)
x v g r c l o s e ( d . fp_lambda0_order ) ;
i f ( d . fp_p2_histogram )
x v g r c l o s e ( d . fp_p2_histogram ) ;
i f ( d . fp_cos_histogram )
x v g r c l o s e ( d . fp_cos_histogram ) ;
i f ( d . fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on )
x v g r c l o s e ( d . fp _ gL _ p ai r _ d i st r i b u t i on ) ;
i f ( d . fp _ aver age_ r ot at i on )
x v g r c l o s e ( d . fp _ aver age_ r ot at i on ) ;
i f ( d . fp_smectic_palermo)
f c l o s e ( d . fp_smectic_palermo ) ;
thanx ( s t d e r r ) ;
r e t u r n 0 ;
}
B.3. getPositionalAndOrientationalOrder.sh
Shell script to automatically extract the orientational and positional order pa-
rameter with respect to the temperature from a trajectory containing more than
one temperature sampling.
#!/ bin / bash
exp or t LANG=CC
s e t −e
s e t −u
i f [ $# − l t 4 ] ; then
echo −e " E r r or : \ tToo few arguments ! "
echo −e " Usage : \ t$0 f i l e . xt c f i l e . edr f i l e . t p r timePerTemperatureInNS "
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time_per_traj =‘gmxcheck −e $EDR 2>&1 1>/dev / n u l l | t r
’\ n ’ | \
awk ’/ Last energy frame / { p r i n t i n t ( $7 ) } ’ ‘
echo " Measured $time_per_traj ps i n t r a j e c t o r y . " >&2
temp_in_traj=$ ( ( $time_per_traj /$time_per_temp/1000+1))
echo " Cal cu l at ed $temp_in_traj t em p er at u r es i n t r a j e c t o r y . " >&2
f o r r a d i u s i n 7. 00 ; do
f o r i i n ‘ seq $temp_in_traj ‘ ; do
echo " name \ " .∗\ " " | g_order_tensor −q u i e t −f $XTC −s $TPR −b $ ( ( ( i −1)∗$time_per_temp) ) \
−e $ ( ( i ∗$time_per_temp) ) −o r i e n t−1 0 −o r i e n t−2 34 \
−r a d i u s $ r a d i u s −r e p l c o u n t 3 −smectic_palermo smectic−$i−$ r a d i u s . xvg −dt 2 −tu ns \




f o r i i n ‘ seq $temp_in_traj ‘ ; do
echo "Temp" | g_energy −q u i e t −xvg no −f $EDR −b $ ( ( ( i −1)∗$time_per_temp∗1000) ) \
−e $ ( ( i ∗$time_per_temp∗1000) ) −o energy−$ i . xvg
done
echo −e "#Temperature\ t E r r or \ t s p a c i n g \ t E r r or \ t o r d e r \ t E r r or \ t E r r or \ tspacing_up\ t E r r or \ t \
order_up\ t E r r or \ t E r r or \ tspacing_down\ t E r r or \torder_down \ t E r r or " > \
p o s i t i o n a l−order−param . xvg
f o r r a d i u s i n 7. 00 ; do
f o r i i n ‘ seq $temp_in_traj ‘ ; do
sm ect i c=smectic−$i−$ r a d i u s . xvg
smectic_max=smectic−max−$i−$ r a d i u s . xvg
awk ’/#Max time/ { g e t l i n e ; p r i n t $1 , $2 , $3 , $4 , $5 , $6 , $7 } ’ $sm ect i c > $smectic_max
energy=energy−$ i . xvg
echo −n " $ r a d i u s "
echo ’ sp l i t _ l on g_ r ows ( f a l s e ) ; a=l oad ( " ’ $smectic_max ’ " ) ; b=l oad ( " ’ $energy ’ " ) ; \
[ mean ( b ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( b ( : , 2 ) ) mean ( a ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 2 ) ) mean ( a ( : , 3 ) ) \
st d ( a ( : , 3 ) ) mean ( a ( : , 4 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 4 ) ) mean ( a ( : , 5 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 5 ) ) mean ( a ( : , 6 ) ) \
st d ( a ( : , 6 ) ) mean ( a ( : , 7 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 7 ) ) ] ’ | oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ;
done
done >> p o s i t i o n a l−order−param . xvg
echo −e "#Temperature\ t E r r or \ t s p a c i n g \ t E r r or \ t o r d e r \ t E r r or \ t E r r or \ tspacing_up\ t E r r or \ t \
order_up\ t E r r or \ t E r r or \ tspacing_down\ t E r r or \torder_down \ t E r r or " > \
p o s i t i o n a l−order−param−l a s t . xvg
f o r r a d i u s i n 7. 00 ; do
f o r i i n ‘ seq $temp_in_traj ‘ ; do
sm ect i c=smectic−$i−$ r a d i u s . xvg
smectic_max=smectic−max−$i−$ r a d i u s . xvg
awk ’/#Max time/ { g e t l i n e ; p r i n t $1 , $2 , $3 , $4 , $5 , $6 , $7 } ’ $sm ect i c > $smectic_max
energy=energy−$ i . xvg
echo −n " $ r a d i u s "
echo ’ sp l i t _ l on g_ r ows ( f a l s e ) ; a=l oad ( " ’ $smectic_max ’ " ) ; b=l oad ( " ’ $energy ’ " ) ; \
[ mean ( b ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( b ( : , 2 ) ) mean ( a ( end−100: end , 2 ) ) st d ( a ( end−100: end , 2 ) ) \
mean ( a ( end−100: end , 3 ) ) st d ( a ( end−100: end , 3 ) ) mean ( a ( end−100: end , 4 ) ) \
st d ( a ( end−100: end , 4 ) ) mean ( a ( end−100: end , 5 ) ) st d ( a ( end−100: end , 5 ) ) \
mean ( a ( end−100: end , 6 ) ) st d ( a ( end−100: end , 6 ) ) mean ( a ( end−100: end , 7 ) ) \
st d ( a ( end−100: end , 7 ) ) ] ’ | oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ;
done
done >> p o s i t i o n a l−order−param−l a s t . xvg
echo −e "#Temperature\ t E r r or \tlambda_+\t E r r or \tlambda_0 \ t E r r or " > \
o r i e n t a t i o n a l−order−param . xvg
f o r i i n ‘ seq $temp_in_traj ‘ ; do
t e n s o r 0=tensor_p2_0−$ i . xvg
t e n s o r 1=tensor_p2_1−$ i . xvg
energy=energy−$ i . xvg
echo ’ a=l oad ( " ’ $t en sor 1 ’ " ) ; b=l oad ( " ’ $energy ’ " ) ; c=l oad ( " ’ $t en sor 0 ’ " ) ; [ mean ( b ( : , 2 ) ) \
st d ( b ( : , 2 ) ) mean ( a ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 2 ) ) mean ( c ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( c ( : , 2 ) ) ] ’ \
| oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ;
done >> o r i e n t a t i o n a l−order−param . xvg
echo −e "#Temperature\ t E r r or \tlambda_+\t E r r or \tlambda_0 \ t E r r or " > \
o r i e n t a t i o n a l−order−param−l a s t . xvg
f o r i i n ‘ seq $temp_in_traj ‘ ; do
t e n s o r 0=tensor_p2_0−$ i . xvg
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t e n s o r 1=tensor_p2_1−$ i . xvg
energy=energy−$ i . xvg
echo ’ a=l oad ( " ’ $t en sor 1 ’ " ) ; b=l oad ( " ’ $energy ’ " ) ; c=l oad ( " ’ $t en sor 0 ’ " ) ; \
[ mean ( b ( end−100: end , 2 ) ) st d ( b ( end−100: end , 2 ) ) mean ( a ( end−100: end , 2 ) ) \
st d ( a ( end−100: end , 2 ) ) mean ( c ( end−100: end , 2 ) ) st d ( c ( end−100: end , 2 ) ) ] ’ \
| oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ;
done >> o r i e n t a t i o n a l−order−param−l a s t . xvg
echo ’ s e t term x11 enhanced ; p l o t " . / p o s i t i o n a l−order−param . xvg " u si n g 2 : 1 0 : 3 : 1 1 w xye \
t "{/ Symbol t }_{up } " ; pause mouse key ’ | gn u p l ot
echo ’ s e t term x11 enhanced ; p l o t " . / p o s i t i o n a l−order−param . xvg " u si n g 2 : 8 : 3 : 9 w xye \
t "d_{up } " ; pause mouse key ’ | gn u p l ot
echo ’ s e t term x11 enhanced ; p l o t " . / o r i e n t a t i o n a l−order−param . xvg " u si n g 1 : 3 : 2 : 4 w xye \
t "{/ Symbol l }_+" , " " u s i n g 1 : 5 : 2 : 6 w xye t "{/ Symbol l }_0 " ; pause mouse key ’ | gn u p l ot
B.4. getHBondsIntra-Inter-everyTimeStep.sh
Shell script to automatically extract the intra- and intermolecular hydrogen
bonds with respect to the temperature from a trajectory containing more than
one temperature sampling.
#!/ bin / bash
s e t −e
s e t −u
i f [ $# −ne 4 ] ; then
echo " Usage : $0 f i l e . xt c f i l e . edr f i l e . t p r time_per_temp_in_ns "






time_per_traj =‘gmxcheck −e $EDR 2>&1 1>/dev/ n u l l | t r
’\n ’ | \
awk ’/ Last energy frame / { p r i n t i n t ( $7 ) } ’ ‘
echo " Measured $time_per_traj ps i n t r a j e c t o r y . " >&2
temp_in_traj=$ ( ( $time_per_traj /$time_per_temp/1000+1))
echo " Cal cu l at ed $temp_in_traj t em p er at u r es i n t r a j e c t o r y . " >&2
time_step_ps=‘gmxcheck −f $XTC 2>&1 1>/dev / n u l l | t r
’\n ’ | awk ’ /^ Coords / { p r i n t $3 } ’ ‘
echo " Measured a s t o r i n g time st ep f o r the c o o r d i n a t e s o f $time_step_ps ps . " >&2
frames_per_ns=$ ( ( 1000/ time_step_ps ) )
echo " Cal cu l at ed the number o f s t o r e d frames per ns as $frames_per_ns . " >&2
INDEX=hbond−r e l e v a n t−p a r t s . ndx
echo −e ’ d e l 0\ n d el 0\ n d el 0\ na o1 o2 o3 o4 o5 o6 ho1 ho2 ho3 ho4 ho5 ho6\n\
a hoc3 oc1 oc2 oc3 \nname 0 su gar \nname 1 ethoxy\nq ’ \
| make_ndx −f $TPR −o $INDEX
r e l a t i o n _ f i l e=hbonds−i n t r a−i n t e r−r e l a t i o n . xvg
echo > $ r e l a t i o n _ f i l e
f o r i i n ‘ seq $temp_in_traj ‘ ; do
hbindex=hbonds−$ i . ndx
s t a r t=$ ( ( ( $i −1)∗$time_per_temp) )
end=$ ( ( $ i ∗$time_per_temp) )
s u g a r _ i n t e r _ f i l e=sugar−i n t e r−hbond−$ i . xvg
s u g a r _ i n t r a _ f i l e=sugar−i n t r a−hbond−$ i . xvg
su gar _ et h oxy_ i n t er _ f i l e =sugar−ethoxy−i n t e r−hbond−$ i . xvg
su gar _ et h oxy_ i n t r a_ f i l e=sugar−ethoxy−i n t r a−hbond−$ i . xvg
echo > $ s u g a r _ i n t e r _ f i l e
echo > $ s u g a r _ i n t r a _ f i l e
echo > $su gar _ et h oxy_ i n t er _ f i l e
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echo > $su gar _ et h oxy_ i n t r a_ f i l e
f o r j i n ‘ seq $ ( ( time_per_temp∗ frames_per_ns ) ) ‘ ; do
frame=$ ( ( ( j−1)∗ time_step_ps+s t a r t ∗1000) )
echo 0 0 | g_hbond −f $XTC −s $TPR −n $INDEX −xvg none −hbn $hbindex −tu ps \
−b $frame −e $frame
rm \#∗
sed −n i ’/ hbonds_/ , $p ’ $hbindex
awk ’{ p r i n t f "%d %d %d %s \n " , ( $1−$1%38)/38==( $3−$3 %38)/38 , ( $1−$1 %38)/38 , \
( $3−$3 %38)/38 , $0 } ’ $hbindex | awk ’/^0/{ p r i n t } ’ > temp_inter−hbond−$ i
awk ’{ p r i n t f "%d %d %d %s \n " , ( $1−$1%38)/38==( $3−$3 %38)/38 , ( $1−$1 %38)/38 , \
( $3−$3 %38)/38 , $0 } ’ $hbindex | awk ’/^1/{ p r i n t } ’ > temp_intra−hbond−$ i
i n t r a =‘wc −l < temp_intra−hbond−$i ‘
i n t e r =‘wc −l < temp_inter−hbond−$i ‘
echo $frame $ i n t r a >> $ s u g a r _ i n t r a _ f i l e
echo $frame $ i n t e r >> $ s u g a r _ i n t e r _ f i l e
echo 0 1 | g_hbond −f $XTC −s $TPR −n $INDEX −xvg none −hbn $hbindex −tu ps \
−b $frame −e $frame
rm \#∗
sed −n i ’/ hbonds_/ , $p ’ $hbindex
awk ’{ p r i n t f "%d %d %d %s \n " , ( $1−$1%38)/38==( $3−$3 %38)/38 , ( $1−$1 %38)/38 , \
( $3−$3 %38)/38 , $0 } ’ $hbindex | awk ’/^0/{ p r i n t } ’ > temp_inter−hbond−$ i
awk ’{ p r i n t f "%d %d %d %s \n " , ( $1−$1%38)/38==( $3−$3 %38)/38 , ( $1−$1 %38)/38 , \
( $3−$3 %38)/38 , $0 } ’ $hbindex | awk ’/^1/{ p r i n t } ’ > temp_intra−hbond−$ i
i n t r a =‘wc −l < temp_intra−hbond−$i ‘
i n t e r =‘wc −l < temp_inter−hbond−$i ‘
echo $frame $ i n t r a >> $su gar _ et h oxy_ i n t r a_ f i l e
echo $frame $ i n t e r >> $su gar _ et h oxy_ i n t er _ f i l e
done
temp=temperature−$ i . xvg
echo ’Temp’ | g_energy −f $EDR −xvg none −b $ ( ( $ s t a r t ∗1000) ) −e $ ( ( $end ∗1000) ) −o $temp
temperature =‘ echo ’ a=l oad ( " ’ $temp ’ " ) ; [ mean ( a ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 2 ) ) ] ’ \
| oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ‘ ;
i n t r a _ r e s u l t s =‘ echo ’ a=l oad ( " ’ $ s u g a r _ i n t r a _ f i l e ’ " ) ; [ mean ( a ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 2 ) ) ] ’ \
| oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ‘ ;
i n t e r _ r e s u l t s =‘ echo ’ a=l oad ( " ’ $ s u g a r _ i n t e r _ f i l e ’ " ) ; [ mean ( a ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 2 ) ) ] ’ \
| oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ‘ ;
echo −n $temperature $ i n t r a _ r e s u l t s $ i n t e r _ r e s u l t s >> $ r e l a t i o n _ f i l e
i n t r a _ r e s u l t s =‘ echo ’ a=l oad ( " ’ $su gar _ et h oxy_ i n t r a_ f i l e ’ " ) ; [ mean ( a ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 2 ) ) ] ’ \
| oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ‘ ;
i n t e r _ r e s u l t s =‘ echo ’ a=l oad ( " ’ $su gar _ et h oxy_ i n t er _ f i l e ’ " ) ; [ mean ( a ( : , 2 ) ) st d ( a ( : , 2 ) ) ] ’ \
| oct ave | t a i l −n2 | head −n1 ‘ ;
echo " " $ i n t r a _ r e s u l t s $ i n t e r _ r e s u l t s >> $ r e l a t i o n _ f i l e
done
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